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and a million miles 
The vibrant whisper of a tuning fork offers only a minute 
representation of today's conquering of distance by sound. 
Modern telephony embraces the whole world, and beyond, 
and pays tribute to the inspiration of people who work 

with us for you. 
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FOREWORD 

I T is with considerable pleasure that Australia will act as host Administration for forthcoming 
International Telecommunication Union C.C.I.T.T. Study Group meetings in Melbourne between the 
7th and 25th October. Australia, even though still a developing nation, has had a long association 

with the I.T.U., being one of its oldest members. Prior to the federation of the Australian States in 
1901, each of the six States had joined the Union as independent members, the first being South 
Australia. At Federation, the posts and telegraph powers of the States were handed over to the 
Commonwealth of Australia, which then carried on Australia's membership of the Union. 

Australia has long been deeply concerned in problems of communication because of its widely 
separated community centres. We trust that the experience which we have gained in long distance com 
munications within our domestic network can be related to problems encountered on inter-continental 
circuits of more recent origin. 

Communication facilities have always been regarded of prime importance to Australia. In 1859 
our first submarine cable was laid across Bass Strait, linking Tasmania with Victoria, only nine years after 
the original trial of the first cable between Dover and Calais. With the completion of the laying of a 
cable between Java and Darwin in 1871, permanent communication was established with the Northern 
Hemisphere for the first time. The submarine cable in Darwin was linked to Adelaide by means of the 
Overland Telegraph which was erected in the face of extreme difficulties and when completed in 1872, 
represented an outstanding milestone in the history of the telegraph. The line measured 1,973 miles 
(further than from Paris to Moscow) over difficult and inhospitable terrain, and its establishment was 
largely due to the efforts of the then Postmaster-General of South Australia, Charles Todd (later Sir 
Charles). 

The development of the telephone service has been characterised by rapid progress and Australia 
is presently in the top seven countries of the world on the basis of telephones per head of population. 
The magnitude of the area covered by Australia's domestic telephone network, with operator dialling 
conditions existing over these distances, may be unknown in many countries. For example, equivalent 
telecommunication channels, such as those existing in Australia between Cairns and Perth, would stretch 
overseas from say London to Karachi. 

Our interest has not only been concentrated on line transmission. Prior to Federation, Postal En 
gineers had experimented with wireless telegraphy. By the turn of the century, communication had been 
effected with ships in Sydney Harbour and outside Port Phillip. One of the great advantages which 
wireless has conferred on Australia is its ability to provide a unique communication service for residents 
in the vast inland regions where the ordinary landline services would be prohibitively expensive. The 
development of inland services was mainly due to Rev. John Flynn of the Australian Inland Mission who 
conceived the idea, but it was the work of Mr. Alfred H. Traeger, an electrical engineer of Adelaide, 
who in the 1920's enabled Flynn's dreams to come true when he invented the now famed inexpensive low 
power pedal-operated radio transmitter. These sets were installed in outlying centres for the transmission 
and reception of public telegrams and medical calls. These stations were the forerunner of the several 
extensive networks of services now conducted by the Royal Flying Doctor Service of Australia. 
Nearly 1,000 remote centres serving missions, pastoralists, homesteads, etc., are now equipped with wireless 
stations. Though the prime purpose is to assist those in need of medical aid, the inland radio system 
also provides daily communication facilities, enables the provision of regular meteorological information, 
makes possible educational facilities for the children, and does much to relieve the sense of isolation 
experienced in the Australian "outback". 

Provision of Australia's telecommunication facilities is the joint responsibility of the Postmaster 
General's Department, and the Overseas Telecommunications Commission (Australia). The, Post Office 
is responsible for the development, operation and maintenance of our domestic public communication 
network while communications outside Australia are the concern of the Commission. Both bodies 
maintain close liaison with each other to ensure the effective integration of the internal and external 
services. 

World progress has increased the sense of a shrinking globe with continents and neighbouring 
countries being drawn closer together and has emphasized the need for compatability of operation of 
national telecommunication networks. It has been accentuated by the emergence of a new concept of 
vast significance, that is, the possibility of semi-automatic and automatic transmission on a global basis. 
The work of the Union and the C.C.I.T.T. in particular is contributing a great deal towards achieve 
ment of this goal. The three basic Groups which will meet in Melbourne, Study Group XI (Signalling 
and Switching), Study Group XIII (Automatic Telephone Operation) and Special Committee B (World 
Wide Telephone Networks), are considering different aspects of this problem. 

It is hoped that the Melbourne meetings will enable the visitors to see at first hand some aspects 
of the Australian communications scene. We trust that these meetings will be a forerunner to other 
similar gatherings in Australia, allowing for the interchange of information on the mutual objectives of 
efficient world-wide telecommunication services. 

In order to assist visitors at the meetings, as well as to enable a better understanding of the general 
problems of communications by people in Australia, this special issue of the Telecommunication Journal 
of Australia has been prepared. We hope that it will provide valuable background knowledge in the 
achievement of the objectives of the meetings. 

£(P4 
(/ 

Director-General, 
Postmaster-General's Department. 
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C.C.I.T.T. STUDY GROUP MEETINGS IN MELBOURNE, 
OCTOBER, 1963 

INTRODUCTION 
It is with considerable pleasure that 

the Australian Post Office will act as 
host Administration to the C.C.I.T.T. 
(International Telegraph and Telephone 
Consultative Committee) in a series of 
Study Group meetings to be held in 
Melbourne between 7th and 25th Octo 
ber of this year. The three Study 
Groups to meet are Study Group XI 
(Signalling and Switching), Study Group 
XIII (Automatic Telephone Operation) 
and Special Committee B (World Wide 
Telephone Networks). The C.C.I.T.T. 
is a permanent organ of the Inter 
national Telecommunications Union 
(I.T.U.) which itself is the specialised 
agency of the United Nations in the 
field of telecommunications. Details 
of the organisation of the I.T.U. and 
the relationship of the C.C.I.T.T. to 
the Union have been covered in a 
recent article in this Journal (1). 
The C.C.I.T.T. was formed in 1956 

by combining the C.C.I.F. (telephony) 
and the C.C.I.T. (telegraphy) and it is 
the telephone side of the organisation 
which will be represented at these 
meetings. Before the amalgamation, the 
telephony committee was the oldest of 
three Consultative Committees, all of 
which were formed in the 1920's, 
primarily to provide an international 
forum for the discussion and resolution 
of problems relating to all aspects of 
designing, specifying and operating 
international communications services. 
The main interest at that time centred 
on the European international services. 

* See page 166. 

E. SAWKINS, B.Sc., A.M.I.E.Aust. 
and E. R. BANKS, B.E.E., A.M.l.E.Aust.* 

TABLE 1 
C.C.1./C.C.I.F. PLENARY MEETINGS 

*Ilnd Conference Paris November-December 1924 
lllrd Conference Paris November-December 1925 
IVth Plenary Assembly Paris November-December 1926 
Vth Plenary Assembly Como September 1927 
Vlth Plenary Assembly Paris June 1928 
Vllth Plenary Assembly Berlin June 1929 
VIIIth Plenary Assembly Brussels June 1930 
IXth Plenary Assembly Paris September 1931 
Xth Plenary Assembly Budapest September 1934 
Xlth Plenary Assembly Copenhagen June 1936 
XIIth Plenary Assembly Cairo February 1938 

XIIIth 
C.C.I.F. Activities suspended during War 

Plenary Assembly London October 1945 
XIVth Plenary Assembly Montreaux October 1946 
XVth Plenary Assembly Paris July 1949 
XVlth Plenary Assembly Florence October 1951 
XVIIth Plenary Assembly Geneva October 1954 
XVIIIth Plenary Assembly Geneva December 1956 

C.C.I.T.T. PLENARY MEETINGS 

Ist Plenary Assembly Geneva December 1956 
Special Plenary Assembly Geneva September-November 1958 

Ilnd Plenary Assembly New Delhi December 1960 

* Presumably a preliminary meeting earlier in 1924 agreed to the formation of 
· the group. 

The meetings will extend over a 
period of three weeks, five days being 
allocated to each of the three Study 
Groups. For these Study Groups, the 
Melbourne meetings will represent the 
last major series of meetings before 
the C.C.I.T.T. Plenary Assembly which 
is to be held at Moscow in May, 1964. 
At the meetings the three Study Groups 
will aim to complete their programmes 

of work and to prepare reports for 
presentation to the Plenary Assembly. 
These meetings have a special signific 

ance, since they mark the end of a 
period of intense activity related to 
the formulation and development of 
basic plans for the orderly introduction 
of worldwide automatic telephony. This 
work was commenced immediately 
following the 1960 Plenary Assembly in 
New Delhi and quickly acquired 
urgency as a result of the rapid 
developments taking place in inter 
continental telephone communication 
with the exploitation of the new sub 
marine cables and the research into the 
possible use of satellites. 
The development of the submarine 

telephone cable is of special significance 
to Australia, since until now Australian 
telephone communication with the 
northern hemisphere has been over radio 
channels. The introduction of sub 
marine cables linking Australia with 
Europe and North America at the end 
of this year will mark the beginning 
of a new era of closer contact between 
Australia and the "old world". 
This article includes a brief review 

of the development and growth of the 
C.C.I.T.T., a summary of the stage 
reached by the various Study Groups 
in their development of world-wide 
plans, and an indication of the possible 
outcome of the Melbourne meetings. 

HISTORY OF THE C.C.I.T.T. 
Although the C.C.I.T.T. is now a per 

manent organ of the I.T.U. these bodies 
had separate beginnings. The I.T.U. 
was formed in 1885 from the Inter 
national Telegraph Union which had 

Fig. 1.-The Conference Room at the Southern Cross Hotel in use for a Recent Colombo Plan been founded 20 years earlier. The 
c:_onference. C.C.I.T.T. has evolved directly from the 
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C.C.I. (The International Consultative 
Committee for Long Distance Com 
munications) which was first established 
in 1924 as an independent body. At 
this time the problems for study by 
the C.C.I. were confined to European 
telephony. 
In 1925 the C.C.I.T. (telegraphy) was 

also formed and, to distinguish the two 
bodies, the telephone group was re 
termed the C.C.I.F. Both these bodies 

were combined with the I.T.U. at the 
1925 Administrative Conference in Paris. 
In 1956 the C.C.I.T. and the C.C.I.F. 
were combined to form the C.C.I.T.T. 
Table 1 lists the Plenary meetings which 
the C.C.I.T.T. and its precedents have 
held throughout their existence. 
With the exception of the recom 

mendation prepared on operating 
methods and transmission performance, 
most of the work of the C.C.I.F. and 

the C.C.I.T. up to 1956 had particular 
application to the international com 
munication problems existing in Europe. 
In fact, even in the fields of operating 
and transmission, the primary concern 
of these bodies was with European 
international working. However, in 
1956 the first trans-Atlantic submarine 
telephone cable was commissioned 
successfully, with two immediate results: 
1. From a technical standpoint there 

TABLE 2: LIST OF STUDY GROUPS 
SET UP BY THE SECOND PLENARY ASSEMBLY OF THE C.C.I.T.T. 

Abbreviated 
Designation 
of Study 
Group 

I 

II 

III 

IV 

V 

VI 

VII 

VIII 

IX 

X 

XI 

XII 

XIII 

XIV 

xv 
XVI 

Sp.A. 

Sp. B. 

Sp. C. 

CMTT 

PLAN 

S.-Com. 
Plan 
Africa 
S.-Com. 
Plan 
Asia 

S.-Com. 
Plan 
Latin 
America 

Title 

Telegraph operation and tariffs (Telex service included). 

Telephone operation and tariffs. 

General tariff principles. Lease of telecommunication 
circuits. 
Maintenance of the general telecommunication network. 

Protection against dangers and disturbances of electro 
magnetic origin. 
Protection and specifications of cable sheaths and poles. 

Definitions and symbols. 

Alphabetic telegraph apparatus and local connecting lines. 

Quality of telegraph transmission; specification of channel 
equipments and directives for maintenance of telegraph 
channels. 
Telegraph switching. 

Telephone signalling and switching. 

Telephone transmission performance and local telephone 
networks. 
Semi-automatic and automatic telephone networks. 

Facsimile telegraph transmission and apparatus. 

Transmission systems. 

Telephone circuits. 

Data transmission. (Special Study Group). 

World-wide semi-automatic and automatic network (Special 
Study Group). 

Noise. (Special Study Group and Joint C.C.I.T.T.-C.C.I.R. 
Study Group, under the administration of the C.C.I.T.T.). 
Television transmission. (Joint C.C.I.R.-C.C.I.T.T. Study 
Group, under the administration of the C.C.I.R.). 
General plan for the development of the international 
network. (Joint C.C.I.T.T.-C.C.I.R. Committee, under the 
administration of the C.C.I.T.T.). 
Plan Sub-Committee for Africa. (Joint C.C.I.T.T.-C.C.I.R. 
Sub-Committee, under the administration of the C.C.I.T.T.). 

Plan Sub-Committee for Asia. (Joint C.C.I.T.T.-C.C.I.R. 
Sub-Committee, under the administration of the C.C.I.T.T.). 

Plan Sub-Committee for Latin America. (Joint C.C.I.T.T. 
C.C.I.R. Sub-Committee, under the administration of the 
C.C.I.T.T.). 

Chairman 

Mr. Perry 
(Netherlands) 

Mr. Terras 
(France) 

Mr. Langenberger 
(Switzerland) 

Mr. Valloton 
(Switzerland) 

Mr. Riedel (F. R. 
of Germany) 

Mr. Halstrom 
(Denmark) 

Mr. Gella 
(Spain) 

Mr. R. D. Kerr 
(Australia) 

Mr. Roquet 
(France) 

Mr. Jansen 
(Netherlands) 

Mr. W. J. E. Tobin 
(United Kingdom) 

Mr. Swedenborg 
(Sweden) 

Mr. Lambiotte 
(Belgium) 

Mr. Fijalkowski 
(Poland) 

Mr. Job 
(France) 

Mr. R. H. Franklin 
(United Kingdom) 

Mr. J. Rhodes 
(United Kingdom) 

Mr. W. E. Bloecker 
(United States: 
American Tele 
graph and Tele 
phone Co.) 

Mr. H. Williams 
(United Kingdom) 

Mr. Angel 
(France) 

Mr. Antinoci 
(Italy) 

Mr. Tedros 
(Ethiopia) 

Mr. C. P. Vasudevan 
(India) 

Mr. Nunez 
(Mexico) 

Vice-Chairman 

Mr. Vargues 
(France) 

Mr. Balchandani 
(India) 

Mr. Garrido 
(Spain) 

Mr. Postelnicu 
(Roumania) 

Mr. Mikhailov 
(U.S.S.R.) 

Mr. S. M. Muqtadir 
(Pakistan) 

Mr. Bigi 
(Italy) 

Mr. Savitzky 
(Ukrainian S.S.R.) 

Mr. R. N. Renton 
(United Kingdom) 

Mr. Faugeras 
(France) 

Mr. Vassilieff 
(U.S.S.R.) 

Mr. Krout! 
(Czechoslovakia) 

Mr. Chovet 
(France) 

Mr. Bitter (F.R. 
of Germany) 

Mr. Gagliardi 
(Italy) 

Mr. Claeys 
(Belgium) 

Mr. V. N. Vaughan 
(United States, 
American Tele 
graph and Tele 
phone Co.) 

Mr. Bjurel 
(Sweden) 

Dr. R. Kaiser 
(F.R. of Germany) 

Mr. R. H. Franklin 
(United Kingdom) 

Mr. A. Hamid 
(Pakistan) 

Mr. Mili 
(Tunisia) 

Mr. Matsuda 
(Japan) 

Mr. Ospina 
(Colombia) 
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was an end to the period of virtual 
telephone isolation of the North 
American continent and the Euro 
pean continent which had existed 
with manual radio channel type 
working. 

2. The possibility arose of introducing 
semi-automatic and automatic tele 
phony on a worldwide basis. 
In the period between 1956 and 1 %0 

the first steps were taken by Ad 
ministrations to exploit the new facility. 

PRESENT ORGANISATION OF 
THE WORK 

It was realised at the second Plenary 
Assembly of the C.C.I.T.T. held in New 
Delhi, in December, 1960, that the 
introduction of world-wide automatic 
telephony represented a major challenge 
to the C.C.I.T.T. and that co-ordinated 
recommendations for world-wide num 
bering, switching, signalling, transmission 
and operation would be required very 
quickly in view of the intense activity 
by those Administrations and operating 
agencies which were· developing inter 
continental communication systems. As 
a result of this situation, a special Study 
Group (Special Committee B) was es 
tablished to organise and oversight the 
investigations which would be necessary. 
The task was to prepare a series of 
co-ordinated recommendations on world 
wide telephony. This Committee was 
asked to co-ordinate the studies of the 
existing Study Groups, each one of 
which was required to examine the 
impact of worldwide telephony on its 
particular area of responsibility. 

Study Groups are the operative 
bodies of the C.C.I.T.T. and there is 
a Study Group to cover each of the 
specialist areas of responsibility in the 
telephone and telegraph fields. Table 
2 sets out a schedule of the Study 
Groups at present set up within the 
C.C.I.T.T. 
All Administrations which are mem 

bers of the I.T.U. (and therefore of 
the C.C.I.T.T.) are eligible to take part 
in the work of the Study Groups and, 
as can be seen from the table, the 
Chairmen and the Vice-Chairmen of 
the Study Groups are representatives of 
Administrations. The Study Groups 
are each assigned a list of questions 
by the Plenary Assembly and, between 
Plenary Assemblies, these Groups meet 
to prepare co-ordinated recommenda 
tions in answer to each of these 
questions. For example, Special Com 
mittee B was assigned one question for 
the Plenary period, which read simply: 

"What changes are necessary to exist 
ing recommendations or what new 
recommendations are necessary to pro 
vide for semi-automatic and ultimately 
fully automatic telephone operation on 
a world-wide basis?" 
This question was followed by a note 

which referred Special Committee B to 
particular questions being studied by 
Study Groups XI, XIII, XVI and a 
Working Party of Study Group IV (2). 
Before looking in more detail at the 
work of Special Committee B and the 
Study Groups XI and XIII which are 
meeting in Melbourne, it is first desired 
to refer briefly to two other activities 
of the C.C.I.T.T. 

One is the responsibility in the 
technical assistance field. At the 1959 
Plenipotentiary Conference, the charter 
of the C.C.I.T.T. was extended to 
include a definite responsibility in the 
field of documentary technical assistance 
to new and developing countries. This 
work was also discussed at length at 
the 1960 Plenary Assembly and one 
result was that a special Working Party 
of Study Group XI was formed to 
prepare a series of guiding principles 
to aid developing countries in the 
development of National Automatic 
Networks. 

Secondly, the C.C.I.T.T. has a joint 
responsibility with the C.C.I.R. in the 
planning field. This is implemented 
through the Plan Committee of the 
I.T.U. and its Sub-Committees. The 
responsibilities of the Plan Committee 
include the development of plans for 
the introduction of international tele 
phony and naturally this work also 
has been given impetus and urgency 
by recent happenings. 

STUDY GROUPS TO MEET 
IN MELBOURNE 

From the foregoing the significance 
of the forthcoming meetings of Study 
Groups XI, XIII and Special Committee 
B in Melbourne will have become ap 
parent. At the Melbourne meetings 
Study Groups XI and XIII will take 
stock of the work so far completed, 
and will prepare final consolidated 
recommendations in their own fields 
of responsibility for presentation to the 
Moscow Plenary Assembly. Special 
Committee B, which meets after Study 
Groups XI and XIII, will then review 
the complete field of recommendations 
for world-wide automatic telephony. 
The following paragraphs indicate, for 
each of the Study Groups, the stage 
which has been reached in their delib 
erations and the likely area of work 
which will be covered during the 
Melbourne meetings. 

STUDY GROUP XI 
SIGNALLING AND SWITCHING 

(Chalrman=-Mr. W. J. E. Tobin, U.K.) 
Study Group XI has the responsibility 

for specifying the signalling equipment 
and the boundary conditions for the 
switching equipment which is to- be used 
on international circuits. Since the New 
Delhi Plenary Assembly, Study Group 
XI has examined the problem of 
specifying an intercontinental signalling 
system. 
Three aspects of the problem have 

already been reconciled as far as 
possible. Initially, certain basic prin 
ciples were investigated and as a result 
key decisions were taken concerning the 
desirable technical characteristics of an 
intercontinental signalling system. These 
decisions depended largely on the 
current state of development of the 
signalling and switching arts. Secondly, 
Study Group XI received from Study 
Group XIII a statement of necessary 
and desirable facilities which the signal 
ling system should provide in order to 
meet the operating requirements for 
intercontinental working. Finally, Study 
Group XI had to take account of the 
existing intercontinental signalling system 

developed for use on the Atlantic cables 
to provide semi-automatic working. 
The trans-Atlantic signalling system 

complied with most of the basic tech 
nical principles established initially by 
Study Group XI, but did not accom 
modate all the facilities specified by 
Study Group XIII. Study Group XI, 
has, therefore, through a special Work 
ing Party, devoted considerable attention 
to determining the extent to which this 
signalling system might be modified and 
also the use that can be made of the 
system in the intercontinental network. 
In addition, this Working Party has 
prepared for final consideration by 
Study Group XI some basic principles 
which would guide studies in the 
development of a new signalling system. 
At the October meeting, Study Group 

XI will take account of the progress 
that has been achieved in the recom 
mendation of a suitable signalling system 
for intercontinental working. In so 
doing, the Study Group will also have 
to consider the next steps which should 
be taken, immediately following the 
Moscow Plenary Assembly, in the 
development of a standardised inter 
continental signalling system to give all 
the required facilities. 
Another field of work in which Study 

Group XI is involved, the first part 
of which will probably be brought to 
conclusion at the Melbourne meeting, 
concerns the provision of technical 
assistance of a documentary nature to 
new and developing countries. This 
work has been the responsibility of a 
special Working Party, the Working 
Party on National Automatic Networks. 
which is chaired by Mr. E. R. Banks of 
Australia. The working party has pre 
pared a volume of guidance on the 
basic principles which must be taken 
into account when plans are prepared 
for the development of an automatic 
network in a national area, and the 
factors to be considered when specifying 
and ordering switching equipment for 
use in such an automatic network. This 
volume and a covering report will be 
considered by the full meeting of Study 
Group XI. 
Finally, Study Group XI has been 

considering several other questions 
which relate to certain detailed aspects 
of signalling system specification and 
operation, and tentative answers to 
these questions have been prepared. 
These answers will no doubt be reviewed 
and finally endorsed by the Study Group 
in preparation for the Moscow Plenary. 

STUDY GROUP XIII-AUTOMATIC 
TELEPHONE OPERATION 

(Chalrman+-Mr, M. M. Lambiotte, 
Belgium) 

Study Group XIII has been respons 
ible in the last three years for the 
study and preparation of the basic 
plans for the introduction of inter 
continental automatic telephony. In 
order to tackle this .considerable task, 
the Study Group formed itself into five 
Working Parties each of which has 
taken a particular aspect of the problem 
and studied it in detail prior to sub 
mitting a report to the full Study Group 
for comment and adoption. The five 
Working Parties are Working Party I 
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(Signalling Facilities), Working Party 2 
(Numbering), Working Party 3 (Rout 
ing), Working Party 4 (Maintenance) 
and Working Party 5 (Traffic Engineer 
ing). 
Working Party 1 completed its task 

early in the period and it was on the 
basis of the facility specification for 
warded by this Working Party to 
Study Group XI that this Study Group 
has proceeded with its investigations as 
discussed previously. Working Party 2 
developed a numbering plan which has 
been considered at previous meetings 
of Study Group XIII and was accepted 
by the Study Group at the last meeting 
in Montreal in July, 1962, subject to 
any comments which might be for 
warded by Administrations prior to the 
Melbourne meeting. Therefore, Study 
Group XIII will be required, during the 
Melbourne meeting, to take account of 
any comments which have been for 
warded by Administrations and consider 
final endorsement of the recommended 
numbering plan. 
For a variety of reasons the routing 

plan being prepared by Working Party 
3 is not as close to finality as the 
numbering plan. Perhaps the most 
important reason is that the routing 
plan is closely related to the actual 
cables which are being laid by various 
Administrations, and to the switching 
centres which are being established on 
these cable routes. Consequently, the 
development of a recommended routing 
plan is tied much more closely to short 
term implementation problems than is 
the numbering plan. Further it is 
becoming increasingly apparent that an 
important element in the world routing 
plan is the advantage that can be taken 
of time differences between various 
countries. In addition it is very difficult 
at this stage to predict short and long 
term traffic flow patterns in the 
world network. Finally although the 
draft routing recommendations have 
restricted the number of intercontinental 
links in tandem to a maximum of 5 
(Ct3 to Ct3-see Reference 1) there 

is a growing opmion that additional 
four wire transit switching between 
higher order centres can be tolerated. 
Study Group XIII therefore must en 
deavour to take stock of the progress 
that has been made on routing plans 
and to report to the Plenary Assembly 
on the further action which it considers 
should be recommended in this area. 
The Maintenance Working Party has 

been considering general problems as 
sociated with the introduction of inter 
continental automatic and semi-automatic 
service, and in conjunction with the 
Working Party of Study Group IV, 
which is responsible for circuit main 
tenance, has been developing practices 
and procedures for the technical opera 
tion of the intercontinental network. 
In addition, the Maintenance Working 
Party has been developing recommenda 
tions for service observation practices 
for the intercontinental network. 
The Traffic Working Party has been 

investigating the detailed problems as 
sociated with measuring the traffic 
flowing on the various circuit groups 
and has been endeavouring to develop 
accurate indicators by means of which 
the performance of a group of circuits 
can be specified and the number of 
circuits required to meet this perfor 
mance standard can be determined. 
This is a much more difficult problem 
than in the national field, because the 
busy hour characteristics of inter 
national traffic are more complex than 
in national networks and the circuits 
are considerably more costly. 

SPECIAL COMMITTEE B 
(Cha,irmanr-Mr. W. E. Bleecker, U.S.A.) 
As its name implies, this Study Group 

was established especially to oversight 
and co-ordinate the work of the other 
main specialised groups, each of which 
had a particular contribution to make 
to the development of plans for inter 
continental telephony. In Melbourne, 
Special Committee B will be required 
to review the work which has been 
achieved by Study Group XI and Study 

Group XIII and, in addition, to cor. 
sider the results of the work of Study 
Group XVI (Transmission). Study 
Group XVI held a meeting in Geneva 
during July, 1963, and will presumably 
forward a report to Special Committee 
B. It will no doubt be the task of 
Special Committee B to ensure that 
the various recommendations prepared 
by the specialist Study Groups are 
compatible, and to prepare a report 
to the Plenary Assembly on the pro 
gress achieved and the further work 
still remaining. 

GENERAL ARRANGEMENTS FOR 
THE MEETINGS 

The Melbourne meetings will be held 
in the Southern Cross Hotel which is 
shown on the front cover of this issue. 
Facilities are being provided at the 
hotel for the Conference Room, Work 
ing Party Rooms, and for the neces 
sary offices, documentary production 
and information services for the 
Secretariat and the delegates. Fig. 1 
shows the Conference Room in use for 
a recent Colombo Plan meeting. Im 
mediately after the Melbourne series 
of meetings, a four-day visit has been 
arranged to Sydney to provide dele 
gates with the opportunity to see at 
first hand representative firms in the 
telephone switching and electronics 
industries, and to visit technical installa 
tions and facilities of the National and 
International telephone service. It is 
expected that about 60 delegates will 
attend from overseas and it is hoped 
that their visit to Australia will be 
both interesting and rewarding. 
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AUSTRALIAN TELECOMMUNICATION AUTHORITIES 
C. J. GRIFFITHS, M.E.E., M.l.E.E., M.I.E.Aust.* 

INTRODUCTION 
The Postmaster-General's Department 

is the principal authority concerned 
with telecommunication services in 
Australia, and co-operates closely with 
the Overseas Telecommunications Com 
mission in the provision of overseas 
telecommunications serving the Aus 
tralian network. In the broadest sense 
there are two other authorities which 
provide telecommunication services, 
namely, the Australian Broadcasting 
Commission and the Australian Broad 
casting Control Board. 
The functions of the Australian 

Broadcasting Commission are to pro 
vide the national radio and television 
programmes throughout the Common 
wealth, including studio services that 
are required in the production of these 
programmes. The transmitters and 
programme lines are provided and 
maintained by the Postmaster-General's 
Department. The Australian Broad 
casting Control Board is responsible for 
the establishment and control of 
standards for the operation of the 
national radio and television services, 
including the cultural level of pro 
grammes, the technical standards of 
transmission reception, and the licensing 
of commercial radio and television 
channels. It is not the intention in 
this article to consider further the 
activities of these two authorities. 
The responsibilities of the Overseas 

Telecommunications Commission for 
external telecommunication services 
between Australia and overseas countries 
are described in a separate article in 
this issue of the Journal. 
Although the Postmaster-General's 

Department provides all telecommunica 
tions for the public network, including 
many private wire services for various 
Government Departments, , statutory 
authorities and private companies, there 
are a number of authorities such as 
electricity supply and railways that 
operate private networks as a necessary 
part of their systems. A close liaison 
exists between the Department and the 
various authorities in the provision of 
private wire facilities, both within and · 
outside the public network, and in 
particular cases the Postmaster-General's 
Department makes use of facilities in 
the private networks to provide trunk 
channels in the national network, for 
example, the Railways pole routes in 
outlying areas. 
Of particular interest are the Royal 

. Flying Doctor and similar networks 
which play such a valuable part in 
providing communication links between 
isolated centres in the outback of 
Australia (1). These are not directly 
connected into the national network, 
but nevertheless form an important 
adiunct thereto. 
The present article will outline the 

role of the Department and its or 
ganisation, and in particular the opera- 

* See page 166. 

tions of its Engineering Division, as 
background information to the survey 
of plant practices in the various fields 
of telecommunications which forms the 
major part of the papers in this issue 
of the Journal. A map showing the 
main trunk line network of Australia 
has been included on page 103 of this 
issue; this gives a ready reference to 
the geography of Australia and will 
assist in the understanding of sub 
sequent references to States and capital 
cities. To illustrate the extent of the 
Australian telecommunications network 
some selected statistics have been in 
cluded in Table 1. More detailed 
statistics are given in other articles in 
this issue. 
TABLE 1. SELECTED STATISTICS 
OF THE TELECOMMUNICATION 

NETWORK-JUNE, 1963 
Telephones in service 
Telephones 
per 100 population 

Exchange services .... 
Percentage automatic 
Number of exchanges in service- 
Standard automatic 
Rural automatic ..... 
Manual automatic . 

Public telephones . 
Trunk channels .... 
Trunk channel miles 
Number of 
telegraph offices 

Telex subscribers ..... 
Telephone calls 
per annum 

Telegrams per annum, 
local and overseas ... 

2,512,000 

22.8 
1,812,000 

79 

510 
1,500 
5,100 

25,500 
26,300 

1,550,000 

1,800,000,000 

21,500,000 

THE FUNCTIONS OF THE 
DEPARTMENT 

The Postmaster-General's Department 
as a Commonwealth Department dates 
from the federation of the six States 
of Australia in 1901 when the enact 
ment of the Post and Telegraph Act 
1901 established the Postmaster 
General's Department to control the 
postal and telecommunication services 
of the Commonwealth. The Depart 
ment is also known informally as the 
Australian Post Office. The administra 
tion of the Act and the control of the 
Department are vested in a Postmaster 
General, who is an elected representa 
tive of the people in Parliament and 
is a Minister of State. The Director 
General of Posts and Telegraphs is the 
Permanent Head of the Department 
who, under the Postmaster-General, 
exercises control throughout the Com 
monwealth. Each of the six States 
comprising the Commonwealth operates 
under the control of a Director, who 
has an overall responsibility to the 
Director-General for all postal and 
telecommunications activities in his 
State. 
The Northern Territory, the control 

of which is vested in the Department 
of Territories, is attached to South 

9,200 
1,400 

Australia for administration of postal 
and telecommunication facilities. 
Postal and telecommunication facilities 

in the Territory of Papua-New Guinea 
are separately controlled by a Post and 
Telegraph Department which is respon 
sible to the Department of Territories. 
However, a close liaison exists between 
the Post and Telegraph Department 
and the Postmaster-General's Depart 
ment, and a considerable amount of 
co-operation in technical and adminis 
trative matters in both postal and 
telecommunications fields has been and 
is being rendered to the Papua-New 
Guinea Administration. 
In addition to the provision and 

operation of the postal and telecom 
munication services, the Department, 
mainly because of the widespread 
distribution of post offices, undertakes 
certain other services such as payment 
of pensions, transaction of Common 
wealth Bank Savings Bank business and 
issue of broadcast listeners' and tele 
vision viewers' licences. 

ORGANISATION OF THE 
DEPARTMENT 

To meet the requirements set out 
under the previous heading an organi 
sation has been developed consisting 
of two main elements, a Central Head 
quarters and State Administrations. The 
Headquarters, presently located in 
Melbourne, but eventually in Canberra, 
the national capital, formulates and 
directs policy and procedures and cen 
tralised activities associated with design, 
planning, research and buying of 
materials. The State Administrations, 
the headquarters of which are located 
in each capital city, perform the field 
operations of the Department by pro 
viding, operating and maintaining 
facilities in conformity with overall 
procedures and policies laid down by 
Headquarters. 
The organisations established for this 

purpose are shown in Fig. 1 for both 
Headquarters and State Administrations. 
The split up of functional groups in 
the latter varies slightly from that of 
the Central Administration. The Finance 
and General Services Division of the - 
Central Administration has no exact 
counterpart in the- State Administrations, 
the finance functions being performed 
in the Accounts Branch. The Stores 
Branch in the States is a separate entity 
responsible to the Director and the 
functions of the Organisation and 
Methods Branch at the State level are 
covered by the Personnel Branch. 
An Australian Post Office· representa 

tive is located in London to facilitate 
liaison with overseas countries, parti 
cularly in the European area. 
The Engineering and Telecom 

munications Divisions operate in the 
telecommunications areas and the Postal 
and Transport Services Division on 
postal matters, while the remaining 
groups have an overall interest in the 
Department's activities. 
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In addition to the direct line of 
responsibility from the Director-General 
to the State Directors there are parallel 
lines of communication between heads 
of Divisions and Branches at Head 
quarters and their counterparts in the 
States to ensure close liaison and co 
ordination in the specialised functions 
of each group. The following para 
graphs outline the relationship of 
Headquarters and the States in some 
what more detail. 

THE GENERAL ROLE OF 
HEADQUARTERS IN RELATION 

TO THE STATES 
The role of Headquarters can be 

divided into external and internal. In 
its external role Headquarters serves 
Parliament and the Minister in relation 
to such matters as the implementation 
of the Post and Telegraph Act, the 
Broadcasting Act and any other Statutes 
determined by Parliament as necessary 
for the functioning of the telecommuni 
cations network. It is responsible for 
the establishment of policy in relation 
to the public, including a broad in 
terpretation of the standards of service 
that will be provided and the extent 
and manner in which uneconomical 
services will be provided in the deve 
lopment of the country as a whole. 
It is responsible for policy in rela 

tion to other Government Departments 
and instrumentalities such as the Public 
Service Board, the Treasury, the De 
partments of Defence, Works, Interior 
and Civil Aviation, and instrumentalities 
such as Overseas Telecommunications 
Commission, Australian Broadcasting 
Commission and Australian Broadcast 
ing Control Board. 
It lays down policy in relation to 

State Governments, taking into account 
that the laws of the various States may 
differ in detail and have different 
impacts on Commonwealth Telecom 
munication Acts and Regulations. It 
has special and increasing responsibility 

in relation to overseas matters such as 
relationships with United Nations 
agencies, for example, the International 
Telecommunication Union and the 
Universal Postal Union; in addition, 
there is a great deal of contact with 
overseas administrations in relation to 
such matters as the Colombo Plan and 
overseas scholarships. The Headquarters 
Administration is the main point of 
contact with industrial organisations, 
particularly in matters of major policy, 
and in the development of material 
requirements for the Australian network. 
The internal role of Headquarters 

is concerned in the first instance with 
overall management of the activities 
of the States and in this there is a 
mutual dependence between Head 
quarters and the States involving 
feedback from the States to Head 
quarters to ensure that optimum con 
ditions are achieved. In exercising this 
management function it has to promul 
gate policies, determine appropriate 
delegations of authority, set up the most 
efficient organisations in the various 
States and establish a leadership in the 
postal and telecommunications fields. 
It has important centralised functions in 
the technological, financial and staffing 
fields to ensure that the most effective 
results are achieved in the operations 
of the Department as a whole. 
Each State has the important 

responsibility for the efficient provision, 
maintenance and operation of the postal 
and telecommunications facilities, in 
cluding the engineering, commercial, 
financial and personnel management 
that this involves. A high degree of 
delegation of responsibility from Head 
quarters to the States has been 
established. 

FUNCTIONS OF THE 
TELECOMMUNICATIONS DIVISION 
There is complementary relationship 

between the functions of the Tele 
communications and Engineering Divi- 

sions involving close liaison at all levels 
both in the Headquarters and in the 
States in the operation of the two 
Divisions. 
The Telecommunications Division is 

the requiring authority for telephone 
and telegraph services and in conjunc 
tion with other Divisions and Branches 
ensures that the needs of the public and 
the broad telecommunications policy of 
the Department are implemented. 

Its functions include the study of 
the extent and nature of the public 
demand for telecommunications services 
and facilities, determination of the 
conditions governing subscribers' tele 
communication services, oversight of 
standards of service and determination 
of manual operating procedures for 
telecommunications services. 
It is responsible also for the planning 

and allocation of frequencies and 
licensing conditions for all classes of 
radio communication services, together 
with associated monitoring and fre 
quency measurement. 

FUNCTIONS AND ORGANISATION 
OF THE ENGINEERING DIVISION 

General 
The functions of the Engineering 

Division within the Department can be 
stated briefly as follows. It is respons 
ible for the engineering research. 
planning, development and extension of 
the national telecommunication network, 
for the management and control of 
works, for the technical operation and 
maintenance of telephone and telegraph 
plant and for the quality of service 
given thereby. It is responsible for the 
provision and maintenance of radio 
and television transmitting stations and 
relay facilities required for the national 
broadcasting services. 
The organisations which have. been 

developed at Headquarters and in a 
typical State to perform these functions 
are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 respectively. 
Headquarters operates on a functional 
basis and the States are subdivided both 
functionally and territorially. For this 
reason and because there are some 
Headquarters functions which have no 
counterpart in the States, there are 
necessarily some differences between the 
two organisations. 

Headquarters Organisation 
At Headquarters the Engineering 

Division is headed by the Engineer-in 
Chief, assisted by a Deputy Engineer 
in-Chief, under whom operate 16 
Engineering Sections grouped into four 
technical Branches, Planning, Plant, 
Research and Services, respectively, 
controlled by Assistant Engineers-in 
Chief, and one Administrative Branch. 
See Fig. 2. 

Planning Branch: This Branch is 
responsible for the technical planning 
of the national telecommunications 
network, including local arrangements 
for inter-operation with overseas 
countries. A constant appraisal of 
world trends is maintained with par 
ticipation in C.C.I.T.T. and C.C.I.R. 
activities, as well as liaison with other 
authorities as required. The· Branch is 
divided into three Sections dealing with 
Fundamental Planning, Transmission 
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and Line Planning, and Switching and 
Facilities Planning. 
The Fundamental Planning Section is 

concerned with the development of long 
term national plans, objectives, the 
determination of overall technical stan 
dards for national systems planning, 
development and research in traffic 
engineering, including methods of traffic 
measurement, forecasting, trunking and 
circuit estimating, and the development 
of new planning techniques using auto 
matic data processing. 

. The Transmission and Line Planning 
Section is concerned with the prepara 
tion and maintenance of engineering 
plans in the fields of radio, telephone, 
transmission, equipment and lines, in 
cluding the specialised technical and 
economic aspects relating to planning 
principles and standards. A particular 
function is that involved in ensuring 
the compatibility of items of plant 
equipment for the development and 
interworking of transmission networks. 
It is also responsible for project 
planning, which provides a guide to the 
programming, supplies, and construc 
tion activities of the Engineering 
Division as a whole. 
The Switching and Facilities Planning 

Section is concerned with the prepara 
tion of co-ordinated engineering plans 
for the development of switching net 
works and operating facilities for the 
telecommunications services. In addition, 
the broad specification and economic 
application of switching, signalling, 
call-registration and message accounting 
equipment, and the introduction of new 
facilities for subscribers' apparatus in 
the fields of telephone, telegraph, public 
telephones and switchboards, are 
responsibilities of this Section. 

Plant Branch: This Branch is respons 
ible generally for the standards of 
design of all plant used in the network 
and the development of techniques and 
practices in the provision, maintenance 
and technical operation of all classes of 

internal and external plant, including 
detailed work on the introduction of 
new types of plant into the field. It 
also plans the installation programmes 
for the major items of automatic tele 
phone switching equipment, cable, 
carrier, radio and telegraph equipment, 
prepares the necessary specifications 
and assesses quantities required to meet 
programme needs. This Branch is 
divided into five Sections, each con 
cerned with one of the main types of 
plant activities involved in the tele 
communication system, namely, Tele 
phone Equipment, Lines, Long Line 
Equipment, Radio, and Telegraphs 
and Power. 
Each Section has generally similar 

responsibilities in relation to the type 
of plant controlled and these are to 
establish design standards and specifi 
cations for the plant used, develop 
methods and practices, set down the 
engineering principles to be followed 
in the implementation of major projects, 
arrange supplies for the more complex 
items of material, oversight operation 
results and efficiency of work output 
and develop organisation, management 
controls, staffing and training standards. 
In addition to the requirements for 
the normal public network the Radio 
Section is responsible for the provision 
and maintenance of transmitting stations 
for radio and television broadcasting, 
and the Radio and Long Line Equip 
ment Sections for the provision of 
programme circuits for these stations. 

Research Branch: The activities of 
this Branch include the development 
and proving of fundamentally new 
systems and facilities required over 
the range of telecommunication services 
provided and maintained by the De 
partment. They also include similar 
work in connection with other services 
provided by the Department . In 
addition, the work of the Research 
Laboratories includes research where 
necessary to provide a basis for its 
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Fig. 2.-Engineering Division-Headquarters Administration. 

more applied work, and the Branch 
also provides information _and a~v(s?ry 
service to the Engmeenng D1v1s10n 
requiring a background of fundamental 
and applied research in the telecom 
munication field. It maintains a close 
liaison with overseas developments so 
that full advantage can be taken of 
their application to the Australian 
network. 
The subdivision of the work into 

Systems Principles and Standards, Ap 
paratus and Services, and Advanced 
Techniques provides groups to under 
take the more fundamental studies, to 
apply these principles to the develop 
ment of the network, whether in the 
form of major systems or various items 
of equipment, to make advances in 
techniques of particular significance in 
telecommunications, and to provide 
complementary investigations and ser 
vices to the other two groups. 
The Systems Principles and Standards 

Section has three groups concerned 
with telecommunication sciences, stan 
dards and systems engineering, the 
latter including the fields of radio, 
pulse and electronic switching systems. 
The Apparatus and Services Section 
has three groups dealing with physical 
sciences, equipment development and 
laboratory services. The Advanced 
Techniques Section has two main groups 
dealing with the more fundamental 
concepts of microwave techniques and 
transmission media. 

Services Branch: This Branch consists 
of a group of five Sections which 
provide services which are auxiliary to 
the operation of other Engineering 
Branches. namely. Material Services. 
Engineering Management Services, 
Workshops and Automotive Plant, 
Buildings, and Drafting. In addition, 
it is responsible for the provisioning 
of programmes for engineering works 
and services, and the general oversight 
of such programmes in the current year. 
The Material Services Section ensures 

that adequate supplies of suitable 
material, tools and plant (other than 
those major items covered by the 
Plant Branch) are available when and 
where required for the conduct of the 
works programmes. It also carries out 
acceptance inspection work on all items 
of equipment where standards have 
been prescribed. 
The Engineering Management Ser 

vices Section is concerned with the 
development and review of tools of 
management, involving methods study, 
operational research and similar tech 
niques. It is concerned with the general 
assessment of performance, output and 
efficiency and the training of pro 
fessional and technical staff. It is also 
the production centre for Engineering 
[nstructions, training publications and 
suchlike. 
The Workshops and Automotive 

Plant Section has the responsibility of 
providing and maintaining the motor 
vehicle and mechanical aid fleets and 
managing the workshops engaged in 
manufacture, repair and reconditioning 
of plant. It also manages the engineer 
ing services associated with buildings. 
such as light and power, lifts and 
air-conditioning and installs and main- 
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tains mail handling plant for Postal 
Services. It provides civil engineering 
design service for special structures 
such as radio and television aerials 
and towers. 
The Buildings group is concerned 

with the provision and maintenance of 
all Departmental buildings, either postal 
or telecommunication, and forms a 
co-ordinating point for preparation of 
designs to meet the requirements of 
the various Branches of the Engineering 
Division or other Divisions and 
Branches, some or all of which may 
be involved in particular building 
accommodation. It is responsible for 
the development of sites and buildings 
works programmes and liaison with the 
associated Commonwealth Departments 
of Interior (sites) and Works (buildings). 
The Drafting Section provides draft 

ing, art, reproduction and surveying 
facilities for various Branches of the 
Engineering Division and other Divi 
sions and Branches. It prepares and 
maintains records of all engineering 
plant. 

Administrative Branch: This Branch 
has the responsibility of co-ordinating 
the activities of clerical staff distributed 
throughout the various technical 
Branches. In addition, it has various 
centralised functions such as staff and 
industrial matters, costing, budget con 
trol and organisation and establishment. 

State Organisation 
The main functions of the States are 

the construction, provision, technical 
operation and maintenance of tele 
communication, broadcasting and tele 
vision facilities in accordance with 
principles and standards laid down by 
Headquarters. This involves the control 
of a staff, mainly technicians and line 
men, of nearly 40,000 throughout the 
Commonwealth. Because of the great 
distances involved in Australia this 
gives rise to many and varied technical, 
staff and supply problems in per 
forming these functions. It is worth 
recording that a subscriber in north 
west Western Australia uses 6,860 miles 
of open wire, microwave, carrier cable 

SUPPLIES !. 
TRAINING 

DRAFT!NG 

Metropolitan and Country Branches: 
In broad terms the functions of these 
Branches correspond with those of the 
Plant Branch at Headquarters. They 
are responsible for the provision, 
maintenance and performance of tele 
communication plant in the State in 
accordance with procedures and stan 
dards laid down by Headquarters. In 
the larger States, staff controlled in each 
Branch. ranges from 4,000 to nearly 
6,000, and an important responsibility 
is the organisation of the work to en 
sure maximum efficiency. 
As the name implies, the Metro 

politan Branch is concerned with the 
capital city network, that is, Sydney, 
Melbourne, etc., and the Country 
Branch with the remainder of the State. 
To facilitate overall co-ordination of 
trunk line projects these are handled 
by the Country Branch, including the 
installation and maintenance at the 
capital city end. 
The work in the Metropolitan Branch 

is divided into Sections on a functional 
basis, involving external plant, telephone 
equipment service and telephone equip 
ment installation (both subscribers' and 
exchange). Within each of these Sec 
tions the work is distributed on a 
territorial basis into divisions with staff 
totals in the range 100-300 men. 
In the Country Branch the Sections are 

partly territorial and partly functional. 
Sections controlling "Regional Works and 
Services" cover the State on a territorial 
basis and are responsible for the 
maintenance and for installation work 
other than that performed by the 
specialised functional Sections catering 
for trunk service and telegraph, radio 
and long line and country installation. 
As in the case of the Metropolitan 
Branch, the work in the specialist 
Sections is distributed on a territorial 
basis into divisions with staff numbers 
in the range 100-300 men. 

Services Branch: This Branch in the 
State closely parallels the similar Branch 
at Headquarters, with responsibility for 
providing engineering services to other 
Branches in the fields of material 
supplies, "training, workshops, auto 
motive plant, engineering studies, 
buildings and drafting. 

Administrative Branch: The State 
functions of this Branch are very 
similar to those of Headquarters. 

CONCLUSION 
It is difficult in this short article 

to cover adequately all aspects of the 
work of the Postmaster-General's De 
partment and in particular the Engineer 
ing Division. The operations of the 
Department are an essential part of 
the life of the community and its 
constant endeavour is to develop and 
improve its facilities in accordance with 
technological advances and the require 
ments of the people it serves. The 
aim is development of a "live" 
organisation with a continuous review 
of functions, policies and performance. 
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and coaxial cable to talk to a subscriber 
at Thursday Island, north Queensland. 
Practically all known climatic and 
geographical conditions are represented, 
from tropical to ice and snow, from 
heavily timbered areas to treeless plains 
and deserts. 
The State organisation shown in Fig. 

3 applies to the two largest States of 
the Commonwealth from a telecom 
munication point of view, New South 
Wales and Victoria. In the other 
smaller States some merging of Branch 
functions occurs; for example, in 
Queensland and South Australia the 
Services activities are under the control 
of the Metropolitan Branch, but are 
retained as an integrated Section per 
forming similar functional activities as 
in the case of the Branches in the 
larger States. 
The State organisations are controlled 

by an Assistant Director (Engineering), 
and each Branch is in charge of a 
Superintending Engineer. In the case 
of New South Wales and Victoria, the 
Superintending Engineers, Metropolitan 
and Country Branches, are assisted by 
Deputy Superintending Engineers. 

Planning Branch: The overall func 
tions of the Planning Branches generally 
parallel the work of that Branch in 
the Central Administration. In the 
State the functions are concerned with 
the development of engineering plans 
on a State-wide basis in accordance 
with principles and practices laid down 
by Headquarters. This involves short 
term, intermediate and long term 
planning as well as review of com 
pleted plans to meet short term fluctua 
tions in requirements. Short term and 
intermediate term planning is involved 
to a much greater extent than at Head 
quarters. The work of the Branch is 
subdivided functionally into Sections 
dealing with external plant, internal 
plant and transmission planning respec 
tively. Because of the volume of 
internal plant work this is subdivided 
territorially into Sections dealing 
separately with metropolitan and 
country areas. 
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AUSTRALIA'S OVERSEAS TELECOMMUNICATIONS 
NETWORK T. J. PETRY, A.M.I.E.E.* 

INTRODUCTION 
The history of the Overseas Network 

can be said to have commenced with 
the opening of the first submarine 
telegraph cable connecting Darwin, 
Australia, with the outside world in 
1871. This cable was followed by others 
and later by radio services, at first for 
ship to shore communication, then for 
telegraphy, telephony and eventually 
international telex. A very consider 
able growth in all facilities has taken 
place and Australia is now being linked 
with many other countries by submarine 
telephone cables. The completion 
of the trans-Pacific (COMPAC) cable, 
which is scheduled for 3rd December, 
1963, will end an era of major reliance 
on long distance radio communication. 
For many years the overseas com 

munications were operated by separate 
companies, but in 1946 all services 
were amalgamated under public owner 
ship with the formation by the Com 
monwealth Government of the Overseas 
Telecommunications Commission (Aus 
tralia) (O.T.C. (A.)). Since that time 
the Commission has been responsible 
for the provision and operation of all 
external services with the exception of 
the switching of telephone traffic. Until 
recently the Postmaster-General's De 
partment undertook the switching and 
control terminal operation for all 
telephone traffic, but the Overseas 
Telecommunications Commission (Aus 
tralia) is now responsible for the 
switching of transit traffic and the 
Department will switch only the traffic 
originating or terminating in Australia. 
The Department is, of course, also 
responsible for handling international 
telex traffic once this traffic enters the 

* See page 167. 

internal network. The Commission also 
operates the overseas services from 
Papua/New Guinea. 
This article traces the general history 

of the development of the overseas 
service, and the growth of traffic. It 
also gives a general outline of the types 
of facilities operated by the Overseas 
Telecommunications Commission (Aus 
tralia) and the main technical deve 
lopments which have been occurring 
in the Commission's plant. 

EARLIER HISTORY OF MAIN 
SERVICES 
General 

In the period following the establish 
ment of radio services, both the sub 
marine telegraph cable network and the 
radio network tended to be separate 
entities and were in fact competitive. 
Eventually a stage was reached where 
the advantages of combining the net 
works into a single network became so 
real that amalgamation was inevitable. 
The stage before the amalgamation 
occurred represents a fairly distinct 
phase in the history of the overseas 
service, and it is the stage that will 
be covered in this section of the article. 

Submarine Telegraph Cables 
By 1870, following the successful 

laying of the first trans-Atlantic tele 
graph cable in 1866, and the laying of 
a cable linking England with the Far 
East, including Singapore, the decision 
was made to extend this link to Aus 
tralia. This cable landed at Darwin, 
via Java, and the first message was 
transmitted to London on 20th Nov 
ember, 1871. The cable service was 
extended into the Australian network 
when the overland telegraph was com 
pleted from Darwin to Adelaide a year 

later (1). Adelaide was already con 
nected telegraphically to Melbourne, 
Sydney and Tasmania, and soon after 
wards was connected also to Brisbane 
and Perth. 
Following this success, the first trans 

Tasman cable was laid in 1876 between 
La Perouse (Sydney), and Wakapuaka 
(Nelson), New Zealand. 
In 1902, the first Pacific cable was 

laid between Vancouver and Fanning 
Island, thence to Suva where it branched 
into two sections. One section extended 
southwards to Auckland (New Zealand) 
and the other extended to Southport 
(Queensland) via Norfolk Island. This 
Pacific cable was opened for traffic 
on 7th December, 1902. In the same 
year, the England/South Africa cable 
was extended via Mauritius, Rodriguez 
and Cocos Island to Cottesloe, near 
Perth, and thence to Adelaide. 
In 1912, a more modern cable was 

laid between Sydney and Auckland, and 
in 1917, the La Perouse cable office was 
closed, and the cable was linked directly 
with Sydney. The cable terminal at 
Southport was linked to Sydney in 1923, 
and in 1926, the Vancouver/Suva cable 
was duplicated with a loaded cable, 
and the Cocos/Cottesloe cable was also 
duplicated in a similar way. 
From early 1900, however, experi 

ments with wireless had shown that 
this would become a practicable and 
Jess costly way of communicating over 
long distances. In Australia, experi 
ments in the use of high frequency radio 
waves culminated in the opening of the 
"Beam Service" to London in 1927, and 
from this time on, no new submarine 
cables were laid in Australian waters. 
The cable network existing at that time 
was substantially the same as the present 
network, which is shown in Fig. 1. 

TELEGRAPH CABLE -- 

LA.HDLIHES 

Fig. I .-Submarine Telegraph Cable Network. 
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Radio Telegraph and Telephone 
Services 

The first wireless station in Australia 
was established in Sydney in 1910 for 
the purpose of communicating with 
ships at sea. The service, licensed by 
the Postmaster-General's Department, 
was operated by the Australasian 
Wireless Company, which was later to 
become known as Amalgamated Wire 
less (Australasia) Ltd. (A.W.A.). 
At about this time the Common 

wealth Government decided to establish 
its own radio stations, mainly for the 
purposes of defence, but also for com 
mercial telegraphic service with ships 
at sea, and for meteorological intelli 
gence service. The first of these stations 
was established at Pennant Hills, near 
Sydney, in 1912, followed shortly after 
wards by a similar station at Perth. 
Permanent wireless communication was 
thus established across Australia. These 
stations were operated by the Com 
monwealth Government initially, thence 
by the Department of Navy until 1922, 
when control was transferred to A.W.A. 
From early wireless experiments 

carried out to and from Australia, it 
was known that direct communication 
with Europe could be achieved by 
using "high frequency". The experi 
ments enabled a decision to be taken 
on the frequency to be used, and the 
type of directional aerial. In 1925 
work commenced on a new transmitting 
centre at Fiskville (Victoria), which 
was completed the following year, 
together with the complementary re 
ceiving station at Rockbank (Victoria). 
Franklin uniform aerials, having a 
directional pattern, were also installed. 
On 8th April, 1927, the "Beam Ser 

vice", as it was known, opened for 
commercial telegraph traffic to the 
United Kingdom, in competition with 
the cable services. A year later, a 
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similar service was opened to Montreal 
(Canada) on 16th June, 1928. At about 
this time, the wireless station in Sydney 
was expanded both at the transmitting 
station (Pennant Hills) and at the 
receiving station (La Perouse). The first 
radio-telephone services to the United 
Kingdom commenced from this station 
in 1930. 
Improvements to plant and equip 

ment were continually being made, 
together with inducements to the public 
to use the services. This resulted in 
a steady growth of traffic, and included 
the introduction of the picturegram 
service on 17th October, 1934. In 
October, 1939, a 24-hour circuit was 
established between Fiskville and 
Sydney, and in 1941, rhombic receiving 
aerials were erected, directed on the 
United Kingdom, for reception on 
frequencies not covered by the uniform 
arrays. Also, direct transmission com 
menced to Singapore, and later to the 
R.C.A. station in San Francisco. 
In 1942, several new services were 

opened including those to China, India, 
Honolulu, and Cairo, followed in 1943 
by further new services including the 
Barbados, and Perth relays, and the 
direct service to Port Moresby. An 
exclusive press channel-the first leased 
circuit-was inaugurated to Australia 
from the United Kingdom. In 1944, 
the Colombo relay was established, a 
circuit was opened to Hollandia, and 
the Honolulu circuit was transferred to 
Monterey. 
Formation of Overseas Telecommuni 

cations Commission (Australia) 
When the "Beam Service" was 

established in 1927, wireless and cable 
services were operating in direct com 
petition both in Australia and overseas, 
and to meet this economic threat to the 
cable systems, an Imperial Wireless and 
Cable Conference was held in 1928, in 

Fig. 2.-Radio Telegraph and Telephone Routes. 

London. This resulted in the merging 
of the wireless and cable interests in 
the United Kingdom, with the forma 
tion of one body first known as 
Imperial and International Communica 
tions Ltd., and then from 1934 as 
Cable and Wireless Ltd. In Australia 
however, this merger did not take place, 
and the wireless interests operated by 
A.W.A. continued to function in com 
petition with the cable interests until 
1946. 
However, it had become clear that 

the two services were in fact comple 
mentary, rather than competitive, since 
the submarine cables would generally 
function at times when radio propaga 
tion conditions were unsatisfactory, and 
radio facilities were not subject to the 
same lengthy interruptions as the cables, 
even though these interruptions were 
very infrequent. 
In 1945, agreement was reached at 

an Empire Telecommunications Con 
ference in London on a plan for 
amalgamation of the British Common 
wealth cable and radio services, and 
for their transfer to public ownership. 
In Australia, this resulted in the forma 
tion of the Overseas Telecommunica 
tions Commission (Australia) on 7th 
August, 1946, by Act of Parliament, 
and this Commission commenced to 
acquire the communications assets of 
A.W.A. and Cable and Wireless Ltd., 
which until then had operated the 
overseas wireless and cable services 
respectively. 

DEVELOPMENTS FOLLOWING 
ESTABLISHMENT OF O.T.C.(A) 

General 
When the Commission was formed 

in 1946, its purpose was "to provide 
for the establishment and operation 
of Overseas Telegraphic, Telephonic and 
other like Services by the Common- 

ISLAND AHO OTHEP. tOCAL FI.AOIO CHAHHELS 
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wealth, and for other purposes." At 
that time great advances had been 
made in the general field of radio com 
munication for military purposes, but 
these techniques had not yet been 
applied commercially. Also, many of the 
coast stations in Papua/New Guinea 
had been destroyed and abandoned, and 
it was essential to re-establish these as 
early as possible. At the same time, 
now that the wireless and cable 
interests had been merged, it was 
necessary to provide a unified opera 
tional control to fully exploit both 
means of communications. 

Expansion of International 
Radio Stations 

Since the Commission was established, 
the extent of the overseas radio services 
has grown considerably, and the routes 
now operated are shown in Fig. 2. 
There have also been a number of 
changes at the individual stations and 
these are described briefly in the follow 
ing paragraphs. 

Sydney: In order to take advantage of 
the communications development during 
the war, the Commission realised that 
the existing sites of the Sydney inter 
national radio station at Pennant Hills 
and La Perouse would be too small to 
accommodate new high gain directive 
aerials. Accordingly, new sites were 
acquired in 1949 at Doonside and 
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Fig. 3.-Growth in International Radio and 
Cable Public Telegraph Traffic. 

Bringelly, for transmitting and receiving 
stations respectively, and work on the 
buildings commenced in 1953. By 1956, 
the stations were operational, and 
enabled the large volume of traffic from 
Melbourne Olympic Games to be 
handled expeditiously. In 1959, a new 
wing was added at Doonside to accom 
modate additional high powered trans 
mitters to handle increasing volumes of 
radio-telephone and telegraph traffic. 

Melbourne: The original "beam" 
stations at Fiskville and Rockbank have 
continued to operate. Improvements to 
plant and equipment have been made 
progressively and in particular, these 
stations handle all radio pictures enter 
ing or leaving Australia. 

Perth: The original radio station at 
Applecross, built in 1912, had functioned 
primarily as a Coast Station. During 
the second War, the station was ex 
panded, and provided an important 
radio relay for the Australia/United 
Kingdom services, the complementary 
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receiving station being built at Bassen 
dean. The relay was closed down in 
1946, but was re-opened in 1951, and 
Perth has remained an important relay 
station since. Telephone operation was 
commenced from Perth in 1956 (2). 
Of particular interest is the part this 
station plays in the world-wide chain 
of tracking stations established by 
NASA in 1961. 

Papua/New Guinea: As part of the 
Commission's expansion and develop 
ment programme, the stations at Port 
Moresby have been completely modern 
ised, with new buildings and the most 
modern plant and equipment. The 
station at Rabaul has been re-established 
after the war, and present programming 
allows for completely new station 
buildings, and equipment in 1964, A 
new station has been established at Lae, 
with direct radio-telephone circuits to 
Sydney, similar to Port Moresby and 
Rabaul. 

Traffic Developments 
Telegraph Traffic: Up to 1939, there 

had been a steady growth of telegraph 
traffic as shown in Fig. 3. This growth 
was in keeping with the general popula 
tion growth of Australia, which is 
shown in Fig. 4. During the war. 
telegraph traffic increased enormously 
due to military needs and those of the 
Press. This traffic was carried over 
public traffic channels, and required 
messages to be handled by numbers of 
people prior and subsequent to trans 
mission. This volume continued to 
grow after the war as trade expanded. 
To facilitate the handling and clearing 
of this traffic, the Commission estab 
lished modernised operating rooms in 
Sydney and Melbourne, which had 
direct access to both the cable and 
radio services. 
Traffic development kept pace with 

technical developments, and message 
handling by teleprinter was gradually 
introduced. This again expedited the 
clearance of telegraph traffic, but growth 
continued at an increasing rate. The 
introduction of error-correcting devices 
in 1956, however, enabled the heavy 
users of the public telegraph circuits 
to be provided with their own private 
(leased) circuits to fixed points over- 

seas on a 24-hour basis. By 1956, the 
number of leased subscribers, such as 
Press, Airline Companies, etc., had in 
creased to a considerable extent, and 
this contributed to a levelling off in the 
public traffic directly handled by the 
Commission. The growth in traffic on 
the leased services is shown in Fig. 5. 
In 1954, the Postmaster-General's De 

partment introduced a national telex 
service, and in 1958, the Commission 
introduced the International Telex 
service on a manual basis. This 
enabled subscribers who did not require 
a 24-hour leased circuit to nevertheless 
communicate with their counterparts 
overseas on a direct subscriber-to 
subscriber basis for limited periods. 
The growth of the telex traffic, which 
is shown in Fig. 6, has had its effect 
on public traffic and brought about a 
stabilising of this traffic over the past 
few years. 

Telephone Traffic: As indicated pre 
viously, operation of the radio telephone 
traffic services is carried out by the 
Postmaster-General's Department mainly 
from the overseas radio-telephone 
terminal and exchange in Sydney, 
but also from a similar centre in Perth. 
The Commission provides the necessary 
radio bearers, channelling equipment, 
etc., and has provided the necessary 
equipment to enable the steady demand 
to be met, as .shown in Fig, 7. It is 
now also responsible for switching in 
ternational transit traffic. 
The telephone traffic has grown 

primarily because of the general im 
provement in quality of the circuits, 
and availability. The upward trend is 
likely to continue, and Fig. 8 shows 
the tremendous growth in telephone 
traffic between Australia and New 
Zealand, with the introduction. of high 
quality submarine cable circuits· in July, 
1962. It is expected that the telephone 
traffic will increase tremendously when 
the COMPAC cable is opened to Europe 
in December, 1963. 

Technical Developments 
Radio: Up to 1939, radio telegraphy 

used a system of "on-off" keying, which 
meant that one transmitter could only 
carry one telegraph channel at a time. 
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Fig. 6.-Growth in Traffic on International 
Telex Services. 

A subsequent refinement comprised the 
use of "frequency shift keying (FSK)" 
which improved the merit of the signals 
but still restricted the transmissions to 
a single channel. Similarly, only one 
radio-telephone channel could be 
carried on one transmitter, because of 
the "double-sideband" method of 
modulation. During the War, telecom 
munications development produced the 
"single-sideband" method of modula 
tion, and efforts were directed in 
providing several telegraph channels 
for one transmitter, as had been 
achieved on landlines by carrier tele 
graphy. Aerial development produced 
the rhombic array, which was a wide 
band aerial.. and could be used over a 
wide frequency range. This had ad 
vantages over the uniform array, which 
was essentially a fixed frequency aerial. 
The "single-sideband" method (SSB) led 
to the independent sideband method 
(ISB), which enabled four telephone 
channels to be carried on one trans 
mitter. The first circuit from Australia 
using ISB transmission opened to San 
Francisco early in 1946. 

When the Commission assumed re 
sponsibility for the overseas network 
in 1946, every effort was made to use 
the latest techniques in radio communi 
cation. As a result, rhombic aerials 
were constructed both in Sydney and 
Melbourne, and orders placed for the 
most modern types of transmitters and 
receivers. 
The first channelling of the telegraph 

circuits employed four frequency diplex 
which was a development of the FSK 
system, permitting two independent 
telegraph channels to be derived from 
one transmission. This has now been 
largely superseded by the use of FSK 
tone telegraph channels, several of 
which can be applied to one of the 
sidebands of an ISB transmitter, leaving 
the other sideband for telephony. 
Corresponding refinements were neces 
sary at the receiving stations and 
developments of techniques in trans 
mission and reception were comple 
mentary. . The power of transmitters 
also increased until at the present time 
30 KW transmitters are used on most 

1962 

of the major overseas circuits. Auto 
matic tuning was also introduced. 
Development continued in attempting 

to conserve bandwidth, due to the rapid 
growth of radio communications, and 
the need to avoid interference from 
other stations. Bandwidth could not 
be reduced for telephony, but in tele 
graphy the bandwidth was reduced by 
progressively reducing the amount of 
frequency-shift necessary. The practical 
limit has been nearly reached, as it 
is now possible to signal at speeds of 
85 bauds using a frequency shift of 
± 42.5 c/s. Other developments in tele 
graphy led first to error-detection systems 
in 1950, thence to error-correction 
systems, which are now in current 
use. These error-correction systems led 
to the growth of leased circuits and 
international telex as mentioned pre 
viously. 
The Commission has kept pace with 

all the latest developments, although this 
has meant that equipment has often 
become obsolete before the end of 
its useful life. However, long distance 
radio communication can only be car 
ried out over a fairly limited frequency 
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Australia, it was decided to proceed 
with a similar submarine cable across 
the Pacific. Thus the "COMPAC" 
project was begun, details of which 
were contained in a previous issue of 
this Journal (4). The extent of the 
network which has now been provided 
or is planned for completion in the 
near future is shown in Fig. 9. 

Submarine Telegraph Cables: Although 
no new submarine telegraph cables have 
been installed in Australian waters since 
1927, most of the original cables have 
been retained in service. With the 
rapid development of techniques 
following the second World War, and 
the need to send more and more traffic 
at faster speeds, various means of 
increasing the signalling speed over the 
submarine telegraph cables have been 
developed. The original cables had a 
signalling speed of about 10 words 
per minute, using one-way working. 
Later techniques, including two-way 
working, regenerators, loading, and 
submerged repeaters (3) have raised the 
speed to about 60 words per minute. 

Operational Developments 
Operational developments have con 

centrated on making the maximum use 
of available equipment, and the use of 
alternative routes, in order to clear 
traffic as soon as possible. 

Soon after the formation of the 
Commission in 1946, the two operating 
rooms serving the radio and cable 
routes in Sydney were merged, so that 
either route could be used if one or the 
other failed, or alternatively if either 
route was operating at maximum capa 
city. In Melbourne, a similar arrange 
ment was made, except that access to 
the cable routes was over a landline 
system to Sydney. As signalling tech 
niques became more refined, so that 
one transmitter could carry a . number 
of channels, it became necessary to 
improve the quality of the circuit. 

Since the major Australian radio 
circuits were to the United Kingdom, 
the problems were more severe than 
that of most countries, because of the 
long distances involved. Improvements 
to quality were achieved by careful 
selection of suitable frequencies, and 
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range, 4-30 Mc/s. Also, due to the 
regular cycle of sunspot activity, the 
frequencies above 20 Mc/s cannot 
always be used, particularly at sunspot 
minimums, which occur every 11 years. 
At the same time, with the post-war 
emergence of new nations, the demand 
for frequencies is constantly increasing, 
which increases the likelihood of inter 
ference. 

Submarine Telephone Cables: Refine 
ments in radio communications had 
reached a stage in 1958 where further 
major improvements were unlikely. 
Development overseas had therefore 
concentrated for some years previously 
on designing and manufacturing a 
coaxial type of submarine cable, with 
amplifiers placed at regular intervals 
along its length, and capable of carry 
ing a number of telephone channels. 
This type of cable had been successfully 
laid across the North Atlantic in 1956, 
and at a conference in Sydney in 1959 
between representatives from the United 
Kingdom, Canada, New Zealand and 
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provision of automatic tuned trans 
mitters to facilitate rapid changes. 
Dualling of transmitters is also carried 
out during the frequency changeover 
period to prevent loss of the circuit. 
At the same time, the Commission 

developed higher and longer rhombic 
aerials for the lower frequencies. By 
design of the aerial pattern, side lobes 
were minimised to reduce interference 
from neighbouring stations. 

Since radio communication is depen 
dent on reflections from the ionosphere, 
and the sunspot cycle, it became neces 
sary to establish radio-relay stations 
during periods of sunspot minimum, 
when the direct circuits to the United 
Kingdom failed. Relay stations were 
established at Perth, Nairobi and Bar 
bados, and these are used when 
necessary to maintain circuits. These 
alternative routes have contributed 
largely to the Commission's capacity to 
handle the continuous demand for high 
quality circuits, during periods which 
are propagationally difficult. 
The advent of the COMPAC cable 

has led to developments of a centralised 
operational control centre in Sydney, 
which controls the operation and main 
tenance of all terminal and channelling 
equipment used on the cable. A 
similar operational control is being 
established at other points in the 
COMPAC link, between Sydney, Van 
couver and London. This control 
centre also has access to the radio 
circuits, to enable rapid changeover in 
the event of cable failure. · Existing 
radio circuits will be used to augment 

COMMONWEALTH 

COMM. L OTHEI\S 

OTHERS 

OVERAMO SYSTEM 

Fig. 9.-Existing and Planned Submarine Telephone Cables. 

the present circuits to Asia and the 
Far East, and channel these circuits 
on to the cable. 
THE COASTAL RADIO SERVICE 
No article on the overseas network 

would be complete without reference 
to the Coastal Radio Service. 
The primary function of coastal 

radio stations is to maintain a con 
tinuous listening watch on the maritime 
distress frequencies, using medium fre 
quency for large ships, and high 
frequency for small ships. In addition 
to the Distress standby watch, coastal 
radio stations broadcast navigation 
warnings, storm warnings, daily weather 
reports and time signals. They also 
provide a ship/shore R.T. service, radio 
medical service, and conduct traffic 
circuits with ships at sea. 
A long distance high frequency com 

munications service between certain 
British Commonwealth coast stations 
and British merchant shipping is in 
operation, known as the Area Scheme. 
Sydney Radio is one of the Area 
stations from which radio-telegrams are 
transmitted to ships at scheduled periods 
throughout the day. 
The first of the coastal stations, 

Sydney Radio, commenced operations 
in 1912, and by 1914 coastal stations 
had been established at Adelaide, Bris 
bane, Broome, Cooktown, Darwin, 
Esperance, Flinders Island, Geraldton, 
Hobart, Melbourne, Mt. Gambier, 
Perth, Port Moresby, Rockhampton, 
Roeburne, Thursday Island, Townsville 
and Wyndham. Stations were later 

operated at King Island (1916) and 
Samarai (1917). Following the capture 
of the German radio station at Rabaul, 
in 1914, by Australian forces, installa 
tions were set up by the Australian 
Government in that Territory at Aitape, 
Kavieng, Kieta, Madang, Manus, 
Morobe, and Woodlark Island. These 
stations operated under the Department 
of Navy from 1916-1920, and were later 
taken over for a short period by the 
New Guinea Administration. In 1922, 
control was transferred to A.W.A. which 
continued to operate the service until 
1946. When the Overseas Telecom 
munications Commission was formed by 
the Commonwealth Government at this 
time, control of the Coastal Radio 
Service was transferred at the same time 
as the Beam Service. As many of the 
coastal stations in Papua/New Guinea 
had been destroyed or abandoned 
during the second World War, new 
stations were established in the late 
1940's. Among these were Lae (1945) 
which replaced Salamaua, and Wewak 
(1948) which replaced Aitape. Other 
stations were re-established at Rabaul, 
Manus, Samarai, Madang and Kavieng. 
An additional service conducted by 

coastal radio stations is that to cer 
tain outpost radio stations (5). The 
most important station in this regard 
is Darwin Radio, and about 250 out 
post stations are licensed to operate 
into this network. Darwin Radio pro 
vides a direct Radio Medical Service 
between the Health Department doctor 
and outpost operators and also provides 
a regular news service twice daily. 
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Rockhampton Radio is gradually ex 
tending its outpost service into Western 
Queensland, and has 17 stations in its 
network. 
The Aeradio Service at Thursday 

Island is operated on behalf of the 
Department of Civil Aviation by the 
Coastal Radio Service staff. Conversely, 
the Department of Civil Aviation 
operates the Coastal Radio facilities at 
Wyndham and Cairns, in conjunction 
with aeradio facilities. Perth Radio 
conducts services to various points such 
as Christmas Island, and the Antarctic. 
At present, 24 coastal radio stations 

are operated by O.T.C. (A) around 
Australia and its Territories. These 
extend from Cocos Island in the west, 
to Willis Island in the east, and from 
Hobart in the south to Rabaul in the 
north. 
As a result of a review of Coastal 

Radio Services in 1956, a decision was 
made to re-site some stations, and to 
re-equip all stations with modern equip 
ment. Engineering specifications were 
prepared, equipment ordered, and instal 
lation is now in progress. The stations 
are being equipped with the most 
modern type of auto-tuned transmitters, 
both for the M.F. and H.F. services. 
Reception on the distress frequencies 
is by means of Codan receivers which 
are normally muted until a signal is 
received. Centralised control of both 

transmitters and receivers is provided 
in a console, for each operator, for 
ease and speed of working. Quadrant 
aerials are used for the H.F. services, 
providing a wide-band omnidirectional 
beam, and vertical masts are used for 
the M.F. radiators. The complete 
installation programme is scheduled for 
completion in 1965, and this will 
provide Australia with one of the most 
modern Coastal · Radio Services in the 
world. · 

FUTURE DEVELOPMENT 
The opening of the COMPAC cable 

on 3rd December, 1963, will mark the 
end of an era of radio development 
which commenced with the Beam 
Service in 1927. Future development 
will be to establish further high 
quality submarine cable routes in the 
Pacific area. Plans are already well 
advanced to lay a new cable to South 
East Asia (SEACOM), and this is 
scheduled for completion in 1966 
(Fig. 9). 
The availability of high quality in 

ternational circuits will enable greater 
use to be made of existing landline 
techniques, which were not applicable 
to radio circuits. Cable multiplexing 
equipment will shortly be installed, 
together with a semi-automatic ex 
change for international telex, in 1964. 
Later, full automatic working will be 
introduced. For international telephone 

calls, semi-automatic working will be 
introduced in 1963. _ 

In the field of satellite communica 
tions (6, 7) the Commission is actively 
engaged in discussions with other 
countries in the administrative, techni 
cal, and economic problems associated 
with a global system. 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC SUPPLEMENT 

Scattered through the following pages are some pictures which 
show a few interesting features of the Department's engineer 
ing activities and illustrate some typical Australian conditions. 

Part of the manual teleprinter exchange (Telex) used for switching teleprinter messages 
between subscribers. 

An experimental electronic telephone ex 
change. 
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INTRODUCflON 
The Australian Telecommunication 

System is being developed to meet 
the needs of a rapidly growing nation. 
A high rate of population growth and 
substantial development in the fields 
of primary and secondary industries, 
together with the administrative; com 
mercial and social needs of the com 
munity, have created conditions in 
which there is continuing pressure for 
expansion of telecommunication ser 
vices. Among the problems being 
faced in the general economic develop 
ment of the nation is that of the best 
possible distribution of capital resources 
to cover many requirements which must 
be met simultaneously. In the field of 
telecoinmunications, record levels of 
demand for new facilities are being 
experienced and strenuous efforts are 
being made with the resources available 
to the Postmaster-General's Department 
to provide and maintain high quality 
services to all parts of the continent. 
In terms of growth statistics, Australia 
now ranks among the larger systems 
of the world. 
This paper is intended to present a 

brief outline of Australian conditions, 
to record the growth of services with 
statistics of the present system and its 
traffic handling capacity, and to des 
cribe in summarized form the policies 
and long-term plans which have been 
adopted to guide the future develop 
ment on modern and economic lines. 

CLIMATE AND POPULATION 
DISTRIBUTION 

The Australian continent is compar 
able in size to the United States of 
America, having an approximate area 
of 3,000,000 square miles, with maxi 
mum distances in the east-west direction 
of 3,000 miles and in the north-south 
direction of 2,000 miles. Eighty per 
cent of the continent is of an arid 
nature, supporting less than one person 
per square mile. The most habitable 
areas are found on or near the sea 
board and 54% of the population live 
in the six State capital cities and the 
national capital at Canberra. The two 
largest cities are Sydney and Melbourne, 
each having a population exceeding 
2,000,000 people. Thirty-eight per cent 
of the total population live in and 
around these two cities. Fig. 1 shows 
the populations of the larger cities, and 
Fig .. 2 the general population distribu 
tion in Australia. The population dis 
tribution results generally from the 
continental conditions of climate, soil 
fertility, water supply and natural 
harbours. Fig. 3 gives an indication 
of the principal climatic conditions. 
The population of 10.9 million is 
growing at 2t% per annum as can be 
seen from Fig. 4 on page 98 of this 
issue. 

* See page 167. 

It is of interest that a wide coverage 
of the problems generally met in the 
development of telecommunication 
systems is experienced in Australia, and 
that because of its particular conditions 
of great size, range of climatic con 
ditions, population distribution and 
economic development, there are unique 
features also. Some of these are covered 
in more detail in other articles in this 
issue. 

GENERAL REVIEW OF EXISTING 
TELEPHONE NETWORK 

The Australian telephone network at 
June, 1963, had 2,510,000 telephones 
connected, representing a telephone den 
sity of 22.8 telephones per 100 people. 
Eighty per cent of telephone services 
are automatic. 

Service to all settled areas of the 
'continent has been achieved by the 
provision and interconnection of 7,000 
exchanges. Five thousand of these 
exchanges, mostly at small rural centres, 
are still manually operated. Another 
1,500 are small automatic exchanges of 
less than 200 lines in rural areas whilst 
the remainder are larger automatic ex 
changes in metropolitan or provincial 
centres. 
The local telephone networks in the 

State capitals, Sydney (615,000 tele 
phones), Melbourne (520,000 tele 
phones), Brisbane (152,000 telephones), 
Adelaide (144,000 telephones), Perth 
(98,000 telephones), and Hobart (28,000 
telephones) are fully automatic, the 
networks using predominantly bi 
motional switching equipment and 
step-by-step trunking. The large scale 
use of crossbar equipment has been 
commenced. 
Automatic switching techniques have 

been applied to the trunk line system 
as long-distance dialling has become 
possible, and the trunk service now is 
highly mechanised under operator con 
trol using motor uniselector switching and 
a two voice-frequency signalling system 
employing decadic codes. Initial in 
stallations of subscriber trunk dialling 
have been made; for example, sub 
scribers in Canberra dial directly into 
the Sydney network and by the time 
this issue of the Journal is printed will 
also have access to the Melbourne 
network. This facility is being extended 
under a plan for full mechanisation, 
which is summarised later in this article. 
After detailed investigations, cross 

bar equipment of the L. M. Ericsson 

design was selected in 1959 as the 
Australian standard for switching in 
both the local and trunk networks for 
the next phase of expansion (1). A 
range of crossbar exchange types is 
being used or developed to meet the 
needs of metropolitan and provincial 
centres, for service in sparsely-settled 
areas, and for trunk switching centres 
of various sizes. 
Arising from its diverse features of 

national development, Australia has 
gained broad experience in many 
methods of circuit provision, both for 
subscribers' and trunk lines. Cable 
reticulation is highly developed in the 
major cities, incorporating such features 
as control cabinets and distribution 
pillars to achieve flexibility in subscriber 
plant usage. Gas pressure protection 
of junction cables is employed to im 
prove reliability. At the other extreme, 
service to subscribers living in remote 
and sparsely-settled areas has required 
a considerable use of party lines and 
long subscribers' lines, some of which 
exceed 50 miles in length. In such 
areas many of the lines are provided 
by a co-operative effort in which the 
Department and the subscribers both 
undertake part of the construction work. 
The great distances to be spanned 

have placed emphasis on the use of 
carrier techniques since the mid-1920's. 
More recently the capacity of open wire 
trunk routes has been increased rapidly 
by the application of 12-channel carrier 

· systems, but the stage was reached when 
the growth of trunk traffic on many 
important routes exceeded the maximum 
capacity which could be provided. A 
feature of current importance is a 
rapidly growing television service which 
requires the provision of relays from 
studios in the capital cities to all the 
large country centres. This has stimu 
lated the introduction and continuing 
development of broadband bearer 
systems. Coaxial cables and microwave 
radio systems are being installed to 
meet overall demands in accordance 
with a general plan which prescribes 
the interconnection of all main centres 
of population, During the next five 
years the large scale increase in the 
traffic carrying capacity of the trunk 
line system resulting from the pro 
vision of broadband systems will 
naturally be a most significant factor 
in preparing for the development of 
nationwide automatic telephone service. 
Fig. 4 shows the main trunk routes 

TABLE 1: GROWTH OF THE TELEPHONE NETWORK 
As at No. of Telephones % No. of No. of Total No. of 
30th Tele- per 100 Auto. local Trunk Calls Trunk 
June phones people calls calls Lines 
1950 1,109,984 13.57 57 889 X 106 68 X 106 957 X 106 8.150 
1956 1,703,622 18.07 69 ],]86 X 106 99 X 106 1,285 x 106 13;024 
1962 2,382,478 22.25 79 1,650 X 106 77 X 106* 1,727xl06 23,601 

*The sizes of local areas were increased in 1960 and calls between many centres 
became local instead of trunk calls. 
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TABLE 2: TELEPHONE CALL CHARGES 
Local Calls: 4 pence per call. 
Trunk Calls: 

S.T.D. Operation Manual Operation 

Time for 4 pence Each three minutes or 
Charging Distance part of three minutes Particular 

Between Between Between Between Person 
9a.m.& 6p.m.& 9a.m.& 6p.m.& Fee 
6p.m. 9a.m. 6p.m. 9a.m. 
Sees. Sees. s. d. s. d. s. d. 

Not exceeding 25 miles 45 60 1 4 1 0 1 0 
Exceeding 25 but not 
exceeding 30 miles 36 60 1 8 I 0 1 0 
Exceeding 30 but not 
exceeding 50 miles 30 45 2 0 1 4 1 0 
Exceeding 50 but not 
exceeding 100 miles 15 20 4 0 3 0 2 0 
Exceeding 100 but not 
exceeding 200 miles 10 15 6 0 4 0 2 0 
Exceeding 200 but not 
exceeding 300 miles 6 9 10 0 6 8 4 0 
Exceeding 300 but not 

5 6 12 10 0 5 0 exceeding 400 miles 0 
Exceeding 400 miles 4 5 15 0 12 0 6 0 

which are already equipped with broad 
band bearer systems and those which 
are in the process of being so equipped. 
The decision as to whether a cable 

or a radio system should be provided 
on any route is made after a detailed 
investigation of economic and other 
factors, which apply in the particular 
case, has been carried out. Table 1 
summarises the general growth of both 
local and trunk networks. 
Throughout Australia a two-part 

telephone tariff system is employed, in 
which the subscriber pays an annual 
rental and a separate charge for each 
call. The basic rental payable depends 
on the number of telephones accessible 
at the local call rate, and whether the 
service is classified as being for business 
or residential purposes. In the largest 
cities, Sydney and Melbourne, rentals 
for business and residential services are 
£17/5/- and £14/-/- respectively. Call 
registration is effected by the provision 
of a call meter for each automatic 
telephone service. Trunk line calls are 
docketed when connected manually and 
multi-metered, using periodic metering, 
when dialled by the subscriber. Table 
2 shows the existing call charges. 

GENERAL REVIEW OF EXISTING 
TELEGRAPH NETWORKS 

The telegraph network is well 
developed and three distinct types of 
service are provided, . as described 
hereunder i-e- 

(i) The Public Telegraph Service con 
sists of facilities for handling telegrams. 
The switching system employed is an 
automatic message storage- and retrans 
mission system, known as TRESS, and 
is used for transmitting telegrams from 

Post Offices where they are lodged to 
other offices from which they are 
delivered. 

(ii) Private Wire Services are services 
leased and operated by subscribers. 
They vary in magnitude and complexity 
from point-to-point services to larger 
networks such as the meteorological 
network, stock exchange and airline 
systems. In these cases, the subscribers 
lease both the terminal equipment and 
the interconnecting lines. 

(iii) The Telex Service is a direct 
switching teleprinter exchange net 
work provided as a public network for 
interconnecting teleprinter subscribers. 
It functions similarly to the telephone 
service except that teleprinters are used 
instead of telephones. It will be noted 
that this system differs from TRESS 
in that it is used for directly inter 
connecting lines and does not provide 
for storage of messages. At present 
the service is manually switched but a 
fully automatic nationwide system is 
planned and crossbar automatic telex 
exchanges have been ordered. The 
system is scheduled for introduction in 
1965. 
Table 3 summarises the general 

growth of the telegraph networks. 

THE OUTPOST RADIO SYSTEM 
Supplementing the conventional tele 

phone and telegraph networks is the 
Australian outpost radio system (2) 
which provides communication to the 
sparsely populated regions of the con 
tinent, The system was initiated 
primarily to assist in the provision of 
medical aid and advice to residents in 
these locations, but as now operated 
it enables telegrams -to be passed to 

As at Public Tele 

TABLE 3: GROWTH OF THE TELEGRAPH NETWORK 
Telex Private Wire Services 

1r: k- Local I Trunk Total lsubscribeff Local · Trunk 
N< ims Networks Networks . Calls Calls 

- 22.713,173 172 I 204 376-1 - 95 463 - 4.715- 
19,762,568 292 319 611 502 5,960 228,561 
18.739.011 388 I 231 619 1.215 36,210 696482 

* Telex service was introduced on 1st August, 1954, in Sydney and Melbourne. 

the public telegraph network, and con 
versations to be held between outposts; 
it also provides a means of supple 
menting normal educational facilities. 
The system is not operated by the 

Postmaster-General's Department, but 
by a number of organisations. The 
largest is the Royal Flying Doctor 
Service which operates 477 of the 2,283 
outpost and portable stations. 

THE FUTURE TELEPHONE SYSTEM 
General 

A characteristic of Australian national 
development is the existence of well 
defined communities centred on the 
main country towns and on the State 
capital cities. The plan for fully 
automatic operation of the telephone 
system (3, 4, 5) is based on the develop 
ment of separate regional automatic 
networks to serve each of these com 
munities and of a national switching 
system interconnecting them. The plan 
contains four inter-related elements 
the Numbering Plan, the Switching 
Plan, the Transmission Plan and the 
Call Charging Plan. The main features 
of these elements are described in the 
following paragraphs. 

The Numbering Plan 
The automatic equipment in the future 

telephone system will determine the 
method of routing a call and will select 
the appropriate charge to be applied 
by examination of the digits dialled by 
the calling subscriber. The numbering 
plan is, therefore, a controlling factor 
in the complexity and cost of the 
automatic equipment. The numbering 
plan has the following main features 
in order to keep this cost and com 
plexity to a minimum and yet allow 
simple calling instructions· for' the 
public: · 
(i} The principle of closed numbering 

is being used on two levels-the 
regional network numbering and the 
national numbering. 

(ii) There will be only two dialling 
procedures. Subscribers will dial 
the number shown in the directory 
for calls within their own regional 
network. For calls beyond their 
own network, the National number 
will be dialled. 

(iii) Subscribers in each of the auto 
matic networks which will be 
developed throughout Australia will 
have directory numbers consisting 
of up to 5, 6 or 7 digits depending 
on the size of the particular net 
work. 

(iv) Each of the networks is assigned 
a distinguishing regional code which 
will be dialled when calls are made 
between networks. It includes the 
Trunk Access Code 0. The 
National number, made up of this 
area code plus the subscriber's 
directory number, does not exceed 
nine digits in length. 

(v) The numbering plan is arranged 
on a systematic basis with the aim 
of reducing to a minimum the 
amount of digital examination 
necessary to decide the routing and 
charging of calls. Fig. 5 shows 
the allocation of the - primary digits 
of the national numbering. 
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"A" DIGIT ALLOCATION 

WESTERN 
AUSTRALIA 

09 

t? . 
NORTHERN· 
TERRITORY 

QUEENSLAND 

07 

SOUTH 
AUSTRALIA 

Fig. 5.-National Numbering Plan. 

TASMANIA 

The numbering is designed to provide 
for an estimated 50-year requirement 
of 15 million telephones, with adequate 
reserve capacity to cater for future 
international operation and for develop 
ment, at present unpredictable, which 
may arise from exploitation of mineral 
deposits or revitalisation of waste lands 
as a result of scientific developments. 

The Switching Plan 
The Switching Plan is designed to 

achieve the most economic disposition 
of plant required for the interconnec 
tion of all telephone exchanges through 
out the Commonwealth. Briefly, it lays 
down: 
(i) The systematic manner in which 

the individual trunk routes will be 
connected together in the routing 
of calls throughout Australia. 
Automatic alternate routing will be 
used extensively-the most direct 
route to the required destination 
will be tested first and, if busy, 
the call will be automatically 
offered to alternate paths to that 
destination. The particular pattern 
of interconnection in which as 
many as nine links could be 
switched in tandem, arises from the 
distribution of the Australian popu 
lation throughout the continent and 
from the nature of telephone traffic. 
Fig. 6 shows the basic routing 
pattern. 

(ii) The switching method and the 
associated signalling system to be 

used for the setting up of con 
nections. The simple numbering 
and the complex interconnecting 
system are made compatible by the 
use of a common control switching 
technique. 

Multi-frequency code signalling will 
be used for the transfer of digital 
information between crossbar exchanges 
at a rate of 10 digits per second in 
order to avoid unprofitable occupancy 
of plant and excessive post-dialling 
delays for subscribers. A compelled 
sequence mode of operation will be 
used. 
The location of manual assistance 

centres will be determined by service 
and economic factors. Present planning 
favours the concentration of the assist 
ance facilities at centres of Secondary 
trunk switching status or higher to 
serve each surrounding regional net 
work. Standard service codes have 
been allotted in the national number 
ing so that eventually subscribers will 
be able to gain access uniformly 
through Australia to any of the service 
facilities, including manual assistance on 
trunk calls. 

The Transmission Plan 
The Transmission Plan for the system 

is summarised in Table 4 and Fig. 7. 
Table 4 shows the subscribers' plant 
design limits used with the latest tele 
phone (5) and Fig. 7 sets out the link 
losses in the interconnecting network. 
The maximum basic loss of switched 

inter-exchange connections is 15 db. 
Direct connections between terminal 
exchanges are designed to be less than 
12 db, 

TABLE 4: SUBSCRIBERS' PLANT 
DESIGN LIMITS WITH 800 TYPE 

TELEPHONE 
4 lb. 6t lb. 10 lb. 
cable cable cable 

Ohms 1,150 920 770 
Miles 2.62 3.41 4.37 

Echo suppressors will be provided 
in the long circuits connecting main 
centres to Western Australia and to 
Darwin. Crossbar automatic trunk 
switching centres will provide for 
four-wire switching at Main, Primary, 
Secondary and most Minor switching 
centres. 

The Call Charging Plan 
The call charging system is designed 

to achieve simplification and hence 
economy in the cost of automatic 
charging equipment, consistent with the 
provision of charges which are not 
only equitable but will also appear 
reasonable to the public. 

Summarised, its main features are: 
(i) Charges for subscriber-dialled trunk 

calls are recorded by repeated 
operation of the meters provided 
to record local calls from each 
subscriber's service. 
The system known as periodic 
multi-metering is used. The rate 
at which the meter is pulsed 
depends on the distance over which 
the call is made, as shown in 
Table 2. The pulse rates have 
been chosen so that a subscriber 
dialled call of 3 minutes' duration 
is charged the same as a 3-minute 
manually controlled call. 

(ii) Exchanges are grouped to form 
charging units. This reduces 
charging equipment costs in two 

TRUNK 

SWITCHING 

CENTRES {

0 
0 
& 
® 
0 

MAIN CENTRE 

PRIMARY CENTRE 

SECONDARY CENTP-E 

MINOR CENTRE 

TERMINAL 

FINAL TRUNK GROUP 

Fig. 
TYPICAL HIGH USAGE TRUNK GROUP. 

6.-Basic Switching Plan for Trunk 
Network. 
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Fig. 7 .-Transmission Plan tor Links inter 
connecting Exchanges. 

ways. Firstly, the number of 
destination points in the Australian 
scheme which need to be recognised 
is greatly reduced-from over 7,000 
with the former exchange to ex 
change charging to approximately 
200 with group charging. Secondly, 
it becomes possible to centralise 
the charging equipment at the group 
centre. The charges for trunk line 
ea lls from this centre and its 
dependent exchanges within the 
group will be computed by the 
centralised equipment and the 
metering impulses fed back by 
special signalling means to the 
originating exchanges. Two cate 
gories of grouping are in use. 
Exchanges are grouped to form 
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LOCAL CHARGING 

EXCHANGES ARE GROUPED TO FORM ZONES. 
CALLS WITHIN A ZONE AND TO ADJACENT ZONES WILL BE 
TREATED AS LOCAL CALLS. 

Zones which are used as the 
charging unit for short distance 
calls. These Zones are grouped to 
form Districts which are the basis 
for the charging of long distance 
calls. The groups chosen have been 
carefully related to the switching 
and numbering plans, both national 
and regional, and ensure that auto 
matic charging can be made with 
the minimum of digital examina 
tion. Fig. 8 shows the group 
charging basis adopted. 
Further simplification was achieved 
by the reduction of the number of 
charging rates in the trunk line 
schedule from 22 to 8. 

Implementation of the Plan 
Good progress has been made with 

the basic preparations for progressive 
achievement of the planned telephone 
service. The group charging plan 
already described was introduced on 1st 
May, 1960. Basic engineering designs 
of crossbar exchanges to provide all 
categories of local service and trunk 
switching are well advanced, bulk 
supplies of equipment are coming 
forward, and major trunk routes are 
being equipped with broadband systems. 
Automatic trunk exchanges are 

planned for all capital cities and many 
country centres by 1972 and this will 
permit at least 50% of Australian trunk 
traffic to be subscriber-dialled by this 
date. The Sydney exchange will be 
installed in 1965 bringing trunk dialling 
facilities to subscribers in Australia's 
largest network. 
To ensure the necessary co-ordination 

of planning imposed by new policies 
and new plant, outline development 
plans are being prepared for each 
regional network and for the trunk 
network interconnecting them. These 
plans define the course of development 
to be followed to achieve the fully 

(iii) 

IOM. 

automatic service envisaged. The 
period of eight years ahead is covered 
in some detail in each regional plan 
so that they may be used as a basis 
for co-ordinated works' programmes 
and, taken together, will also provide 
a means of controlling progress toward 
system objectives. 

THE FUTURE TELEGRAPH 
NETWORKS 

Telegraph service is expected to be 
provided during the next decade by 
separate private wire, public telegraph 
and telex networks. 
The public telegraph traffic is con 

tinuing to fall slightly in volume and 
thus the present telegraph message 
handling system is expected to meet 
requirements for the foreseeable future. 
Telex is the expanding telegraph service 
and growth in the private, sector of the 
telegraph service has been in telex 
services rather than leased private wire 
facilities. The telex network and 
private wire facilities will provide a 
means for low speed data transmission. 
Higher speeds will be handled via the 
switched telephone network or by 
leased channels of appropriate band 
width. 
A fully automatic nationwide telex 

system will be introduced, commencing 
in 1965. It is described in more detail 
in a later article in this issue, and will 
have the following main features: 
Numbering: Each telex subscriber will 

be given a five digit number in a single 
five digit closed numbering scheme 
serving the whole of Australia. The 
initial digits in these numbers will 
have a regional significance with the 
first generally defining a particular 
State or the main networks of Sydney 
and Melbourne. All telex centres will 
be designated by the first two or three 
digits of this numbering. 

TRUNK CHARGING ON 
DISTRICT BASIS 

CALLS BETWEEN DISTRICTS WHICH ARE NOT ADJACENT 
WILL BE CHARGED AT TRUNK RATES BASED ON THE MILEAGE 
BETWEEN DISTRICT CENTRES. 

TRUNK CHARGING ON 
ZONE BASIS. 

ZONES ARE GROUPED TO FORM DISTRICTS. 
CALLS (OTHER THAN LOCAL CALLS) WITHIN A DISTRICT 
OR TO ADJACENT DISTRICTS Will BE CHARGED AT TRUNK 
RATES BASED ON THE MILEAGE BETWEEN ZONE CENTRES, 

Fig. 8.-Call Charging Plan. 
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Switching and Transmission Plan: 
Telex connections may use up to five 
channels in tandem in the ultimate 
scheme but initially the system will be 
developed with the maximum number 
limited to four. Alternate routing 
facilities are to be provided at transit 
exchanges. 

Charging: As for the telephone sys 
tem, charging in the automatic telex 
system will be by periodic metering. 
Telex exchanges will be grouped for 
charging purposes but, because of the 
characteristics of telegraph traffic dis 
persion in Australia, satisfactory charg 
ing can be provided by dividing 
Australia into 50 charging districts. 
This contrasts with the group charging 
plan for the telephone system which 
requires small zone groupings for short 
range traffic and some 200 larger 
charging districts for long-distance 
traffic. 

CONCLUSION 
The internal telephone and telegraph 

services in Australia are being expanded 
rapidly in a decade of unprecedented 
national growth. Both the telephone 
and the telegraph networks are in pro 
cess of conversion to nationwide auto 
matic operation. New developments in 
communications, technology and prac 
tice are constantly being applied to 
improve the service and reduce costs. 
Participation in the development of 
I.T.U. Recommendations and their 
application within the national system 
are regarded as increasingly important 
in Australia as the new world network 
is evolved to meet the rising demands 
for international communications. 
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for a further four y.ears. 

Bushfires are a m.enace to aerial plant, parti 
cularly in the heavily wooded coastal areas. 
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SOME ASPECTS OF EXTERNAL TELEPHONE PLANT 
IN AUSTRALIA 

INTRODUCrION 
This article gives a general review of 

the design, installation and maintenance 
of external plant in Australia, with 
emphasis on those aspects where the 
Australian approach differs from that in 
other countries in a way which gives it 
some features of special interest. 
The term "lines" or "external plant" 

is applied in Australia to the local and 
long distance networks of cable and 
open wire and associated plant. It does 
not include terminal or repeater or other 
indoor equipment associated with the 
lines. The term "lines" in Australia 
applies only to the external plant and 
has the same meaning as "outside plant" 
in North America. 

FACTORS INFLUENCING 
EXTERNAL PLANT 

General 
An important distinction exists be 

tween internal and external plant because 
of the location of the plant. Internal 
plant (switching equipment, carrier, 
radio, television apparatus, etc.) is 
usually installed in secure air-condi 
tioned buildings, safe from the vagaries 
of climate and from interference by out 
siders. For this reason, good design and 
practice which has been proven in one 
part of the world can usually be accepted 
with confidence for use in other parts 
of the world which have very different 
climatic and other conditions. This is 
not true of external plant; it is installed 
outdoors in the public domain and is 
exposed to the full effects of the local 
climate; it must share its location with 
the plant of other public utilities and 
must be installed subject to the legal 
and other restrictions necessary to allow 
all public utilities to provide their ser 
vices with reasonable efficiency and level 
of cost from the community's point of 
view. 
A second point of difference is . the 

relative complexity of design and manu 
facture of internal and external plant. 
Manufacture of the major items of 
internal plant, particularly automatic 
switching equipment, requires a large 
capital investment both in developing 
the design and in tooling to make the 
apparatus. Hence only a limited num 
ber of designs of switching equipment 
are made throughout the world. To a 
lesser degree the same problems of high 
developmental costs · and tooling costs 
apply to carrier and radio apparatus, 
and again the choice of design available 
to the telephone administration is some 
what limited. External plant on the 
other hand is made up of a large num 
ber of items which are relatively simple 
in design and manufacture and which 
can be made with a relatively modest 
investment in design and tooling. Hence 
the external plant engineer is much less 
bound down by design and tooling costs, 
and has much greater opportunity to 

* See page 167. 

develop new and novel designs which 
take advantage of local manufacturing 
resources and are especially adapted to 
local conditions of service. 
For these reasons, while the principles 

of external plant engineering are prob 
ably the same throughout the world, 
details of design and of installation and 
maintenance practices must tend to be 
adapted to local circumstances and 
therefore differ from country to coun 
try. 
A number of factors which influence 

external plant practice in Australia are 
now discussed. There is some further 
discussion of this topic in Reference 1. 

Factors Affecting External Plant 
in Australia 

Climate: The continent of Australia 
is situated between the latitudes of 11 °S 
and 39°S; about 39% of the land mass 
is situated in the Tropical Zone, and 
61 % in the South Temperate Zone. The 
climate therefore tends to be warm to 
hot, although in a land area of 3 mil 
lion square miles a wide variety of 
climatic conditions is to be expected 
and in fact does exist. Most of the 
population and therefore most of the 
telephone plant is situated in the coastal 
areas (see map on page 104) where the 
climate tends to be temperate. A cer 
tain amount of plant, particularly open 
wire aerial trunk plant, is installed in 
the inland areas where it is subject to 
hot arid conditions. More specifically, 
much of the external plant is subject 
regularly to an ambient or shade tem 
perature range of 50° to l00°F with 
extremes of 30° to 120°F. In a few 
localities temperatures go down to 20°F. 
Sun temperatures (that is, the tempera 
ture of direct ultra-violet radiation as 
distinct from ambient temperature) are 
rriuch higher and any exposed plant is 
liable to experience sun temperatures of 
150°F ranging up to 180°F in some 
localities. Plant is exposed to a wide 
range of humidity including, in many 
coastal areas, high relative humidity 
combined with summer temperatures. 
High winds, floods and heavy lightning 
storms occur but they are not sufficiently 
common as to constitute a problem. In 
the inland areas, aerial plant is exposed 
to persistent winds. 
The particular points of interest are 

that most of the plant is installed in 
warm to hot humid areas where condi 
tions are conducive to breakdown of 
plant due to corrosion of metal and 
attack by fungi, and where insect attack 
on lead and on organic plant compon 
ents must be expected. A further factor 
is that sun temperatures are much higher 
than those experienced in countries with 
high telephone densities in the Northern 
hemisphere, as these countries are situ 
ated further from the equator. Snow 
and ice loadings are not normally con 
sidered a problem, and storm damage 
also is not usually a serious problem 
except in a few specific areas. The 

W. H. WALKER, B.E., A.M.l.E.Aust.* 

main difference between external plant 
design in Australia and that in other 
well established countries is that, in 
Australia, the plant must cope with 
higher temperatures combined with 
humidity but is not exposed to tempera 
tures low enough to cause snow and ice 
problems. Conditions for external plant 
in Australia have much more in com 
mon with those in, say, India or the 
African continent than with those in 
Western Europe, North America or 
Japan. At the same time it must be 
emphasised that in a continental area 
of 3 million square miles, a large variety 
of climatic conditions must exist and 
these remarks are therefore generalized. 

Geography: Australia has a popula 
tion of 11,000,000 in an area of three 
million square miles. There is consider 
able mal-distribution of population as 
the maps on page 104 show. This popu 
lation distribution is largely determined 
by climatic (particularly rainfall) condi 
tions, the unpopulated area being largely 
desert country. Included in the map is 
the 10 inch rainfall isohyet, which, it 
will be noted, coincides with the limits 
of population in the southern portion 
of the continent. This is not so in the 
northern portion; in this region there 
are many areas where the rainfall is 
higher but there the precipitation/ 
evaporation ratio (2) is so low that 
cultivation of the land over much of 
the area has not yet proved possible. 
Furthermore, 'a large proportion of the 
population is concentrated in a number 
of cities, the largest of which are Sydney 
(2 million plus) and Melbourne (2 mil 
lion). The main problem is to provide 
economically an adequate trunk tele 
phone service between the scattered 
communities. The map on page 103 
shows the main trunk line routes, some 
of which traverse long distances over 
inhospitable desert terrain. 
The cities are characterised by the 

fact that most of the inhabitants live in 
houses on their own separate block of 
land (typically four to eight houses per 
acre), with the result that the cities cover 
very large areas in proportion to popu 
lation and the telephone density on an 
area basis is low; on a population basis 
however it is high. The result is that 
a large quantity of cable and associated 
plant is required to provide service in 
metropolitan areas and the number of 
services provided is small, compared to 
other countries, in relation to the 
amount of plant installed. 

Legal Framework 
The Commonwealth of Australia has 

a Federal constitution with three levels 
of Government, namely Commonwealth 
(Federal), State, and Local. The Post 
master-General's Department is a Com 
monwealth Government Department: its 
authority to provide telecommunication 
service is contained in the Post and 
Telegraph Act which endows it with 
authority for this purpose, including the 
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TABLE I-FINANCIAL STATISTICS 
Capital Value of and Expenditure on Telephone, Plant 

External Plant 
Cable and Conduit 
Aerial Open Wire . 

Internal Plant 
Exchange Equipment 
Other .... 

Total . . 
Motor Vehicles and Mechanical Aids . 
Other Movable Plant ... 

Nett Capital Expenditure 
Value at during year 
30/6/1962 30/6/1962 

(£m.) (£m.) 

198.5 
90.7 

102.0 
108.2 

499.4 
12.5 
8.5 

21.0 

40% 
18% 

20% 
22% 

100% 

24.4 44% 
6.6 12% 

9.8 18% 
14.6 26% 
-- 
55.4 100% 
1.9 
.7 
- 
2.6 

Material Purchases during Year ended 30/6/1963: 
External Plant 

Cables .... 
Conduits ..... 
Copper Wire 
Other Items . 

Telephone Switching Plant 
Other Internal Plant 
Miscellaneous 

Total .... 

£m. 
6.7 
1.0 
. 6 

2.4 
6.8 
8.1 
.9 

26.5 

TABLE 2.-EFFECT OF COST REDUCTION PROGRAMME 
1952 1962 Change 

Linemen employed . 14,200 15,500 + 9% 
Plant installed during the year: 
Cable-single wire miles ... 447,000 1,011,000 +116% 
Aerial Wire-single wire miles .. 43,000 34,000 - 21% 
New Subscribers Connected (gross) 114,500 189,500 + 76% 

Plant Maintained: 
Cable-single wire miles . 4,421.000 10,330,000 +134% 
Aerial Wire-single wire miles ..... 1,112,000 1,381,000 + 24% 
Subscribers ..... 938,800 1,718,600 + 83% 

Cost per Subscriber's Line Installed: 
Labour. .... £40 2 4 £37 0 4 - 8% 
Material ...... £44 14 9 £72 4 9 + 60% 
Incidentals £5 0 9 £14 1 3 +ISO% 

Total ...... £89 17 10 £123 6 4 + 37% 
Cost per Subscriber's Line Maintained £8 15 0 £6 2 0 - 30% 
Index of Money values: 
Australian Wage Index (all industries) .. 87 145 + 67% 
Australian Wholesale Price Index ... 297 333 + 12% 

right to establish and safeguard its 
external plant. Other public services 
in Australia-electricity, water, sewerage 
and drainage, roads, transport-are pro 
vided by State or Local government 
authorities or by private companies. In 
Australia, Federal authority takes legal 
precedence over State and Local auth 
ority and this places the Department in 
a very satisfactory position for provid 
ing its services: for instance. few prob 
lems arise in finding suitable sites for 
telephone exchanges or in siting con 
duits, poles and other plant in the 
streets. The position is particularly 
satisfactory in regard to inductive inter 
ference from power lines, as discussed 
later under "Co-ordination"; the elabor 
ate precautions taken by the Bell Tele 
phone System, for example; to protect 
its plant from undue interference by 
power operators, is unnecessary in Aus 
tralia because power ·systems are oper 
ated in a wav which takes much more 
recognition of the legitimate needs of 
the telephone system. 

Economic Factors 
Three important points must be men 

tioned here. The first is that Jabour is 
and always has been relatively scarce 
and expensive in Australia; hence there 
has always been a pressure to use mech 
anized in place of manual methods of 
work. Secondly, the telephone density 
is relatively high and the telephone is 
installed in most houses in the urban 
areas and most farms in the rural areas. 
Thirdly, the growth of population has 
always been rapid, for example the 
population has trebled since 1900 and 
has increased by 40% in the last 15 
years; this rate of growth has kent a 
constant pressure on all public utilities, 
including the telephone service, to pro 
vide additional facilities. 
Another economic factor is the rela 

tive maturity of secondary industry in 
Australia. All items of external plant 
material are produced in Australia as 
are the raw materials for their manufac 
ture - steel, aluminium, copper, lead, 
polythene, P.V.C.., epoxide resin, etc. 

The telephone cable industry has been 
established over 40 years. The only 
imported items, apart from a few cables 
and other items imported . for experi 
mental reasons, are the dust cores 
required for some types of loading coils. 
This industrial position means that the 
external plant material designer has 
access to a large range of manufacturing 
processes and well-informed advice on 
new materials and processes, and this 
is an important factor in the progressive 
design of external plant material men 
tioned later. 

PLANT STATISTICS 
Some details of volume of external 

plant in Australia are given in Tables 
I and 2. It will be noted that the 
largest proportion, both of the total 
capital invested in the Australian tele 
phone service and of the annual 
expenditure on providing new plant, is 
in external plant . 

DEVELOPMENT OF TRUNK 
FACILITIES 

General 
It is difficult to select the most signi 

ficant year in the development of trunk 
facilities in Australia but 1858, when 
the telegraph line from Sydney to Mel 
bourne was completed, and 1872, when 
the overland telegraph line from Ade 
laide to Darwin was finished, are 
important dates. The latter (3, 4) con 
nected with a newly completed sub 
marine cable to Singapore which com 
pleted the link from England to Aus 
tralia. Probably the next significant 
step forward was the establishment of 
trunk telephone services between Mel 
bourne and Sydney in 1907 and between 
Melbourne and Adelaide in 1914 (5). 
As communication techniques and 

knowledge improved, Australia was well 
to the forefront, particularly in the 
development of open wire facilities 
which best suited the characteristic 
features of a country of vast distances 
and small population. The first carrier 
telephone system to be installed was a 
3-channel open wire system placed in 
service between Melbourne and Sydney 
on 10th September, 1925; it was the first 
in the British Commonwealth. Develop 
ment in the use of carrier systems was 
rapid and is described in another article 
in this issue. 

Trunk Cables 
A submarine telephone cable was 

installed between Victoria and Tasmania 
in 1935, but it was not until 1938 that a 
land trunk cable system was laid over 
any significant distance. This cable was 
provided between Melbourne and Gee 
long (6), a distance of 45 miles and was 
planned for voice frequency operation; 
however, allowance was made for future 
carrier working by laying of separate 
"go" and "return'.' cables. Shortly after 
wards two 24 pair 40 lb./mile carrier 
type cables with. 17-channel carrier sys 
tems operating at frequencies up to 
72 kc/s in each direction of transmission 
were installed on the Sydney-Maitland 
route (7, 8), a distance o.f 118 miles. 
Essentially similar arrangements were 
later installed on other 'routes and a 
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total of 489 route miles (978 sheath 
miles) of carrier type cables has been 
laid. 
Australia was late in the coaxial cable 

field because trunk circuit requirements 
on even main routes were, until recently, 
comparatively small and the high initial 
cost was not economically justified. 
Laying of the first coaxial cable between 
Melbourne and Morwell (9, 10, 11) 
commenced in 1959. This was followed 
by the Sydney-Melbourne cable project 
(12) which was completed in 1962 and 
included 604 miles of 6-tube coaxial 
cable at a completed cost of £6,890,000. 
Table 3 shows the magnitude and growth 
of the coaxial cable network. This net 
work includes 4, 6 and 8-tube cables 
and currently the first 12-tube coaxial 
cable is being installed. All coaxial 
cables installed to date have been 
designed to carry initially a bandwith 
of 6 Mc/s, but the design of cable sys 
tems will readily permit the bandwidth 
to be extended to 12 Mc/s in the future. 
Small diameter coaxial cable has not 
yet been used in Australia but several 
trial routes are under consideration. 
Coaxial cable is installed in ducts in 

built-up areas, and elsewhere is directly 
buried at a depth of 48 inches in soil for 
security reasons and 24 inches in solid 
rock. Trenching is in general carried 
out by mechanical plant, including a 
large range of special equipment and 
vehicles. In the early coaxial cable 
installations, minor trunk requirements 
beyond the capacity of the interspace 
and core pairs (after control pairs had 
been allocated) were provided by separ 
ate trunk cables laid in the same trench. 

In later installations similar require 
ments were met by providing a single 
layer of 10 or 20 lb. voice frequency 
pairs and now several multi-layer cables 
are under construction and programmed. 
In open country where coaxial cable is 
directly buried, lengths of up to 500 
yards are commonly installed. 

In recent years there has been an 
extensive installation programme of 
short distance minor trunk cables 
throughout the Commonwealth, gener 
ally parallel to existing open wire 
routes. This is due to normal growth 
and the effect of the national telephone 
switching plan where circuit quantities 
have reached magnitudes most economi 
cally catered for by cable. Paper insul 
ated lead sheathed plastic jacketed cable 
is used exclusively for minor trunks; at 
this stage the performance of plastic 
insulated, plastic sheathed cable is con 
sidered too unpredictable, due to the 
adverse effects of moisture penetration 
on electrical values, for it to be used for 
trunk purposes. These cables usually 
connect minor switching centres to 
terminal exchanges where circuits have 
an allowable loss of up to 6 db, and on 
direct links between terminals where 
circuits of up to 12 db are provided. 
The cables are loaded with 88 mH coils 
at a nominal spacing of 6,000 feet. A 
number of selected pairs are left 
unloaded to allow for future carrier 
working. These carrier pairs are pre 
selected on the basis of their physical 
separation and variation of length of 
lay. Two-wire amplified circuits with 
repeaters of the negative impedance type 
are used where they are economical. In 

TABLE 3.-COAXIAL CABLE PROGRAMME AT 30/6/1963 
l 

Route 1Size of Cable 
Cable Installed 

Melbourne-Dandenong 6 tube 
Dandenong-Morwell 14 tube with 80/10 layer 
Sydney-Canberra-Melbourne 6 tube 
Adelaide-McLaren Vale 14 tube with 54/20 layer 
Brisbane-Lismore l4 tube with 54/20 layer and 

4 tube without layer 
Dandenong-Dromana 14 tube with 54/20 layer 
Mt. Bonython-Mt. Barker 4

1 

tube with 54/20 layer 
Radio Terminal and TV Relay { ~ i~t: 

j4 tube with 

1

4 tube· with 

{ 
12 tube 

Radio Terminal and TV Relay 8 tube 
4 tube 

,~·"Ii/::¥~ 

Cables being Installed 
Perth-Bun bury 
Wagga-Griffith 

80/10 layer 
54/20 layer 

Cables approved: Installation not commenced 
Launceston-Burnie 4 tube with 54/20 layer 
Geelong-Warrnambool 4 tube with 54/20 layer 
Taree-Kempsey 6, 4 and 2 tube with layer 
Melbourne-Croydon 8 tube and 6 tube with layer 
Wollongong-Nowra 4 tube with 54/20 layer 

{
12 tube 

Radio Terminal and TV Relay 8 tube 
4 tube 

Miles 

20.9 
75.0 
603.8 
25.7 

106.3 

31.3 
13.0 
23.3 
20.5 

919.8 

117.4 
119.6 

9.0 
7.5 
3.9 

257.4 

92 
121 
85 
20.4 
45 
15.7 
36.0 
10.3 

425 

many cases, particularly where ampli 
fied circuits are used, the loop resistance 
is too great for satisfactory D.C. signal 
ling unless special equipment is used. 
The minor trunk cables were formerly 

laid by mole plough to a depth of 18 
inches but with better types of ploughs 
and more powerful machinery (13), it 
is now possible to lay at a much greater 
depth. Whilst 2 feet depth is accepted 
as a minimum at present, it is proposed 
to standardise at 3 feet for minor trunk 
cables. The cable is supplied and 
installed in 500 yard lengths in the 
buried sections, this being convenient 
for balancing and voice frequency load 
ing, but shorter lengths are generally 
used where the cable is drawn into ducts. 

Open Wire Route Design 
Most open wire trunk routes in Aus 

tralia were originally designed for voice 
frequency operation and employed wire 
and arm spacings of 14 inches. Recon 
struction and retransposition of these 
routes to cater for 3-channel (30 kc/s) 
and later for 12-channel (143 kc/s) sys 
tems has been proceeding for many 
years. In general, reconstruction of 
existing routes is based on the provi 
sion of 32 poles per mile, 9 inch wire 
spacing, and 28 inch spacing between 
arms. (See Fig. 1). 
Initially when routes were converted 

from a voice frequency transposition 
scheme to a 3-channel scheme an indivi 
dual transposition scheme was designed 
for each route, and similarly when 12- 
channel carrier working was required, 
selected pairs were retransposed to cater 
for the higher frequency working. This 
involved considerable engineering effort 
and when the Bell Telephone System 
produced their J2, J5 and J5A trans 
position schemes, these were used as a 
basis for developing Australian standard 
schemes (14). 
Consideration is being given at pre 

sent to the use of frequencies up to 
300 kc/s on a particular open wire route, 
and near end type unbalance frequency 
values up to a line angle of 4,860 degrees 
have been calculated, using a computer, 
and near end type unbalance curves 
have been prepared from these values. 
These tables and graphs are an exten 
sion of those produced in the Bell 
Monograph No. 2520. 
In recent years several new open wire 

routes have been erected with 4-chain 
pole spacing and 9 inch wire spacing, 
utilising standard Australian transposi 
tion schemes which are made up of 
double and triple extra transposition 
types. Every pole is a transposition pole 
in this design. Substantial savings are 
possible, even though slightly taller poles 
are required to cater for the increased 
sag due to the longer spans. As 9 inch 
wire spacing is used with these spans, 
the threshold of contact wind velocity 
at 90°F is approximately 43 miles per 
hour which has proved satisfactory on 
the routes already erected. Some 1,400 
miles of new route has been or is being 
erected to this spacing. 
A new route to be erected shortly 

north of Broken Hill in New South 
Wales in semi-desert country will have 
span lengths of 8 chains with 14 inch 
wire spacing and 56 inches between 
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Fig. 1.-Trunk Telephone· Route. In the newest constructio-n, braces, as used on the lowest arm, 
are used for all wide spaced arms in place· of the· combiners shown. 

pairs and will utilize two pairs of steel 
core aluminium wires, weighing 199 lbs. 
per mile with a breaking strength of 
1,400 lbs. Insulators on this route will 
be shackle type power insulators with 
preformed deadends to support the wires. 
The two pairs of wires will be trans 
posed to transposition types b, and P1 
for E sections of 6.4 miles. This route 
will serve a sparsely populated area and 
will include the use of two rural carrier 
systems to cater for both trunk and sub 
scribers' development. It is planned to 
use full length pressure treated pinus 
radiata poles treated with a waterborne 
salt. This treatment should produce 
95% penetration and the poles (which 
are to be of small section) should prove 
suitable in this arid area. If the designed 
results are realised, this type of con- 

struction will be applied to other out 
back areas where much of the aerial 
plant at present consists of single wire 
earth return circuits. 

Since the advent of rural carrier sys 
tems, there has been a demand for a 
simple type of transposition scheme 
which could take full advantage of the 
compandors inbuilt in this type of 
equipment rather than retransposing an 
existing line to a costly 12-channel car 
rier transposition scheme. A new trans 
position scheme has, therefore, been 
developed for use in conjunction with 
rural carrier systems which will enable 
a number of short haul 12-channel and 
rural carrier systems to operate simul 
taneously on· the same route and which 
incorporates a much reduced number of 
transpositions. This scheme is under- 

going field trials at present and results 
to date have been satisfactory. It is 
planned to apply this scheme to minor 
routes where carrier development will 
not be heavy but, in the event of 
unexpected development, the arrange 
ment will permit ready conversion to 
normal 12-channel operation. The trans 
position types for E sections (8 or 6.4 
miles) applied to the standard configura 
tion are shown in Fig. 2. 

b1 P1 N2 

CJ. SUITABLE FOR RURAL SYSTEM 

L.l 3 CHANNEL 

Fig. 2.-Transposition Scheme for Short 
Haul Carrier Working. 

Open Wire Route Installation 
New trunk routes erected in recent 

years have utilized mainly full length 
pressure treated wooden poles, rolled 
steel joists or recovered rail poles. Poles 
are usually erected in holes excavated 
by a post hole borer equipped with a 
lifting mechanism (Fig. 3). The cross 
arms used are 3 x 3 inch timber, pres 
sure treated with creosote, and for trunk 
purposes are 9 feet in length, braced by 
a pair of flat galvanised braces. The 
intensity of staying is governed by the 
wind exposure and in some instances, 
where cyclones are experienced, every 
pole is supported transversely and every 
fourth pole longitudinally. However, the 
normal location of stays is at every 
eighth pole transversely ({- mile) and 
every 16th pole (t mile) longitudinally. 
The most commonly used conductors 
are hard-drawn copper of 100 lb./mile, 
200 lb./mile and in certain circum 
stances, if required for attenuation rea 
sons, 300 lb./mile. Where additional 
strength is required, 118 and 237 lb./mile 
cadmium copper wire is used. In special 
cases where ice loading is experienced. 
steel core aluminium wire is used and, 
as mentioned earlier, this type of wire 
is to be used on long span construction. 
Wires are tensioned by the "weights" 
method (15), and tension is checked by 
means of the "beat" method in which, 
to check tension, a wire is struck by 
the hand and the time interval for a 
number of vibrations to travel the length 
of the span and back is timed and 
checked against tables prepared for this 
purpose. 

DEVELOPMENT OF SUBSCRIBERS' 
FACILITIES 
Urban Areas 

Urban areas in Australia are fairly 
densely settled. and as indicated pre 
viously the residential districts provide 
for about 2,000 to 4,000 houses per 
square mile. Exchange areas range in 
size from over 10.000 lines in the inner 
city areas to 3,000 lines in the outer 
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(a) 

Fig. 3.-Pole Erector. The unit consists of a 35' h.p. tractor equipped with a hole borer (a) at the rear and a jib crane (b) in front, capacity 
15 cwt. at 8 ft. The jib can be used as a work platform as shown in ( b). 

(b) 

areas. The establishment of exchanges 
is primarily governed by the cost rela 
tionships between subscribers' external 
plant, exchange equipment and buildings 
and junctions. Australian practice is to 
delineate exchange areas so that these 
costs for a group of exchanges are a 
minimum when costed over a 20-year 
period. The actual determination of the 
size and the boundaries of exchange 
areas "is affected by such features as 
anticipated rate of development, exist 
ing plant, and availability of space for 
equipment in existing buildings. Large 
exchange areas involve heavy external 
plant costs, because heavier gauge sub 
scribers' cables are necessary to meet 
transmission limits and because the pair 
mileage of cable required increases 
rapidly with the size of the area. On 
the other hand, internal plant, building 
and junction costs are minimal when 
the exchanges are as large as possible. 
Exchange area planning calls for con 
siderable foresight and early action; it 
is generally necessary to delineate 
exchange areas in the very early stages 
of development if the fullest economic 
benefits are to be derived as, if large 
duct routes or cables are extended from 
an existing exchange into a developing 
area, then the economic advantages of 
establishing a new exchange is largely 
lost. If the development in the area is 
doubtful then portable exchanges are 
often provided, permanent exchange 
building provision being deferred until 
the development is more certain. If the 
demand does not eventuate as antici 
pated the portable exchange is recovered 
at little cost. Considerable use has been 
made of portable exchanges in Australia 
(16, 17), ahout fifty of them, in sizes of 
600 to 1.000 lines, being in use; they 
have enabled service to be given in a 
number of areas much earlier than 
would otherwise have been possible. 

In residential areas the exchange is 
divided into smaller areas called distri 
bution areas; these areas vary in size 
depending primarily on the subscriber 
density, street layout and main cable 
reticulation. The average distribution 
area contains approximately 80 to 100 
building lots and is served by a cross 

. connecting unit called a cable terminal 
pillar (Fig. 4). A pillar is virtually an 
above-ground accessible joint where 
cross-connections can be made between 
any main pair and any distribution pair 
appearing in the pillar. A proportion 
of main pairs appears in several pillars 
to increase the flexibility of the main 
cable. 

Main cables are those on the exchange 
side of the pillar and which terminate 
at the exchange Main Distribution 
Frame; they are provided on a short 
term basis. Distribution cables are 
those on the subscribers' side of the 
pillar and are provided on a long term 
basis. The pillar enables the main cable 
pairs to be used efficiently and allows 
unforeseen demand in the distribution 
area to be met without resorting to com 
plicated multinling arrangements in the 
main joint. Further, the pillar provides 
an access point for testing and simplifies 
rearrangement of main cables. 
Larger type cross-connecting units 

commonly called "cabinets" are also 
used and are capable of housing up to 
l.800 pairs of cable. In some instances 
they are used in the same way as pillars 
as described previously, but in other 
instances they are used to provide a 
cross-connecting point at locations such 
as future exchange sites, or alternatively 
to control several pillars (18). In the 
business areas of large cities, outdoor 
pillars and cabinets are not normally 
used, the distribution being made by 
direct taps of 100 to 800 pairs from the 
main cables; these direct taps frequently 

terminate on indoor terminating frames 
from which the internal cabling of the 
buildings is extended. A typical layout 
of cable plant in an urban exchange _is 
indicated in Fig. 5. 
The distribution plant is generally 100 

pair or smaller cable and is predomin 
antly plastic insulated, plastic sheathed 
cable laid underground. Subscribers are 
fed either by small underground lead-in 
cables tapped off the distribution cable 
or by aerial covered wire (drop wire) 
leads from poles served by the distribu 
tion cable (Fig. 6). The common feature 
of both these methods of distribution is 
that they are provided on a long term 
basis. The material cost of the cable is 
approximately 15-25% of the total cost 
of provision and it is therefore uneco 
nomic to augment the plant at frequent 
intervals; distribution plant is therefore 
provided nominally to cater for the 
20-year demand. 

Main Cable Plant 
Main cables are generally much larger 

than 100 pairs and thev are paper insul 
ated, lead sheathed (P.I.L.C.) and norm 
ally laid in ducts. These cables are avail 
able in 4 lb. (.016 inch), 6t lb. (.020 
inch), 10 lb. (.025 inch) and 20 lb. (.036 
inch) gauge wire and in a variety of 
sizes up to 2,400 pairs. The cost of 
material for these large cables is a sub 
stantial proportion of the total cost of 
the installed cable, and it is therefore 
most economical to install these cables 
on a relatively short term basis (5-10 
years). 
These cables are installed in conduit 

runs consisting of one or more ducts. 
The number of ducts provided is deter 
mined primarily by the expected deve 
lopment in the area and the sizes and 
gauge of cables that will serve the area. 
with allowance for unforeseen, demand 
and for emergency purposes for replace- 
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lal lb) 

Fig. 4.-300 Pair Cable Terminal Pillar (al assembled, lb) terminal units for fitting into pillar, and (cl lid removed. The terminal units are 
made· by fanning out cable- p·airs, sweating tags to ends o·f wires, and encapsulating in epo·xide· resin. 

le I 

ment of faulty cable. The marginal cost 
of providing ducts is relatively small 
compared to cable costs and it is there 
fore wise to over-provide rather than 
under-provide ducts. 
Four inch internal diameter asbestos 

cement ducts in 13 feet lengths are the 
standard and will readily accommodate 
a cable 3.5 inches in diameter. In the 
past, manholes were spaced typically 80 
yards apart, and the ducts were laid 
between manholes with little deviation 
from the straight line. The reason for 
this practice was primarily for ease in 
hauling cables into ducts, but extensive 
investigations into this subject in recent 
years have resulted in much longer hauls 
being made, up to 250 yards of 3 inch 
diameter P.I.L.(;. cable being hauled in 
one unbroken length, the cable being 
hauled through intermediate manholes 
involving substantial changes in direc 
tion. As a result, manhole spacings in 
new conduit runs are being made up to 
200 yards and sharper curves are per 
mitted. This development is leading to 
cheaper conduit construction due to 
fewer manholes, and cheaper and better 
cable installation due to a substantial 
reduction in the number of joints. 
Another development now commencing 
is the use of thin wall (.040 inch) hard 
PVC ducts set in concrete in place of 
asbestos cement ducts. This is a tech 
nique developed in France and indica 
tions are that it may lower the capital 
cost of conduit routes. At the· same 
time it may provide better conduit 
routes because the joints of the PVC 
ducts can be very effectively sealed to 
keep water and dirt from entering at the 
joints, which is a difficulty with asbestos 
cement ducts. 

Rural Areas 
Most residents in rural areas in: Aus 

tralia, except in the very remote areas, 
are connected to the telephone network 
of the Postmaster-General's Department. 
The telephone density ranges from 30 or 

more subscribers per square mile to one 
subscriber or less every 30 square miles. 
The provision of external plant in these 
areas is very costly, and the Department 
has a system whereby it will provide 
plant for a certain distance from the 
exchange depending on the number of 
subscribers; beyond this point the sub 
scribers must provide and maintain their 
own aerial routes. These aerial routes 
are required to comply with specifica 
tions which are less stringent than the 
normal Departmental specifications. 
This system, known as "part private 
construction", has made the telephone 
available to many country residents who 
would otherwise be denied service 
because of the prohibitively high capi 
tal costs involved, even though the stan 
dard of service provided is not as high 
as the official standard. Table 4 indi 
cates the extent of this type of service. 

TABLE 4.-PART PRIVATELY 
ERECTED TELEPHONE LINES 

Length of No. of Private Lines 
Privately Party Exclusive 

Erected Line Lines Service 

0-2 miles 2,600 10,400 
2-5 miles 2,950 6,050 
5-20 miles 4,000 2,200 
over 20 miles 1,400 350 

The majority of these services have 
earth return circuits, the insulation 
resistance to earth is low and they are 
connected to magneto exchanges. Using 
magneto signalling and a local battery 
telephone, however, a reasonably satis 
factory service can be provided, the 

1 PLASTIC CABLE I BUP-.IED DIP-.ECT 

300 PR. P~ILLAR ~l 5~3Q--,L-- IQ---,,' 

J -so O 

*-1400/4 

2 + ~ 
~ -1000/4--------------+--300 ?4/6~-=.J 
-600/107 I MAIN CABLE -: g O P.1.L:C.AP-.MOURED 
MAIN CABLE -o ~ BURIED DIRECT IN 
P.1.L.C. IN DUCT l t t GROUND 

I 
I 

-600 I 0 1800 PR. CABINET AT 
. ~PROPOSED FUTURE EXCHANGE SITE 
o 600- 
,0 

Fig. 5.-Typical Exchange Area Cable Layout. 
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Fig. 6.-Distribution of Telephones to Resldentlcl Subscribers by Aerial D'rop Lead. Underground 
plastic distribution cable feeds terminal box on each pole to which drop wire leads are con 
nected. This is joint-use construction; the poles belong to the, Power Authority and carry both 
telephone and power wires. In some cases a separate line of telephone poles is erected along 

the free side of the street. 

main problems being due to bad joints, 
earth faults, crossed wires, and to an 
increasing extent, power induction. In 
general the standards of private con 
struction have to be improved consider 
ably before the subscribers can be con 
nected to automatic exchanges. To assist 
these subscribers, the Department makes 
available technical advice and suitable 
line construction material. The remote 
ness and dispersion of subscribers in 
some areas presents difficult problems, 
and consideration is being given to the 
possible use of subscribers' carrier sys 
tems or V.H.F. radio to provide an 
economical service in these areas. 

The standard method of providing 
Departmental lines in rural areas has 
been by open wire, but with the wider 
usage of mechanical aids and the intro 
duction of plastic cable, there is an 
increasing tendency to use underground 
cable (13) as this can usually be pro 
vided and maintained more cheaply than 
an open wire route. 

EXPERIENCE wrrn PLASTIC 
CABLE 
General 

Polythene insulated, polythene or 
P.V.C. sheathed (plastic) cable was 
introduced on a large scale in 1956 and 
is now standard for distribution area 
cables. It is purchased in -sizes from 
10 to 100 pair and has largely replaced 
P.I.L.C. cable in these sizes. Annual 
usage is now about 5,000 sheath miles 
(300,000 wire miles) and some 25,000 
sheath miles are in service. It is norm 
ally used buried directly in the ground 
without external protection; joints are 
placed underground in small jointing 
pits. Plastic cable laid by plough is 
also used in rural areas; this type of 

cable is also used as aerial cable, in 
both urban and rural areas, and is 
erected on telephone poles and on power 
poles (joint use). Very little plastic 
cable is used for trunk purposes or for 
amplified or loaded circuits because of 
problems caused by change of mutual 
capacity of the pairs if water or mois 
ture enters the cable along its length. 
Plastic cable is used because of its 

very favourable purchase and installa 
tion cost compared to P.I.L.C. cable. 
Its maintenance performance overall is 
also expected to be superior. The size 
has been restricted to 100 pair and 
below, partly because the greatest cost 
advantage is in the small sizes, and 
partly because these sizes allow its use 
to be confined to the subscribers' side 
of the cable terminal pillar, so avoiding 
the problem of jointing plastic cable 
into large P.1.L.C. cable. 

Design 
The standard design, until recently, 

consisted of a layer twin core and a 
single sheath of polythene. The present 
standard design is a fully colour coded 
unit star quad formulation made up in 
units of five quads (10 pairs). An 
electrostatic screen of aluminium or 
copper foil is not provided except in 
integral bearer (figure eight) aerial cable 
which is mainly erected on power (joint 
use) poles. The twin cable was only 
partially colour coded and jointers had 
to use "prickers" to identify wires and 
the resulting pinholes in the conductor 
insulation, which cannot be effectively 
sealed, proved to be a maintenance 
hazard if the cable became moist or 
wet jin service. Unit quad formation in 
units of five quads (10 pairs) was 
adopted in preference to the well known 
25 pair fully colour coded unit twin 

type because, apart from the electrical 
advantages of star quad, the five quad 
units "cable" together very well to form 
a round cable core without need for 
sub-units and fillers or undue distortion 
of the units. 

It will be noted that the overall cable 
design is a very simple one providing 
a minimum of mechanical protection. 
In spite of the fact that most of this 
cable is directly buried underground, 
experience has shown conclusively that 
the design is mechanically adequate 
except only in some circumstances of 
insect attack as discussed later. 

Jointing 
Earlier Standards: The original 

method introduced in Australia in 1956 
was the British Post Office (B.P.O.) 
method (19). It was replaced by a 
rubber sleeve joint (19) which had the 
advantage of lower price and required 
fewer stock items of material. For the 
next five years the sleeve joint with a 
number of variations, including the use 
of a plastic or lead tube in place of the 
rubber tubing, was the standard for 
underground joints. 
Wire joints were originally made as 

in P.I.L.C. cable-a twist joint covered 
by a polythene sleeve open at each end. 
These proved inadequate if moisture 
entered the jointing area and were 
superseded by silicone grease filled 
sleeves (19) in 1958 and by the hot-twist 
joint (20) about a year later. Both 
methods, if properly performed, proved 
capable of providing a high standard 
of insulation resistance in a wire joint 
indefinitely, both in a moist atmosphere 
and when fully immersed in water. To 
prevent moisture entering the joint from 
the cable, water barriers were provided 
at the junction of the cable and the 
joint. These consisted of rubber mastic 
forced under the sheath of the cable and 
around the conductors to form a solid 
plug. They proved only moderately 
successful and have been superseded by 
an epoxide resin technique as explained 
later. 
During the period 1959/62 the stan 

dard method for plastic cable jointing 
was hot-twist jointed conductors inside 
rubber, plastic or lead sleeve joints. 
This combination has given reasonably 
good service. The sleeve type of sheath 
joint, the water barrier, and the hot 
twist joint have all proved reasonably 
watertight although demanding a high 
standard of workmanship. However 
where workmanship and supervision has 
not been satisfactory, failures in the 
joint have occurred to an unacceptably 
high· extent in climatically wet areas. In 
these areas above ground jointing has 
been used as an expedient, usually by 
means of a B.P.O. jointing cap mounted 
on a post or convenient pole. Overall 
however the plastic cable jointing posi 
tion was satisfactory, and accidental 
mechanical damage of the buried cable 
was the largest source of faults. How 
ever, a pressing problem was caused by 
the need to joint plastic to P.I.L.C. 
cables. Initially, plastic cables were 
confined to exclusive "all plastic" areas 
but it was soon found necessary to allow 
plastic cable to be used in established 
P.I.L.C. areas. 
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For plastic to P.1.L.C. jointing, both 
the B.P.O. joint and the sleeve joint 
were used but neither could maintain 
adequate insulation resistance of the 
paper insulated wires in the joints under 
all circumstances, and many failures 
occurred. Most joint failures in the 
plastic cable network did, in fact, occur 
in plastic to P.1.L.C. joints although 
there were many more plastic to plastic 
joints in service. The expedient of 
mounting the joint above ground was 
not satisfactory because moist air could 
enter these joints and cause failure of 
the paper insulation. 

Present Standard: The difficulties 
experienced with the previous jointing 
methods have been overcome by encap 
sulating the whole jointing area in 
epoxide resin (21, 22). With this tech 
nique, even if the joint is permanently 
immersed in water, the conductor twist 
joints and the paper insulated wires 
retain high insulation resistance values; 
further, the resin effectively seals off the 
end of the P .I.L.C. cable and prevents 
moisture and water from entering. There 
are difficulties in using epoxide resin in 
the field (19) but the potential value of 
such a method was realised early, and 
the development of field methods was 
commenced in 1958. As an interim 
measure, factory-made epoxide resin 
water barriers were introduced, such as 
the one shown in Fig. 7. The present 
standard field pack of epoxide resin for 
use by jointers was introduced in 1961. 
It is a two-part pack consisting of a 
thin wall polythene bottle containing the 
resin and another bottle containing the 
appropriate quantity of hardener and 
modifier. The hardener is poured into 
the resin bottle where the two are mixed 
by kneading the bottle, a "no touch" 
handling technique being used. The 
formulation is satisfactory over the 
range of ambient temperatures met in 
Australia and the technique has proved 

free of toxic hazard. About 40,000 cast 
joints have now been made in the field, 
both plastic to plastic and plastic to 
P.1.L.C., with few failures and the 
method has been adopted as standard 
for both types of joints. 
The mould in which the resin is cast 

consists of a piece of 4 lb. sheath lead 
shaped around the joint in conventional 
P.I.L.C. cable jointing style. The ends 
of the lead mould are sealed off with 
rubber mastic to prevent the liquid resin 
from escaping. An opening is left at 
the top of the lead mould and the resin 
is poured into this. The lead mould 
has the advantage that it can be tailored 
to fit any size and type of cable joint. 
Alternatively a factory-made plastic 
mould is used. 

One obvious problem with this tech 
nique is that once the · resin sets, the 
cable pairs are not accessible except by 
cutting the cable. Initially this was 
regarded as a serious handicap but field 
experience has shown it to be much less 
a problem than expected. The cable 
pairs are accessible at the pillar and in 
the aerial terminal boxes and in a mixed 
plastic P.I.L.C. area the P.I.L.C. cable 
joints can still be opened; a special 
"openable" joint is now being deve 
loped in case it proves to be necessary. 

Pinholes 
This term is used to describe all 

defects in the polythene insulation of the 
conductor which endanger the insulation 
resistance of the conductor. In addi 
tion to the pricker marks mentioned 
earlier, they are also caused by acci 
dental damage to the insulation during 
manufacture and, to a minor extent, 
during installation. Experience in Aus 
tralia has demonstrated, in the most 
positive terms, that few pinholes can be 
tolerated in underground cable, other 
wise there will be a high fault incidence. 
The problem only arises if the interior 

Fig. 7.-Factory Made Epoxide Resin Plastic to P.I.L.C. Cable Joint and Water Barrier. 

of the cable becomes moist, but again, 
lengthy experience indicates that the 
wisest policy with buried plastic cable 
is to attempt to keep the cable dry but 
to base practices on the assumption that 
the interior will eventually become wet 
in service. 
The present standard in Australia is 

to accept from the cable works cable 
which has an average of one or less 
pinholes per 25,000 yards of conductor. 
This standard is set by manufacturing 
considerations and is expected to be 
made more rigid in time. 

Insect Attack 
This is a hazard which appears to be 

peculiar to Australia amongst the major 
Telephone Administrations and is due, 
no doubt, to the fact that this Admini 
stration has large quantities of cable 
installed in tropical and sub-tropical 
areas. The problem will be the subject. 
of a forthcoming article in this Journal, 
but briefly it is the experience that 
termites and ants will attack buried 
plastic cable in many areas scattered 
throughout the warmer parts of the 
country. They penetrate the sheath and 
make holes in the conductor insulation. 
In most areas the degree of attack is 
mild and no special precautions are 
taken. In a few areas, however, buried 
plastic cable cannot be used; plastic 
cable can be safely used aerially in these 
locations but steel tape armoured 
P.I.L.C. cable is required for under 
ground use. 
Exensive investigations into the prob 

lem have taken place and two main 
conclusions can be drawn: firstly, insecti 
cide and chemical materials, whether 
incorporated in the cable sheath or 
applied externally, have not been effec 
tive for any length of time, and 
secondly, insects cannot penetrate a 
plastic material which is harder than 
their own mandibles. The latter is most 
important; for example softer grades of 
polythene are more prone to attack than 
harder grades and a thin outer jacket 
of nylon, which is a hard plastic, 
extruded over the polythene sheath has 
so far proved very effective. This may 
be made the standard sheath formula 
tion for use in bad insect areas. 

Other Applications 
Small quantities of plastic cable in 

sizes above 100 pair have been used for 
special purposes. An example is given 
in Reference 23. This type of use is 
exp~cted to increase. 

GAS PRESSURE ALARM SYSTEMS 
Gas pressure alarm systems were 

introduced in Australia (9, 24, 25) in 
1939, and it is now standard practice 
to apply them to trunk, junction and 
subscriber cables. Most trunk and junc 
tion cables and a small percentage of 
the subscribers' cables are under gas 
pressure; work on placing other sub 
scribers' cables under pressure is now 
in progress. There is no intention at 
present of gassing the small plastic dis 
tribution cables on the subscriber side 
of the pillar. The increase in the sheath 
miles of cable maintained under gas 
pressure since 1956 is shown in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8.-Sheath Miles of Cables under Per 
manent Gas Pressure. 

Early systems were operated as sealed 
systems, that is, gas-tight seals were 
inserted at all terminations, air applied 
to the cable and then all leaks located 
and repaired until the cable sheath was 
gas tight. Many systems are now being 
operated as continuous flow systems (26, 
27, 28). In this system, the ends of the 
cable are sealed and all major leaks 
repaired. A source of air, either a 
dehydrator unit or a bank of cylinders 
containing compressed air, is· connected 
to the cable or system of cables and 
then leaks repaired until a positive 
pressure is obtained at all points of the 
cable. Minor leaks are not located as 
the cable is completely protected by the 
air pressure in it. In both types of 
system, contactors are placed at regular 
intervals so that an alarm is given if the 
air pressure at a contactor drops below 
a predetermined value. The original 
contactors had a bourdon tube as the 
operating unit but all units now have 
a sealed bellows. Contactor gauges, that 
is, a normal bourbon tube gauge fitted 
with auxiliary contacts, are used at 
exchanges to give an alarm when the 
pressure falls to a predetermined level, 
and also to provide a means to quickly 
ascertain the pressure in the cable. With 
the introduction of the continuous flow 
system it has been necessary to provide 
flow meters' in the air leads to the cable 
or cables. These meters indicate the 
normal rate of air flow to the cable and 
an increase indicates that a sheath 
failure has occurred. The development 
of a meter that will automatically indi 
cate a rate of flow and give an .alarm 
when the rate increases is now in hand. 
A number of aids are used for fault 

location. These include gauges to obtain 
pressure gradients and air flow meters 
to determine the direction of flow at a 
joint. On other occasions, especially for 
cables buried directly in the ground, 

radon gas is injected into the cable and 
its passage through the cable and the 
point of exit are determined by a geiger 
counter (29). In another method freon 
gas is injected into the cable and escapes 
into the earth at the point of the sheath 
failure. The actual position is deter 
mined by making small holes in the 
earth above the cable and sampling the 
air in each with a halide gas detector. 

CO-ORDINATION OF OPERATIONS 
WITH OTHER AUTHORITIES 

General 
Under the terms of the Post and Tele 

graph Act the Postmaster-General's 
Department has the power to place and 
maintain plant as is necessary for the 
conduct of its business provided that 
the free use of any land is not unduly 
impeded; provision is made for the pay 
ment of compensation by the Depart 
ment to any party who suffers as a result 
of the Department's activities. In addi 
tion the Act stipulates that if the activi 
ties of any local authority necessitate 
the removal or alteration of any Depart 
mental plant the net costs shall be borne 
by the authority. 
These wide legal powers are rarely 

exercised and either formal or informal 
co-operation with other utilities is relied 
on instead. For example, street open 
ing committees are in operation in the 
capital cities and main country centres 
to handle such aspects as the co-ordina 
tion of works, the allocation of space in 
footpaths and the reinstatement of sur 
faces. In addition, work is planned to 
cause as little interference as possible 
to the public and to the countryside. 
In city areas work is performed as 
rapidly as possible, sometimes out of 
normal hours. Tunnelling operations 
and under-road borers are used to 
obviate road opening. In the country, 
tree clearing is minimised and lines are 
often erected on private property to 
preserve the appearance of the road 
ways. 
Two important examples of co-opera 

tion with other authorities are now 
described. 

Interference from Power Circuits 
Initially, co-ordination of power and 

telephone lines in Australia was 
restricted to the control of noise in 
telephone circuits and the safeguarding 
of the telephone lines from direct con 
tact with the power lines. As power 
systems increased in extent and capacity 
and the telephone network extended, the 
danger associated with the induction of 
voltage on both aerial and cable tele 
phone lines during earth fault condi 
tions on the power line (30, 31, 32) 
became a more difficult problem, and 
in 1954 a Joint Committee for Power 
Co-ordination was formed to develop 
suitable codes of practice. Committees 
consisting of power and telecommunica 
tion engineers were formed in each 
State and their work was co-ordinated 
by a Central Joint Committee. Since 
then the following codes of practice 
produced by the Committees have been 
implemented: 
"Code of Practice for Crossing of 
Electric Power Lines and Telecom 
munication Lines", 

"Code of Practice for the Protection 
of Telecommunication Lines against 
Energised Stay Wires", 

"Conditions Covering the Use of 
Single Wire Earth Return High 
Voltage Electric Power Lines Oper 
ating at Voltages up to 22 kV in 
Respect of Interference to Telecom 
munication Circuits." 

At present the Committees are engaged 
on the development of joint use con 
struction, the extension of single wire 
earth return power systems, and the 
co-ordination of power lines and part 
privately erected lines. 
The work of the Joint Committees 

has had a very important influence in 
the successful co-ordination of the 
rapidly expanding electric power and 
telecommunication networks in Aus 
tralia during the post-war era. The 
contributions of these Committees in 
the general power co-ordination field 
has created considerable interest over 
seas and has resulted in the presentation 
of a paper (33) by two members of 
the Central Joint Committee at the 
C.I.G.R.E. Conference in Paris in 1962. 

Electrolysis, Control 
Direct current electric traction railway 

and tramway systems have been operat 
ing in Australia for many years and 
consequently corrosion of lead cable 
sheaths by stray traction currents is a 
continual problem. Local committees 
to study the problem have been formed 
in each area; they consist of representa 
tives from the traction authorities and 
bodies operating underground pipes and 
cables. Investigations have resulted in 
the installation of electrical drains from 
the underground pipes and cables to the 
traction authority's running rail or sub 
station negative bus-bar, and the extent 
of corrosion has been greatly reduced. 
Close co-operation between all parties 
has been maintained to. ensure that 
benefits gained by one authority are not 
obtained to the detriment of another 
authority. The closing down of some 
traction systems has eased the problem, 
but routine checks and the regular main 
tenance of all bonds are still necessary. 
In addition, electrolysis surveys and the 
installation of remedial measures, if 
then required, are also carried out in 
areas where traction systems are 
extended or closed down, or where sub 
stantial changes are made to the under 
ground network of pipes and cables. 

Currents of galvanic origin also cause 
electrolysis of cable sheaths and this 
problem has been brought into pro 
minence in recent years by the closing 
down of traction systems, the increase 
in size of subscribers' cable networks 
and the installation of long distance 
telephone cables. Electrolysis surveys 
of the cable networks are carried out 
and preventive measures taken in areas 
where corrosion is likely to occur. Earli 
est measures consisted of burying zinc 
plates near the cable and connecting 
them to the cable with an insulated con 
ductor, but magnesium anodes have 
largely replaced the zinc plates. Mag 
nesium anodes with a special back fill 
to reduce the resistance to earth and anv 
polarization effects are generally used, 
but care in selecting sites to bury the 
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anodes is necessary to obtain the maxi 
mum results. These anodes only give a 
small protecting current and where 
larger currents are required cathodic 
drainage installations using a 230 volt 
A.C. supply, tapped transformer, and 
full wave rectifier, are provided. Tests 
are also carried out to determine the 
effect of these installations on other 
underground structures and modifica 
tions are made when required. 
Plans for laying additional long trunk 

cables, mainly coaxial cables, are in 
various stages and all future cables will 
be metal sheathed with a plastic jacket 
ing to reduce electrolysis attack, in place 
of the previous standard of tape or wire 
armoured lead sheathed cables. Because 
of possible pinholes in the plastic 
insulation or subsequent damage to the 
insulation by mechanical action, the 
installation of cathodic drainage schemes 
is being planned. However because of 
the insulated sheath, protective currents 
of a low value will generally be satis 
factory, and the effects will extend over 
longer lengths of cable than is possible 
with armoured cable. 

COST REDUCTION PROGRAMME 
General 

The major objective in external plant 
engineering in Australia since the end 
o.f the period of shortages following the 
second World War has been to reduce 
the installation and maintenance costs 
of telephone service without in any way 
degrading the service given to the sub 
scribers. As a study of Table 2 will 
reveal, considerable success has been 
achieved in spite of rising labour and 
material costs and the increasing quan 
tity of material required per subscriber. 
The table relates only to subscribers' 
services; substantial advances have also 
been made in trunk line services but it 
is not possible to separate the gains due 
to improved external plant practices 
from those due to improved equipment 
techniques. 
The cost reduction programme is 

applied in three district spheres. These 
are firstly the design of new and the 
redesign of existing items of cable, 
material and fittings, secondly improv 
ing productivity from staff in respect of 
established materials and methods by 
introducing new mechanical aids, etc., 
and thirdly the reduction of the man 
hour content of work by improvements 
in material design and in installation 
organisation and methods. Considerable 
success has been achieved in each 
sphere. 

Cable and Material Design 
The design of new items and the 

redesign of existing items to reduce their 
cost is the most concrete phase of a cost 
reduction programme as it leads to an 
immediate reduction in the outlay on 
the purchase of material. Table 1 lists 
the annual outlay on line materials and 
illustrates the gains possible from even 
a small percentage reduction in material 
costs. The gain is immediate and speci 
fic and is not dependent on the reorgan 
isation and retraining of manipulative 
staff as is the case with the introduction 
of mechanical aids and other means of 
improving staff output.. The post-war 

era has been a particularly fruitful one 
for this purpose because. of the variety 
of new raw materials and manufactur 
ing processes that have been developed, 
the most valuable being the use of poly 
thene in place of paper and lead for 
cable manufacture. Intensive investiga 
tion is made of these developments to 
determine if they are applicable to line 
material and they are adopted if they 
will reduce manufacturing or installa 
tion costs or remedy any service weak 
ness in the existing designs. 
The largest savings have been due to 

changes in cable design, particularly the 
use of plastic in place of P.I.L.C. cable. 
In 1956/57 240,000 pair miles of cable 
were bought at an average cost of £11.7 
per pair mile, the corresponding figures 
in 1962/63 were 700,000 pair miles and 
£8.25, showing a saving for the year 
compared to the prices in 1956/57 of 
some £1.6 million, about 60% of which 
is due to the purchase of plastic cable. 
The movement in cable manufacturing 
costs over this period tended to be 
upward and the gain was entirely due 
to technical development. As cable 
costs are such a large item in the total 
costs of a telephone network (see Table 
1) every effort is being made to reduce 
them. As part of this effort a long term 
programme is in hand to investigate 
different designs of cable with the 
objectives of reducing purchase, instal 
lation and maintenance costs. Substan 
tial trial installations have been made 
of aluminium sheathed cable of various 
designs, steel sheathed (Hackethal pro 
cess), and "stalpeth" cable and installa 
tion is commencing of large size foam 
polythene insulation (PEP) cable of 
Japanese manufacture. The use of 
plastic sheathing with an aluminium foil 
barrier ("Glover" sheath) for large paper 
insulated cable is also being investi 
gated. 

Dealing with other items of material, 
prior to World War II most external 
plant materials used steel forgings, grey 
iron castings, sheet or bar steel fabrica 
tions for the strength components, and 
porcelain and rubber for insulating 
components. During and immediately 
after the war, production restrictions 
resulted in redesign of some items to 
use available production capacity and 
raw materials to best advantage. Tech 
niques used· included the use of malle 
able cast irons rather than steel forgings 
or fabrications and the application of 
plastics to insulation. The success of 
this work led to more widespread efforts 
to use the newer raw materials. Some 
of the most successful applications 
include: 
Aluminium: This is used in the form 

of permanent mould gravity castings of 
the aluminium silicon alloy LM.6 to 
British Standard 1490. This alloy gives 
high physical properties, low weight and 
extremely good corrosion resistance at 
low cost with ready availability of raw 
material and competitive production 
capacity. There have been no service 
failures due to corrosion, although dis 
colouration occurs in some areas, parti 
cularly near the coast and in some 
industrial locations. Typical applica 
tions include (Fig. 9) pole hardware 
replacing forged steel, single piece trans 
position plates replacing pressed steel 
plates with forged steel spindles (36), 
and cable box, pillar and cabinet com 
ponents replacing steel castings and 
fabrications (Fig. 4). 
Epoxide Resin: Since 1957 epoxide 

resins have been used for factory seal 
ing the paper insulated tail cables of 
cable boxes, pillars and cabinets. In 
the designs now standard the epoxide 
forms the terminal block as well as 
sealing the tail cables. The required 
electrical and physical properties are 

Fig. 9.-Typical Cast Aluminium Pole Fittings. 
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readily obtainable using commercially 
available resins, hardeners and plasti 
cisers, resulting in cheap, highly satis 
factory finished products. The cabinets 
in Fig. 4 are made of aluminium cast 
ing and epoxide resin components result 
ing in a low cost, aesthetically pleasing, 
mechanically strong and electrically effi 
cient article. 
P.V.C.: P.V.C. is successfully used for 

insulating drop wire (35, 36), the prob 
lems of cold flow of the plastic at 
terminations having been solved by using 
a separate steel bearer wire. The cost 
of the P.V.C. coated wire is much less 
than that of alternative designs using 
synthetic rubber. 
These developments have substantially 

reduced the purchase and installation 
cost of material and have resulted in 
improved service to the subscribers. An 
example is the use of epoxide resin in 
place of bituminous and similar mat 
erials for sealing paper insulated cables. 
Epoxide resin designs are substantially 
lower in all costs and inherently provide 
a much higher standard of insulation 
resistance than the older materials. 
A major problem with designing 

external plant material is to ensure that 
it does not present any problems in 
installation or maintenance. Further 
more, any deficiency should be promptly 
reported back to the designer for correc 
tion. Experience has shown that these 
are difficult problems; firstly, even the 
most careful and experienced designer 
cannot ensure that a newly introduced 
design will be satisfactory in all respects 
for field use, and secondly it is very hard 
in a big organisation to ensure that 
prompt and accurate reports of design 
weakness are reported to the designer. 
Field engineers are familiar with the 
way that badly designed material tends 
to be supplied to the field for many 
years before its deficiencies are put 
right. Considerable attention has been 
given to this problem in recent years, 
notably by means of controlled field 
trials of new designs (37), by reports 
on factory problems from the Material 
Inspection staff, and more recently by 
a field fault sampling system. A new 
design is first introduced on a limited 
scale in the field test areas and modified 
in the light of the information made 
available from these tests. The item is 
then issued widely and a special per 
formance analysis form prepared which 

goes to all users so that early notice of 
any weakness in design comes to the 
notice of the designer. This latter pro 
cedure was only recently introduced but 
has brought to notice faults which had 
been present in items for some years. 
An important factor in the success of 

the cost reduction programme is that 
all items of line material are designed 
by the Department's engineers with 
advice on manufacturing points from 
contractors. This is because there are 
no manufacturers specialising in this 
field in Australia (apart from cable and 
loading coils) and the material is made 
by firms whose business is generally 
engineering, plastic moulding, etc., and 
not specifically the manufacture of 
external telephone plant. There are 
advantages however with user design, 
basically because of the ability of the 
user-designer to cope with the problems 
discussed in the previous paragraph. 
Moreover, allowing that the manufac 
turer-designer may be better informed 
on production technique, he cannot have 
the expertness and awareness of field 
needs of the user-designer. Even where 
the manufacturer is also the installer, 
and there is a good liaison between his 
manufacturing and installation depart 
ments, he is still divorced from the 
maintenance and service field. 
A further factor favouring user 

design is the greater speed with which 
advantage can · be taken of new raw 
materials and processes. The user 
designer is more seized with the urgency 
of taking advantage of the cost reduc 
tion or superior performance possible 
by exploiting the new raw material or 
process while to the manufacturer 
designer, its introduction may mean 
scrapping a satisfactory production line 
with amortized design and tooling costs, 
and possibly losing an advantage over 
his competitors. 

Mechanical Aids 
An interesting development shown by 

Table 2 is the greatly improved produc 
tivity of labour. Over the 10-year 
period, labour employed has increased 
by 9%. This is the force available both 
for maintenance of the plant and for all 
of the construction and installation work 
required for the extension of the tele 
phone service. Very little external plant 
work is done by outside contractors and 
this is not a relevant factor. The 
impressive point is that this slightly 

increased labour force has been able to 
more than double the rate of installation 
of plant and simultaneously carry out 
the maintenance work on a much greater 
quantity of plant. The biggest factor 
in improved productivity is the substan 
tially increased use of mechanical con 
struction aids as discussed later. The 
cost of mechanical aids appears in the 
item "Incidentals" in Table 2 and most 
of the increase of 180% in this item is 
due to mechanical aids. Studying the 
Table will reveal that the cost of the 
mechanical aids is small compared to 
the saving in labour costs, particularly 
considering the 67 % increase in unit 
wage costs that occurred in the period. 
The Department operates and main 

tains a considerable number of mech 
anical aids. The policy is to hold suffi 
cient of each type to meet the normal 
requirements for installation and main 
tenace, and to augment the fleet by the 
use of plant hired from private contrac 
tors and other Government Depart 
ments or authorities. The most valuable 
machine in terms of improved produc 
tivity is probably the light ditcher, a 
machine designed specially for telephone 
work, which was introduced in 1956. 
Table 5 lists the most important types 
of mechanical aids in use; it does not 
include transport items such as low 
loaders or cable drum trailers nor 
smaller general purpose devices such as 
concrete mixers and water pumps. 

Work Improvement 
This progressive application of mech 

anical plant to telephone external plant 
construction has resulted in a major 
increase in productivity and a greatly 
increased work output from an essen 
tially static number of personnel. How 
ever, over the past three years, it has 
been realised that, as mechanisation 
approaches saturation, no further spec 
tacular improvements in productivity 
can be expected from this source. Dur 
ing the same period attention has been 
focussed on the organisational problems 
associated with a high degree of mech 
anisation and increasing engineering 
effort is being applied to problems of 
programming, work organisation and 
material supply, as for example the 
study of meteorological conditions in 
relation to work (2). 

Concurrently work study of field 
operations has been introduced for the 
purposes firstly of reducing the time and 

TABLE 5.-MECHANICAL AIDS IN USE AT 30/6/1963 
No. Typical Machine in Group Typical Capacity 

Pole Hole Borers 89 Praline borer mounted on rear of 35 B.H.P. at 1,500 r.p.m. 
Chamberlain tractor. 30 m.p.h. road speed. 

Hoist in front. Digs 30 inch hole 7 ft. deep. 
Hoists 15 cwt. at 8 ft. outreach. 

Light Ditchers 179 "Ditch Witch" M4 4-8 in. trench x 36 in. deep, 2 ft./min. 
Medium Ditchers 61 Parsons 77 6-18 in. trench x 60 in. deep, 6-8 ft./min. 
Heavy Ditchers 14 Barber Greene 784 18-24 in. trench x 96 in. deep, 6-15 ft./min. 
Back Hoes 34 John Deere 51 16-24 in. bucket width, 13 ft. 6 in. deep trench 

Wheel Tractors 97 [Light . . .. Ferguson 35 -r yard front end loader. 
[Heavy .... Chamberlain Industrial 5-8 ton mobile crane or 1 yard front end loader. 

Crawler Tractors 53 fLight . . . . Caterpillar D4 Light Clearing. 
lHeavy .... Allis Chalmers HD16 DC Cable ploughing to 3 ft. depth, ripping to 4 ft. 

Heavy clearing. 
Compressors 316 Broomwade WR120 120 c.f.m. (FAD) at 100 p.s.i. 
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effort required to perform tasks, and 
secondly to redesign tools and material 
to make them more suitable for use in 
the field. 

The first application is the best known 
use of work study and is widely used 
in factories. The technique was applied 
to an extensive investigation of quad 
cable wire jointing with considerable 
success; the new manipulative technique 
developed enabled jointers to increase 
their output by 50% in typical cases 
with considerably less fatigue and with 
a higher average standard of quality. It 
has also provided, unexpectedly, an 
excellent training technique for new 
jointers. An interesting sidelight on the 
study was that it showed that most 
jointers suffered from bad backs and 
excess fatigue due to being seated in the 
wrong position in relation to their work. 
Accordingly, an adjustable height col 
lapsible stool has been developed for 
their use. Cable jointing is probably 
the only operation in external plant 
work suitable for the factory type of 
work study because of the absence of 
repetitious movements in most external 
plant operations. Accordingly work 
study has now been directed more 
towards organisational aspects of the 
work, such as improving the efficiency 
of teams of men engaged in tasks such 
as hauling cable or erecting aerial wire. 
The main effort to date has been to 

study cable hauling in all its implica 
tions. The study is having a far reach 
ing effect and has led to a major engi 
neering investigation of the mechanism 
of cable hauling and subsequently to 
the design of conduit runs and manholes 
and to the design of cable drums and 
cable drum transporting equipment. In 
two years the average length of large 
cable hauled has increased from 80 
yards to 150 yards with hauls up to 300 
yards now being made with the largest 
size lead sheathed cables. 
Concurrently, manhole spacing on 

conduit runs is being increased to take 
advantage of the larger length of haul 
and, overall, considerable economies 
have been made and more are expected. 

SERVICE STANDARDS 
In recent years a great improvement 

has been achieved in the reliability of 
the subscribers telephone service due to 
three main factors. The first of these 
is the use of gas pressure alarm systems 
on large cables which has reduced the 
number of faults which have affected 
service in these cables almost to nil. In 
fact, the rare catastrophic failure such 
as the cable being hit by large construc 
tion plant is the only source of failure 
of these cables. As the gassing pro 
gramme is progressively implemented, 
experience proves that service failures 
from P.I.L.C. cables which make up the 
bulk of the network will become negli 
gible. Secondly, there has been the 
replacement of bituminous and similar 
sealing compounds by epoxide resin for 
use in those situations where paper 
insulated cables have to be terminated 
for access, such as at the exchange Main 
Distribution Frame, cable terminal pil 
lars and aerial cable terminal boxes. 
Breakdown of cable insulation in the 
bituminous seal was the second largest 

source of service failure after major 
cable breakdown and has been largely 
eliminated by the use of epoxide resin 
seals. The third factor is the replace 
ment of large quantities of subscribers' 
aerial wires, particularly in the more 
closely settled rural areas, by cable with 
a subsequent substantial gain in grade 
of service due to absence of wind and 
storm effects. 

Many other improvements have been 
made, some of which will now be briefly 
mentioned: 

(i) A study of fatigue failures of trunk 
wires led to the introduction of vibra 
tion dampers and alterations in wire 
tensions; these measures have led to a 
marked reduction in the number of 
failures. 

(ii) A study has been made of protec 
tion requirements and superior types of 
arresters, both gas filled and solid, have 
been introduced with marked success. 

(iii) A serious point of failure with 
covered aerial wire is known as "drip 
point corrosion"; the problem has been 
under close study for some years (37), 
and a number of successful remedial 
measures have been applied. 

(iv) Plastic jacketing as described pre 
viously is being applied to all important 
P.I.L.C. cables to reduce the incidence 
of corrosion. 
A service problem has existed due to 

difficulties with earlier installations of 
plastic cable, due to inadequate jointing 
methods, particularly paper to lead 
joints and also due to excess pinholes 
in the conductor insulation. These 
problems have now been largely over 
come. 
At the same time as these engineer 

ing improvements have been effected, 
there have been difficult service prob 
lems arising from external sources, 
particularly the increased incidence of 
mechanical damage to cables due to the 
increased activities of other public 
authorities with the rapid growth of the 
Australian economy. Considerable 
efforts are being put into this problem 
and methods being used to reduce the 
incidence of mechanical damage include 
the careful selection of cable locations, 
deeper burying of cable which is made 
possible by the improved mechanical 
aids now being used, and a publicity 
campaign to alert other bodies to the 
presence of buried telephone cables (38). 
Other problems arising in a more inten 
sive form are power induction and 
electrolytic and galvanic corrosion but 
these problems are being dealt with 
vigorously in the way described pre 
viously. 
The question of reliability of the tele 

phone service is regarded as most 
important, and continual efforts are 
being devoted to the problems of ensur 
ing continuity of service to the sub 
scriber. The External Plant Engineer is 
concerned basically with the reliability 
of service rather than electrical perform 
ance standards such as attenuation and 
crosstalk limits. Nevertheless electrical 
performance is also important, and as 
far as subscribers' services are con 
cerned, attention is now also being given 
to a regular programme of testing of 
all external plant by means of automatic 
testers in the telephone exchange. These 

would check all lines regularly to ensure 
that they meet the required standards 
of insulation resistance, crosstalk, and 
conductor resistance. 
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TELEPHONE EQUIPMENT PLANT PRACTICES IN AUSTRALIA 

INTRODUCTION 
Australia's first telephone exchange 

was opened in Melbourne four years 
after Dr. Alexander Graham Bell in 
vented his telephone in 1876. In the 
eighty-three years which have elapsed 
since this first exchange was established 
(1), the number of subscribers has 
grown from the original twenty-three 
to 1,812,000 in June, 1963, connected 
to 7,000 exchanges throughout the 
Commonwealth. Australia was not far 
behind the rest of the world in adopting 
the automatic system of telephony. The 
first Australian automatic exchange was 
placed in service at Geelong, Victoria, 
in August, 1912, this being the first 
automatic exchange in the Southern 
Hemisphere, and the second in the 
British Empire. Australia now has 510 
automatic exchanges, not including small 
rural automatic exchanges with less than 
200 lines, of which there are now 1,500 
in service. 
The early exchanges were magneto 

local battery (L.B.) type, which were 
superseded in large centres by central 
battery (C.B.) exchanges a few years 
before automatic working was intro 
duced. Extensive use is still being made 
of magneto local battery exchanges in 
country areas, and although the old 
switchboards are being progressively 
replaced by modern automatic equip 
ment, Australia still has many local 
battery subscribers. Table 1 shows the 
distribution of the various types of 
subscribers' services between metropoli 
tan and country areas. 
An important event in Australia's 

telephone history was the cutover of 
tie first semi-automatic trunk exchange 
in Melbourne during 1939 using equip 
ment made by Siemens Bros., England 
(2). When it was installed the Mel 
bourne trunk exchange was the most 
modern and the largest of its type 
in the world. The 2VF trunk signalling 
equipment which was introduced with 
the exchange, and the gradual estab 
lishment of the transit trunk switching 
network have done much to improve 
the trunk service in Australia. They 
have permitted the development of the 
single operator control principle for 
handling trunk calls on demand. 
In the early days of telephony in 

Australia, American equipment was 
used; later, and until recently, the 
Department's equipment has followed, 
or been inspired by, British Post Office 
(BPO) designs. With the growth of 
Australian manufacturing potential dur 
ing the past ten years the Department 
has not only come to rely more and 
more on Australian companies as a 
source of supply, but has also en 
couraged a trend towards the develop 
ment of special designs to meet local 
requirements. 

* See page 168. 

K. B. SMITH, B.Sc., A.M.l.E.Aust.* 

TABLE 1: DISTRIBUTION OF THE VARIOUS TYPES OF SUBSCRIBERS' 
SERVICES BETWEEN METROPOLITAN AND COUNTRY AREAS 

AT JUNE, 1962 
Metropolitan Country Total 

ORDINARY Automatic 832,322 261,509 1,093,831 
EXCHANGE Manual 551 329,404 329,955 
SERVICES Total 832,873 590,913 1,423,786 
DUPLEX Automatic 89,078 1,952 91,030 
SERVICES Manual - 252 252 

Total 89,078 2,204 91,282 
PARTY Automatic 1 l,260 l,261 
LINE Manual - 13,193 13,193 
SERVICES Total 1 14,453 14,454 
PRIVATE Automatic 130,046 18,998 149,044 
BRANCH Manual - 14,795 14,795 
EXCHANGE Total 130,046 33,793 163,839 
SERVICES 
PUBLIC Automatic 13,879 4,311 18,190 
TELEPHONES Manual - 7,018 7,018 

Total 13,879 11,329 25,208 
TOTAL Business 

Automatic 408,515 169,829 578,344 
Business 
Manual 12 246,671 246,683 
Residence 
Automatic 656,811 118,160 774,971 
Residence 
Manual 539 118,032 118,571 
Total 
Services l,065,877 652,692 1.718,569 

EXCHANGE EQUIPMENT 
Manual Switchboards 

Most of the L.B. and C.B. manual 
exchanges in service in Australia are 
very small, although there are still 
some multiple boards in service (3, 4}. 
One of the most common types of local 
battery exchange is the pyramid cordless 
switchboard which has a capacity for 
ten lines (5). These ten line boards 
are found mainly in small non-official 
Post Offices and telephone offices usually 
conducted as part of the service pro 
vided by a local store in the country 
areas. It is of interest to note that of 
the 7,056 exchanges which were in 
service on the 30th June, 1962, 1,316 

had less than 10 subscribers, and only 
3,339 (or less than half) had more 
than 40 subscribers. Table 2 is of 
interest, as it shows the development of 
small and large exchanges over the 
past twenty years. 
The physical and electrical design of 

the manual switchboards has under 
gone considerable change, with the 
result that there are - many different 
circuits used throughout Australia at 
the present time. This has presented 
the Administration with a considerable 
amount of difficulty in integrating new 
equipment into the Australian network. 
There has been considerable develop 
ment of the C.B. switchboards which 

TABLE 2: GROWTH OF EXCHANGES OF VARIOUS SIZES 

Year Exchanges with Exchanges with Exchanges with Total Less than 10 lines lO to 40 lines more than 40 lines 
1939 4,773 332 l,228 6,333 
1945 4,635 383 1,362 6,380 
1946 4,591 439 l,361 6,391 
1947 3,540 466 l ,413 6,419 
1948 2,537 2,475 1,464 6,476 
1949 2,417 '2.,620 l,547 6,584 
1950 2,344 '2.,721 l,655 6,720 
1951 2,182 2,882 1,787 6,851 
1952 2,281 2,846 1,863 6,990 
1953 2,194 i.806 2,060 7,060 
1954 2,156 '2.,735 2,263 7,154 
1955 2,044 2,722 2,467 7,233 
1956 1,969 2,761 2,545 7,275 
1957 l,849 2,734 2,701 7,284 
1958 l,739 2,687 '2.,900 7,326 
1959 l,673 2,610 3,043 7,326 
1960 l,565 2,523 3,158 7,246 
1961 l,432 2,475 3,254 7,161 
1962 l,316 2,401 3.339 7.056 
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were purchased by the Department, 
and some new developments in this 
circuit have been described recently (6). 

Rural Automatic Exchanges 
In the country areas, small manual 

switchboards have been progressively 
replaced by rural automatic exchanges 
(RAX's). Early RAX's installed were 
company types, but the Department 
used the experience gained with these 
to develop a non-extensible 40 line and 
an extensible 50-200 line RAX specially 
dimensioned to suit Australian con 
ditions and requirements (7, 8). The 
development of these RAX units re 
presented a starting point in a major 
RAX program, which grew from 69 
exchanges in 1939 .to 1,500 in 1963. 
These years have seen considerable 
development and modification to the 
original design, but basically they have 
not changed a great deal. Most of the 
changes have centred around the im 
provement of the RAX units as system 
building blocks; they have been used 
in automatic networks having a trunk 
exchange associated with the central 
step-by-step automatic exchange as a 
parent. Other improvements in the 
remote testing and alarm signalling 
facilities have been aimed at reducing 
service costs, and at providing a more 
reliable and continuous service to 
subscribers. 
The 40 line or B type RAX is a 

self-contained enclosed unit which re 
quires only the addition of an M.D.F. 
and power supply to complete an 
installation. The extensible RAX is 
built up in 50 line increments, the first 
50 line unit containing the essential 
auxiliary equipment such as ringers. 
As with the B type RAX, the addition 
of a floor type M.D.F. and power 
supply is required to complete the 
installation. In the larger RAX, pro 
vision was made for party line operation 
with code ringing and separate meter 
ing for up to ten parties per line. 

Both types of RAX have been in 
stalled in standard buildings, 9 ft. x 9 ft. 
for an installation of 50 lines capacity, 
and 14 ft. x 9 ft. when growth above 

50 lines can be foreseen during the 
planned life of the RAX. 
RAX's will from now on be super 

seded by crossbar terminal exchanges 
which will provide a wider range of 
facilities of which Subscriber Trunk 
Dialling (STD) is perhaps the most 
important. The RAX was designed as 
a unit with a closed numbering scheme, 
and was not readily adaptable for 
use in a large network. 

Larger Automatic Exchanges 
In the metropolitan areas, manual 

services have been almost completely 
eliminated. Table 3 shows how auto 
matic services have grown during the 
past. 20 years, with the compensating 
reduction in manual services in metro" 
po Ii tan areas. 

Prior to 1936 the Department's 
metropolitan networks, except Brisbane, 
were largely built up of Strowger 
step-by-step automatic exchanges, 
initially using Keith plunger line 
switches followed by 100 line boards with 
rotary line switches. In the Brisbane 
metropolitan area Siemen's No. 16 
equipment (Fig. 1) was used for the 
automatic network. This is a step 
by-step bimotional type system which 
uses battery testing, a different signal 
ling method to the Strowger system, 
a battery feed at the first switching 
stage, and ten outlet non-homing 
uniselector line switches. The line 
switches, trunked as first and second 
preselectors, are driven by an external 
pulse source because they have no 
self-interrupted drive. 
The No. 16 equipment has been an 

extremely reliable and robust system 
capable of operating under much wider 
network limits than the Strowger system 
or its 2,000 type successor. A number 
of No. 16 exchanges are still working 
in Brisbane although they are being 
extended with more modern equipment. 
Realising the advantages to be gained 

by standardising the design of auto 
matic exchange equipment, the Depart 
ment decided in 1936 to use only the 
then new BPO standard 2,000 type 
equipment for all new exchanges (9). 

TABLE 3: GROWTII OF TELEPHONE SERVICES 

Year 
Metropolitan Exchanges Country Exchanges All Exchanges 
Automatic Manual Automatic Manual Automatic Manual 

1942 290,155 40,774 17.108 183,038 307,263 223,812 
1943 298,541 40,205 li425 184.090 315,966 224,295 
1944 309,704 40,247 19:658 187,463 329,362 227,710 
1945 319,747 40,965 19,670 197,395 339,417 238,360 
1946 334,249 41,444 21,088 210,694 355,337 252,138 
1947 358,826 40,062 12,973 226,015 381,799 266,077 
1948 383,344 39,861 25.535 239,608 408,879 279,469 
1949 413,798 34,315 2i441 258,944 441,239 293.259 
1950 453,132 32.272 '.lH41 276,349 485,973 308.621 
1951 501,260 29,615 43)13 295,260 544,973 324,875 
1952 545,586 29,037 54,770 309,396 600,356 338,433 
1953 583.567 28,772 62,419 326,606 645.986 355,378 
1954 632,290 22.832 72.082 342,891 704 . .372 365,723 
1955 li88,913 17,035 85.687 361.295 '174,600 378,330 
1956 746,257 13,914 106)50 372662 853,007 386.576 
1957 795,284 12,780 125.881 384.110 921,165 396,890 
1958 855,399 9,582 157,355 384)11 1,012,754 393.793 
1959 912,641 4,177 189843 384,656 1,102.484 388,833 
1960 961,021 2,352 223.456 375,139 1,184,477 377,491 
1961 1,006,110 1,510 255,666 366.980 1.261.776 368,490 
1962 1,065,326 551 288,021 364,671 1,353:347 365,222 

This equipment as originally designed 
used bimotional line finders in 200 
line groups with partial secondary 
working, but most of the Australian 
2,000 type exchanges installed since 1945 
have used homing type uniselector line 
switches. 
Although 2,000 type equipment (Fig. 

2) was used for all new exchange 
installations from 1936, the Department 
continued for some time to buy Strow 
ger equipment to extend the existing 
exchanges. One reason for this was 
that many of the older exchange build 
ings had ceiling heights which were 
too low for a convenient cabling 
of the 10 ft. 6 ins. high 2,000 
type racks; also in many exchanges the 
Strowger equipment had been spread 
over the whole switchroom area to 
provide for the smooth growth of 
each exchange to the full capacity of 
the building. The difference in heights 
of the pre-2,000 type and 2,000 type 
equipment racks made the insertion of 
the new racks in amongst the old an 
impracticable engineering task. 

The quantity of Strowger equipment 
installed has not been increased since 
1952 as, by that time, most of the 
pre-2,000 type exchanges had been filled, 
and in other buildings which had 
sufficient ceiling height, it was possible 
to close up the pre-2,000 type equip 
ment so that the exchanges could be 
extended with 2,000 type. In still 
others, building extensions were made 
with a ceiling height suitable for the 
2,000 type racks. 

Automatic Equipment Supplies 
During the pre-2,000 type era most 

of the switching equipment used in the 
Australian network was purchased over 
seas. Some items, such as switch parts, 
switch banks and iron work, were made 
in Australia by small manufacturing 
companies, but the quantities purchased 
locally were very small. The adoption 
of the BPO 2,000 type system heralded 
the rapid development of the Australian 
capacity to manufacture switching equip 
ment. Before long both Standard Tele 
phones & Cables Pty. Ltd. (STC) and 
Telephone & Electrical Industries Pty. 
Ltd. (TEI) were making all parts of an 
exchange with the exception of the 
bimotional switch. Soon after the end 
of the second World War the Depart 
ment stopped installing new exchanges 
with bimotional line finders. and changed 
over to the homing uniselector line 
switch. The two Australian companies 
quickly tooled up for these switches, 
producing an Australian version of the 
General Electric Co. No. 3100 switch, 
which was bought instead of the bi 
motional line finders for the high 
calling rate City West Exchange in 
Melbourne, one of the first 2.000 type 
exchanges installed in Australia. 
To round off the switching equipment 

production capacity of the Australian 
factories, it was decided to make the 
bimotional selector locally and the 
General Electric Co. SE50 (10) (BPO 
4.000 type) switch was chosen instead 
of the BPO 2,000 type because it was 
felt that this selector, a development 
of the 2,000 type, was a better design. 
In this switch the designers had reverted 
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Fig. I .-Siemens Ho. 16 Equipment Final Selector Rack. 

to the backward release principle which, 
being very fast, has distinct advantages 
over the 2,000 type square release for 
the discriminating switches used ex 
tensively in the Australian network. 
With the production of the SE50 switch 
in Australia the Department could 
obtain supplies of the complete switch 
ing system from Australian factories, 
and was no longer plagued by the un 
certainties resulting from shipping 
delays, etc. 
The alternative of changing to a com 

pletely new switching system was con 
sidered at the time when it was decided 
to go ahead with the SE50 switch. 
It was realised that, for the development 
of the Australian network as a complete 
automatic unit, a common control sys 
tem would be necessary. However, a 
complete changeover to a new system 
at that stage would have taken many 
years and it would have been necessary 

to rely upon overseas supplies of the 
vital units in the exchanges while the 
Australian factories were preparing to 
manufacture a new system. As they 
were already tooled up for the racks, 
shelves and banks for the SE50 switch, 
it was logical that the local factories 
should make use of the development 
work already completed instead of start 
ing again to make a new system which 
would have required completely new 
racks, switches, and relay mountings. 
The decision has proved to be a wise 

one, because the Department has now 
been able to adopt a crossbar common 
control system, which has been en 
gineered to operate as a complete 
nation-wide dialling system. This was 
not available in 1952. 
Many aspects of the design of the 

Australian step-by-step networks have 
been described in several previous 
articles in this Journal (11 ). Briefly 

the network has been built up of main 
exchanges and branch exchanges, the 
latter using first rank switches of the 
discriminating - selector - repeater (DSR) 
type. This basic principle of network 
design was adopted before 2,000 type 
selectors were introduced, but the DSR 
was brought to its peak of develop 
ment with the introduction of the SE50 
type DSR. 
The modern DSR developed for the 

Australian network provides direct 
routing so that by careful selection 
of numbering, it is possible to cross 
switch to branch exchanges in another 
main exchange group. An Australian de· 
velopment also provides for alternate 
routing, the route through the main 
exchange being used as an overflow 
route when the direct junctions are all 
engaged (12). 
While this DSR provided fairly well 

for the development of the step-by-step 
network, frequent, costly and subscriber 
disturbing number changes were neces 
sary as the network was rearranged to 
cope with the unpredictable surges of 
development in the outer metropolitan 
suburbs. It has also been apparent 
for some years that for the design of 
an economical nation-wide subscriber 
trunk dialling system the step-by-step 
principle would be quite inadequate. 
The Department therefore decided some 
five years ago that a common control 
switching system should be introduced 
as soon as possible to meet the needs 
of the future, and the survey of avail 
able switching systems which had been 
going on for some years was intensified. 
It was decided that the L. M. Ericsson 
crossbar system comprising ARP for 
metropolitan, ARK for country and 
ARM for trunk switching exchanges 
came closest to meeting all the require 
ments for the orderly development of 
the Australian network. The considera 
tions which led to the adoption of the 
L. M. Ericsson crossbar system are 
dealt with in detail in several recent 
articles published in the Journal (13, 
14 and 15). The first two ARF102 
exchanges were recently placed in 
service (see Fig. 3), and from now on 
most of the exchange development will 
be carried out with crossbar equipment. 
Further information on crossbar equip 
ment will be given in future issues of 
this Journal. 

SUBSCRIBERS' EQUIPMENT 
General 

In the subscribers' equipment field, 
the Department has used instruments 
and switchboards obtained from a num 
ber of sources. In recent years, while 
the equipment designs have been 
basically similar to the BPO standard 
items, they have been changed in 
detail to suit Australian requirements 
whenever this has been necessary. 

Telephone Instruments 
Moulded handset telephones were in 

troduced into the Australian automatic 
telephone network in 1935 (16, 17). 
Although there are still some of the 
old automatic telephones in service the 
quantities are now very small. Magneto 
wall telephones of the older type are 
still being recovered from country 
areas; this will continue for some time 
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as there are still nearly 400,000 
magneto telephones in service. The 
total magneto telephones in service did 
not start to fall until 195 9. 

Some 300,000 table handset telephones 
of the early BPO 162 and 232 type 
were installed in the Australian network, 
but the introduction of the BPO 300 
type telephone in 1939 (18) started 
the era of the modern handset telephone 
as we know it today. Australian manu 
facture of the 300 type telephone 
commenced during 1947. This telephone 
was used as the standard Australian 
automatic telephone for approximately 
20 years, when improved exchange 
equipment and the adoption of the 
new rocking armature receiver, de 
veloped by Standard Telephones and 
Cables Pty. Ltd., made the 1,000 ohm 
loop telephone possible. Even when 
equipped with the special BPO 2P 
receiver, the 300 type telephone could 
not be used on transmission loops much 
in excess of 650 ohms. 
As there was no development in 

transmitter inset comparable with the 
receiver improvement, the introduction 
of the rocking armature receiver inset 
called for a new telephone circuit, so 
that the new telephone would not be 

unbalanced in relation to all other 
telephones in the network. Details of 
the common 300 type telephone circuit 
and the 400 series telephone are shown 
in Fig. 4. 
Although the 400 series telephones 

had very much better transmission 
performance than the earlier types, 
they suffered from the drawback that 
on very short loops the sidetone and 
receiving level were uncomfortably high. 
It can be seen from the circuit that 
no automatic compensation for short 
loops was provided. After they had 
been in service for a short time it was 
apparent that something would have to 
be done about this difficulty, and it 
was decided that subscribers' loops 
below 200 ohm resistance should be 
built out with a 300 ohm resistance 
fitted in the telephone terminal block. 
While this did not correct the additional 
sidetone it did make the new telephone 
tolerable on very short loops. Another 
difficulty was the accentuation of the 
clicks and general noise in the network, 
by the much higher sensitivity of the 
rocking armature receiver. It was found 
that transmitter insets had to be re 
placed very much more frequently, 
because with this receiver inset, frying 

noises in the transmitter insets could 
be heard much more clearly than with 
the earlier lL receivers. 
This year the Department introduced 

the first of the new 800 series of tele 
phone instruments. The 801 automatic 
telephone, which has been described in 
a recent issue of this Journal (19) and 
elsewhere (20), has been designed for 
high transmission performance, sub 
scriber convenience, low maintenance 
and low manufacturing costs. The 800 
series telephones have overcome most 
of the previous. difficulties by the 
inclusion of automatic compensation for 
short line loops and an acoustic shock 
absorber across the receiver. 
With the production of a local 

version of the BPO Dial No. 12 in 
1957, Australia ceased to be reliant 
on overseas supplies of any parts for 
automatic telephones. Although first 
deliveries of the new 801 telephone were 
fitted with imported dials, a new locally 
made dial is being tested and before 
the end of 1963, deliveries of telephones 
completely made in Australia will 
commence. 

Simultaneously with the introduction 
of the 801 telephone, the Department 
arranged to purchase a trial number 

Fig. 2.-2,000 Type Equipment Racks. 
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Fig. 3.-Cleveland Exchange, Queensland (cutover 23/6/63). 
This is the first .exchange in service to use Australian-made Crossbar [quipment. 

of Ericofons from L. M. Ericsson, 
Sweden. These telephones are now 
available to subscribers. 
For the subscriber who requires 

additional facilities such as extension 
services, the Department provides the 
following range of standard Plan 
facilities: 
(a) Parallel telephones-Line from pub 

lic exchange terminating on two or 
more telephones in parallel without 
signalling facilities between tele 
phones. 

(b) Portable telephone-Line from pub 
lic exchange with portable telephone. 

(c) Parallel and portable telephones-> 
Line from public exchange ter 
minating on a fixed telephone with 
a portable telephone in parallel. 

(d) Alternative telephones-Line from 
public exchange with two telephones 
controlled by a changeover switch. 

(e) Extension switch-Line from public 
exchange with main and extension 
telephones. 

(f) Extension switch-Line from public 
exchange with main and two paral 
lel telephones on extension. 

(g) Extension switch-Line from public 
exchange with main and portable 
service on extension. 

(h) Extension switch-Line from public 
exchange with main and extension 
switch together with alternative 
extensions controlled by change 
over switch. 

(j) Shared telephone service-Line from 
manual central battery or automatic 
public exchange serving two sub 
scribers without secrecy. 

(k) Duplex telephone service--Line 
from manual central battery or 
automatic public exchange serving 
two subscribers with secrecy. 

(l) Party line service-Line from public 
exchange serving two or more 
parties without secrecy. 

(m) Call-back switch-Two lines ter 
minating on one telephone with hold 
facilities. 

(n) Executive unit-A service with one 
way non-switched calling lines to 
subordinates. 

(o) Concentration unit-A common an- 
swering point for several lines. 

(p) Secretarial unit. 
(q) Private manual branch exchange. 
(r) Private automatic branch exchange. 
(s) Intercommunication equipment- 1 

Exchange line plus 6 extensions or 
2 exchange lines plus 11 extensions. 

(t) Telephone with operator's headset. 
(u) Control lock. 
(v) Hearing aid equipment. 

Special Attachments 
In addition to the standard facilities 

provided by the Department on a rental 
basis, the connection of a number of 
special attachments is authorised by the 
Department. Some examples of these 
are: 
Coin Telephones. 
Automatic Dialling Burglar Alarms. 
Telephone Answering Devices. 
Loudspeaking Telephones. 
This special apparatus is sold or 

rented to the subscriber by private 
contractors and the Department accepts 
no responsibility for the maintenance 
or performance of this equipment. 
However, before any of these special 
devices are included in the list of 
authorised attachments to the telephone 
service, a sample is carefully examined 
in the Department's laboratories to en 
sure that it will not interfere with the 
proper functioning of the telephone 
network. The Department takes the 
view that, while it does not accept any 
responsibility for any inconvenience 
caused to the owner of a special facility, 
it must safeguard as far as possible 
other subscribers who have no control 
over its use. 

Private Branch Exchanges 
The standard cord and cordless 

switchboards used in the Australian 
network are fairly conventional in 
design, although the standard C.B. 
lamp-signalling PBX (21) has some 
novel facilities. The circuit of this 
switchboard has been improved over the 
years to eliminate some minor opera 
tional defects, but it has still been 
possible to get all the facilities into 
the board without resorting to external 
mounting for the relay sets. To 
facilitate handling, all relay sets are 
built on jacked-in bases which are 
supplied separately to the main switch 
board carcase. C.B. multiple PBX's 
are required less frequently than non 
multiple switchboards and it has been 
the Department's practice to build these 
up as required from exchange type 
multiple switchboards. A rather novel 
approach to this problem was developed 
in New South Wales where a multiple 
unit was used to combine three non 
multiple PBX's at a single switchboard 
(22). 
Private Automatic Branch Exchanges 
Before 1957 all P ABX's were provided 

by the Department on a rental basis 
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and standard PABX's of the step-by 
step type were used extensively. For 
installations with up to 50 extensions, 
unit type C and CA P ABX's were used 
(23). The C unit has a capacity of four 
both-way exchange lines and 25 exten 
sions and four links; with an extension 
unit of similar capacity added, the 
C becomes a CA unit. The line-finders 
are 25 point non-homing uniselectors 
and 100 outlet 2,000 type bimotional 
final selectors are used. The manual 
board for these P ABX's takes the form 
of a small table console which has a 
row of ten digit keys for setting up 
calls to the extensions. 
These unit type P ABX's were only 

suitable for subscribers with modest 
telephone requirements. Those who 
required more extensions than 50 or 
whose originating traffic was too high 
for the unit type were provided with 
line-finders or line-switch installations 
on open type racks (24). The E and F 
type line-finder installations were stan 
dardised to handle 50 and 90 extensions, 
and 16 and 30 exchange lines respec 
tively. When fully loaded they could 
handle a maximum calling rate of 
O. l 2E/extension. 
After 1957 all new P ABX's were 

sold directly to private subscribers by 
approved contractors who also did the 
installation work Between 1957 and 

1962 the installations were all Depart 
mental standard types but with the 
adoption of crossbar for the public 
network a number of crossbar PABX's 
have been approved and installed. The 
smallest size P ABX approved to date 
is the 10 line unit, L. M. Ericsson type 
ARD 520 (25). 

The Department still uses the stan 
dard types for the Government P ABX's 
which it installs, but future purchases 
for this purpose will also be of the 
crossbar type. 

Duplex Services 
In order to overcome the large 

backlog of unsatisfied applications for 
telephone service, the Department in 
1947 introduced the duplex type service. 
This provided two telephone services 
with full secrecy, individual message 
registers and selective ringing over one 
pair. A number of different duplex 
circuits have been developed and tried 
since the first was introduced. Some 
used only one lineswitch for the two 
services while others used two com 
plete line circuits. Fig. 5 shows the 
latest circuits used with the special 400 
series duplex telephones which are fitted 
with a press button for calling. 
Due to the high installation and main 

tenance charges, duplex service is not 
an economical method of providing 

telephone service, and for this reason 
it is only being used to provide relief 
in areas where there is an acute cable 
shortage. 

PUBLIC TELEPHONES 
It is the policy of the Department 

to provide public telephones wherever 
a survey shows that there is a need 
for one. The test of this need in 
metropolitan areas is that there must 
be a potential annual revenue from calls 
of £30, and if there is another public 
telephone within half a mile the poten 
tial revenue must be £50. In 
country areas the corresponding revenue 
figures are £16 and £30 respectively. 
The Department has in service three 

basic types of public telephone instru 
ments: 
(i) The local call automatic type which 

accepts four pennies for local calls. 
This type is shown in Fig. 6. 

(ii) The multi-coin type which accepts 
four pennies for local calls and 
provides facilities for trunk calling 
with the assistance of an operator. 
The instrument is generally similar 
to the BPO Coin Collecting Box 
No. 14, and accepts coins of three 
denominations (26). Fig. 7 shows 
the latest circuit for automatic 
areas. 

(iii) A manual type which accepts one 
penny at a time, signalling the 
acceptance of each coin to the 
manual exchange operator. 

During recent years all public tele 
phone development has been met with 
multi-coin type instruments in order to 
provide trunk calling facilities to as 
many public telephone users as possible. 

Because of the high level of vandalism 
the revenue of public telephones, which 
are generally located in street cabinets 
(Fig. 8), does not pay the cost of 
maintenance. It was decided recently 
to raise the public telephone local call 
fee from fourpence to· sixpence, to make 
this service profitable. Although this 
increase raises the charge by 50%, the 
single coin operation is much more con 
venient to users. The local call type 
public telephones will be modified to 
acce_I?t a single sixpenny coin and the 
multi-coin type will also be modifle-,' 
to operate on a single sixpence for a 
local call. The penny slot in the multi 
coin instrument will be changed to 
accept two shilling coins for the con 
venience of users who are making high 
rate trunk calls. 
A short time ago the Department 

issued a tender schedule for automatic 
subscribers' trunk dialling public tele 
phones. It was proposed at the time 
to adopt this type as a national 
standard as had been done in other 
countries. However, the extension of 
the subscribers' local call areas to in 
clude adjoining charge zones has greatly 
reduced the number of trunk calls made 
from public telephones, and it now ap 
pears that a general change-over to the 
expensive STD type instrument would 
not be economical. There may be use 
for small quantities of this type of 
instrument in some STD areas such as 
holiday resorts which are likely to 
generate a higher than normal pro 
portion of trunk calls from public 
telephones. 
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In addition to public telephones, the 
Department will provide subscribers 
who wish to make their telephone avail 
able for public use, with a coin 
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POWER 
Power for Exchanges 

An essential part of the basic tele 
phone apparatus in an exchange is the 
power supply equipment. The arrange 
ments made for exchange and subscri 
bers' apparatus power supplies have been 
largely conditioned by the security of 
the commercial supply. In the past 
when breakdowns in the commercial 
supply were frequent, it was essential 
to provide adequate reserve of power 
to bridge the gaps; this was achieved 
by using large secondary batteries with 
sufficient capacity to store power to 
provide service for as long as twelve 
hours during a break in the supply. 
Subscribers' equipment which required 
a power supply was supplied over power 
leads from these same batteries. The 
development of exchange power plant 
has been well documented in early 
issues of this Journal (27, 28, 29, 30). 
The increased security of the com 

mercial supply and improvement in the 
starting reliability of liquid fuel engine 
alternators gradually changed the pattern 
of exchange power supply arrangements. 
The development of quick starting diesel 
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engine alternator sets, with control 
equipment which can be relied upon 
to start within a second or so of a 
mains failure, has allowed the size of 
batteries to be very greatly reduced. 
In fact the size of the exchange battery 
is now governed more by its ability 
to supply the peak current demand while 
the engine starts, than by any question 
of capacity to provide power for a long 
period of time. 
The dry or semi-conductor rectifier 

is rarely given credit for the major 
part it has played in telephone engineer 
ing. Before the advent of this com 
ponent, Australia, in common with the 
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rest of the world, relied upon motor 
generators to convert the AC mains 
power to a DC supply for exchange 
batteries. Although low powered elec 
tronic rectifiers of the mercury vapour 
type were developed for battery charg 
ing, only small units of this type were 
used in Australia (31). The dry rectifier 
heralded a new era in exchange power 
plant design. First the small Westat 
and Transrector units were used to 
cover the off peak loads, but these 
were quickly followed by larger con 
trolled power rectifiers which replaced, 
rather than supported, the rotary 
machines. Although there are a few 
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machines left, modern Australian ex 
changes are now equipped with static 
individually controlled rectifier power 
supplies. The very close control over 
output voltage possible with this equip 
ment makes it particularly suitable for 
continuous floating of the batteries. 
The Department is now engaged on 

the development of integrated power 
suites (Fig. 9) for the larger exchanges. 
These suites will have one or more 
high capacity DC channels, which will 
be controlled by AC regulators on the 
input side of the rectifiers. It is hoped 
to publish more details of this new 
development in the near future. 
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RAX Power Supply Arrangements 
In areas where a commercial power 

supply is not available, special arrange 
ments have to be made for charging 
the batteries. The number of RAX's 
in this category is being steadily re 
duced as the commercial supply reaches 
out into the more remote country areas 
of Australia. The following methods 
have been adopted to meet the power 
supply problem, and each has its field 
of application: 
(a) Charging batteries over trunk lines 

from an exchange with power avail 
able. 

(b) Replacement of batteries and re 
charging at a convenient station. 

(c) Charging from petrol or diesel 
electric charging sets, manually or 
remotely controlled. 

(d) Charging by wind driven generators. 
The use of wind driven generators 

received considerable attention some 

years ago (32, 33) and the method is 
suitable in certain areas where there are 
reliable winds and no hurricanes. 

Power for Subscribers' Equipment 
For many years it was customary 

to provide DC power for switchboards 
and other small apparatus from the 
exchange central battery. This "power 
lead?' technique ensured a reliable 
supply but frequently required the al 
location of a comparatively large group 
of pairs to avoid excessive voltage drops 
on long or heavily loaded leads. 
Appreciable savings have been effected 

by the use of small battery eliminators 
(unregulated) in sizes of 0.4, 0.75 and 
1.5 Amp. where power leads were 
previously employed. These units were 
purchased with an auxiliary transformer 
winding providing 50 c/s. AC at 65V for 
bell ringing power. Experience showed 
that 50 c/s. ringing current was suitable 

Fig. 8.-Aluminium Public T.elephone Cobinet. 

only for more modem bells with light 
movements, and many of these required 
critical adjustment for operation on both 
50 c/s. and 16 2/3rds c/s. under "night 
switched" conditions. Future purchases 
will incorporate a recently developed 
ringing converter supplying 25 c/s. or 
16 2/3rds. c/s. AC on the 1.5 Amp. 
eliminators, and separate ringing con 
vertors will be available for use with 
the smaller units. 

INSTALLATION 
General 

The Department's policies relating 
to the installation of telephone switching 
and subscribers'. equipment are con 
ditioned primarily by the basic concept 
that it is more economic and efficient 
to plan, engineer, and implement the 
capital works program with a staff 
under one control. Limited use is made 
of installation by contractors where this 
procedure is more economic. 

Expenditure on capital works for 
subscribers' telephone services has in 
creased from £2.44 million in 1938-39, 
to £40.l million in 1962-63. This 
expenditure provided for a net increase 
of 22,000 services in 1938-39 and 
93,600 in 1962-63. The gross con 
nections of telephone services in 1962-63 
exceeded 260,000. The program of 
switching and subscribers' equipment 
installation currently requires an ex 
penditure of 4,000,000 manhours an 
nually. 

Exchange Equipment 
The Department purchases supplies 

of telephone switching equipment in 
bulk, rather than in units for specified 
locations. Contract installation by 
manufacturers of switching equipment 
generally requires more rigid planning 
of installations and also the purchase of 
material in engineered blocks for parti 
cular exchanges. The bulk purchase 
method provides greater flexibility and 
facilitates changes to the program which 
are frequently required due to un 
avoidable delays between ordering 
material and delivery. The Depart 
ment's installation staff carries out the 
final detailed design and planning of 
particular installations, prepares esti 
mates of labour and material require 
ments, and secures approval for the 
expenditure required to complete the 
work. Material is drawn from Central 
Stores as required and installed in ac 
cordance with standard Departmental 
methods and practices. 
For a number of years the Depart 

ment has progressively incr_eased labour 
productivity in the installation field, and 
the big increase in the volume of work 
necessary to provide telephone services 
has been achieved with a relatively 
small increase in the number of staff 
employed. 
Normal wastage of staff is being 

replaced with staff recruited through 
the Technician-in-Training scheme, 
which provides for five years' training. 
This scheme caters for the requirements 
of staff for maintenance purposes as 
well as for installation, and also for 
other types of internal plant. Trainees 
are allocated to field work at the end 
of the first training year, and initially 
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Fig. 9.-AC/DC Conversion Suite. 
This consists of two automatically regulated 52 volt, 1,500 Amp. rectifiers with parallel operation facilities, and a 300 Amp. manually 

operated battery charging rectifier. 

carry out installation work such as rack 
erection and assembly, cabling, wiring 
and terminating which do not require 
a high degree of skill. They are given 
work requiring a progressively higher 
degree of skill until they emerge as 
fully trained technicians at the end of 
the training period. Good supervision 
and leadership of installation staff is 
of paramount importance if high pro 
ductivity and a good standard of work 
is to be attained, and Supervising 
Technicians are selected for qualities 
of initiative and leadership as well as 
technical competence. 

The number of permanent positions 
for installation technicians is determined 
from the number of manhours required 
to install each item of plant and the 
works program for the year. Apart 
from providing a basis for the provision 
of the technical establishment, the 
"justified manhours" also provides a 
reference useful for the measurement of 
productivity in the installation field. 
The grades of staff include in order 

of skill: Technicians-in-training, Techni 
cians' Assistants, Technicians qualified 
from the training scheme, Senior Tech 
nicians who are Technicians further 

qualified by examination, and Supervis 
ing Technicians of varying grades who 
are promoted without further examina 
tion. Generally there is a Senior 
Technician for each group of four 
installers engaged on switching equip 
ment installation and each group of 
seven installers engaged on subscribers' 
equipment installation. The grading of 
Supervising Technicians' positions is 
determined primarily by the degree of 
responsibility carried. 
The Department has from time to 

time conducted trials to test the 
economics and efficiency of contractor 
installation of telephone switching 
equipment in public exchanges. Al 
though trials are still being conducted, 
no change in the Department's basic 
policy of installing its own public 
exchanges is proposed. · 
For many years the standards of 

installation used by the Department 
were based directly on the methods and 
practices used by the BPO. During the 
past fifteen years the Department has 
tended to develop equipment quite 
independently of the BPO, and a cor 
responding development of local instal 
lation standards has been necessary. 

Standards are promulgated in the form 
of installation drawings, descriptions, 
engineering instructions, specifications, 
information booklets, and pamphlets 
for use by the Department's staff and 
contractor's installation staffs. In addi 
tion, a publication has been prepared 
for the information of architects and 
builders, to assist and encourage them 
to look upon the telephone as another 
service to be provided at the time 
of construction of the building. Con 
venient handbooks containing miscel 
laneous information useful in dealing 
with subscribers, and illustrating stan 
dard modes of connection of a wide 
range of subscribers' equipment facilities, 
are prepared and issued to Technicians. 
The policy of engineering and in 

stalling exchanges with Departmental 
staff has had a profound effect on the 
Australian philosophy of exchange 
design. The early 2,000 type exchanges 
used full Intermediate Distributing 
Frames (IDF's) through which were 
taken all the exchange cabling. The 
selector gradings were carried out on 
separate racks, and because all the 
cabling had to pass through the central 
IDF, there was no point in closely asso- 
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ciating racks of switches which were 
cabled together. 
In locally engineered exchanges, the 

large centralised IDF has been replaced 
by local rack type IDF's. The de 
centralised subscribers' IDF on the back 
of the Final Selector rack has replaced 
the full subscribers' IDF; switches were 
first brought together on adjoining 
racks, and subsequently a composite 
uniselector /final selector rack was 
designed. 
All these changes in design, engineer 

ing and layout of exchanges have 
resulted in substantial savings in 
material and labour. While some of 
the changes reduce flexibility, with good 
planning this has not been found a 
great disadvantage. 
With the same aim of reducing 

installation costs, many new installation 
methods have been tried with varying 
degrees of success. In Queensland for 
example several exchanges were cabled 
at ground level (34) but the use of the 
method has not been continued. 

Other changes in exchange installation 
engineering are now being developed 
and applied to the new crossbar in 
stallations. A trial installation of an 
exchange cabled in troughs has just 
been completed successfully. This 
method of cabling will be used in all 
future installations where the cabling 
density is low enough. Cabling on 
conventional type runways will continue 
to be used in new busy city exchanges 
where troughing is unsuitable. To re 
duce installation labour, cable runs will 
be glued instead of laced. 

Since it costs less to have work done 
on the factory production line than 
by higher paid installation staff, the 
Department's aim is to have as much 
wiring and cabling as possible done 
before the equipment comes into the 
hands of the installer. However, re 
cognising that even when this is done 
the installer still has a lot of cabling 
and terminating to do, the Department 
is constantly looking for methods and 
designs which will reduce the time taken 
to terminate cable. The special wiring 
tags and terminating methods developed 
by L M Ericsson for the latest design 
of their crossbar equipment are a signi 
ficant advance in this direction (35). 
A trial exchange with wire-wrapped 

connections has been placed in service 
to test the performance of the tech 
nique, which even though it may not 
save a lot of installation time, could 
reduce contacts due to solder splashes 
and dry joints. 

Subscribers' Equipment 
It is the Department's policy to 

provide, install and maintain all sub 
scribers' telephone facilities with the 
exception of P ABX's. The Department 
provides P ABX's for Government and 
semi-Government authorities, but private 
P ABX's are now installed by contract. 
Although P ABX's installed by the De 
partment and private contractors have 
until recently been of the step-by-step 
type, during the last twelve months a 
number of crossbar type PABX's have 
been approved for installation by private 
contractors, and already many of these 
are in service. In future the Depart- 

ment will also use this type for Gover 
ment and semi-Government .installations. 
In all installations performed by private 
contractors, the Department insists that 
the work should be done in accordance 
with its specifications which cover the 
performance standards as well as the 
quality of workmanship. 
The Department maintains all 

PABX's; however, in cases where ap 
proval has been given for private 
contractors to install P ABX's which use 
equipment for which the Department 
normally does not carry spare parts, the 
supplier is required to provide main 
tenance spares. 
To summarise, there are three cate 

gories for installation of subscribers' 
services. In the first there are services 
that are provided by the Department 
and maintained by the Department, and 
are covered by a standard annual tele 
phone rental. In the second category 
are P ABX's which are sold or rented 
to subscribers by an outside contractor 
and maintained by the Department, for 
which an annual maintenance fee based 
on the size of the P ABX is charged. 
In the third category are authorised 
attachments which are owned or rented 
by the subscribers who make their own 
arrangements for maintenance. 
The local manufacture of subscribers' 

equipment during recent years has given 
the Department the opportunity to in 
corporate features which help the 
installer do his job more efficiently. 
It was decided recently to use plug 
and socket connections for all telephone 
instruments to reduce installation and 
maintenance time. Two springs of the 
jack are arranged to "make" when the 
plug is withdrawn, thus providing 
extreme flexibility in circuit arrange 
ments. 
Until recently it was the standard 

practice to fit all portable installations 
with a fixed bell set whether the sub 
scriber required this facility or not. 
This was to guard against the possibility 
of all telephones being left unplugged. 
After tests on a number of services 
installed without fixed bell sets, it was 
concluded that this costly additional 
wiring and equipment was not necessary 
and all portable services are now 
installed without a fixed bell set unless 
one is specially requested by the 
subscriber. 
To reduce travelling time and avoid 

delays in handling stores, the Depart 
ment has adopted policies of decen 
tralisation of subscribers' equipment 
installation work to depots (36). 
Similarly, a high degree of mobility of 
staff is given by appropriate provision 
of installation vehicles. Procedures and 
organisations are being constantly re 
viewed to meet changing conditions and 
to provide increasingly higher standards 
of service to subscribers. 
The Department is now paying 

much more attention to the rationalisa 
tion of quality levels of the material 
received from suppliers with the quality 
level required for economic installation 
and service. For some items such as 
automatic exchange equipment which 
are very thoroughly tested before being 
placed in service it may be more 
economical to- adopt higher permissible 

levels of defects than for subscribers' 
equipment. On the other hand, defects 
in telephone instruments which now 
receive a very limited test on installa 
tion can result in an expenditure for 
adjustment or replacement which is a 
very significant percentage of the pur 
chase price. The view taken is that 
the optimum quality level for new 
equipment can be determined only by 
equating the marginal cost of increasing 
quality, with the resultant reduction in 
installation and maintenance costs. 

MAINTENANCE 
Exchange Equipment 

Prior to 1957 the Department used 
preventive maintenance of exchange 
equipment. For example, twice daily, 
group selectors were checked for PG, 
and "Off-normal without conversation"; 
twice a week they were routine tested; 
every six months the mechanism was 
lubricated, the banks were cleaned, and 
the wipers were adjusted; and every 
year the mechanism was overhauled. 
Little or no attention was given in this 
system to checking end-to-end perform 
ance of plant, apart from taking tele 
phone service observations of "live" 
traffic at subscribers' line circuits. Early 
in the 1950's, trials were conducted with 
a scheme for the centralised repair 
and overhaul of bimotional switches in 
the State Workshops. The idea was not 
pursued, primarily because the high cost 
involved was not commensurate with 
the improvement gained in plant per 
formance. 
In 1957, following a series of field 

trials in Sydney and Melbourne "Quali 
tative Maintenance" (37, 38, 39, 40) was 
introduced throughout Australia. It was 
realised at the time that a great deal 
of work would be necessary to success 
fully introduce the new maintenance 
concept. The original Engineering 
Instruction issued in 1957 did little more 
than define Qualitative Maintenance and 
the Indicators which might be used to 
apply it. Frequent routine testing of 
switches, and regular bank cleaning, 
switch lubrication, and wiper inspection, 
were retained and the main changes in 
procedure introduced at that time were: 
(i) the abandonment of regular over 

hauls of switching mechanisms, and 
(ii) the introduction of an individual 

switch history record to indicate 
when a mechanism needed overhaul. 

A further series of field trials in 
"Total Qualitative Maintenance" was 
launched in 1957. This has culminated 
in the issue of new Engineering Instruc 
tions which give a comprehensive cover 
age of Qualitative Maintenance and the 
Indicators required to apply it. It is 
planned to have the new instructions 
fully effective within the next twelve 
months. 
Realising that reliable Indicators 

for quality of service are necessary 
for total Qualitative Maintenance work. 
the Department has investigated and 
developed most of the Indicators which 
have been used in overseas countries. 
Local management is encouraged to use 
its initiative in determining the extent 
of application of the various approved 
Indicators, whilst Headquarters con- 
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centrates on the application of over-all 
performance Indicators to obtain a 
picture of the quality of service given 
by the various networks throughout 
Australia. Some of the Indicators being 
used at present are discussed briefly 
in the following paragraphs. 

Telephone Service Observations: These 
are conducted by the Telecommunica 
tions Division to measure over-all net 
work performance. They are also used 
to a limited extent to detect network 
trouble spots, but this technique is not 
relied upon solely. The telephone 
service observations which survey "live" 
traffic, appear to be the most important 
Indicator of over-all service performance 
from both the engineering and sub 
scriber point of view. It is therefore 
proposed to increase the accuracy and 
range of application of telephone 
service observations. Improved observa 
tion equipment is being developed to 
give the operator a better cross-section 
of traffic. Sampling techniques are being 
revised so that the results obtained will 
be statistically more accurate and there 
fore comparisons more reliable. One 
of the problems of service observations 
is to obtain uniformity of assessment 
amongst the observers; this aspect is 
being given special attention. 

Traffic Route Testing: Testing with 
artificial traffic generated by Traffic 
Route Testers, Artificial Traffic Equip 
ment (41, 42) or Call Through Test 
Sets as they are sometimes called 
overseas, has been developed to produce 
a most effective Indicator for measuring 
end-to-end performance of traffic routes 
through the network. Not only does 
it reveal trouble spots and defects 
previously unlocated, but it also gives 
the Supervising Technician in charge 
of an exchange a convenient means of 
measuring service quality on any traffic 
route. The Department has developed 
a new 100 line Traffic Route Tester with 
provision for calling ten external test 
numbers; full details will be published 
in a latter issue of this Journal. A 
start will be made in the near future 
to equip all exchanges over 2,000 lines 
with these instruments and already many 
Traffic Route Testers with limited 
facilities are working in the various 
networks. 

Subscribers' Requests for Assistance 
and Repair Service: The analysis of sub 
scribers' requests for assistance has 
proved to be a useful tool for indicating 
trouble spots in the large automatic 
telephone networks (43). The analysis 
of technical assistance requests is cen 
tralised at one service co-ordination 
centre for each of the larger networks, 
and the metropolitan centre also 
handles the analysis of assistance re 
quests from country networks, even 
though these may be located several 
hundred miles distant. Teleprinter 
links are used to relay the reports to 
the analysis centre. 

Statistics of repair and technical 
assistance rates are a useful measure of 
subscribers' satisfaction, but as sub 
scribers' complaining habits vary from 
place to place these statistics must be 
used with caution. It has been found 
that an increase in the number of 
complaints is a reliable indication of 

deterioration of service in a particular 
area, but the absence of complaints 
cannot be taken as an indication that 
service is satisfactory. 
Investigations are being conducted to 

determine the desirability of 'using an 
electronic computer for the analysis of 
the above data. 

Testing of Switches and Relay Sets: 
The Department does not favour purely 
routine testing of equipment unrelated 
to performance. It requires that all 
testing should be done in accordance 
with the real service needs of the plant. 
The frequency of testing must be con 
stantly reviewed in the light of results 
from checks with the Traffic Routes 
Testers, service observations results, and 
other service Indicators. 

Fault Recording: The fault recording 
system provides an individual switch 
history fault record, and at the same 
time permits the ready detection of fault 
patterns in an exchange. Each fault 
is recorded on a card, which is flagged 
with a metal signal to indicate the type 
of fault; these cards are filed in an open 
type filing cabinet which holds the fault 
dockets for the previous twelve months. 
Local management is encouraged to set 
its own targets for an acceptable fault 
incidence, based on conditions which 
have produced a satisfactory service 
performance. 

Analysis of Dead-Level Traffic: Much 
useful information has been derived by 
monitoring and questioning subscribers 
who arrive on dead-levels. The informa 
tion obtained by this analysis is a useful 
supplement to that obtained by service 
observations. 

Sample Visual Inspections: When indi 
cators point to a general source of 
trouble in a particular type of plant, 
sample visual inspections are made. 

Centralised Supervision of the Tele 
phone Network: An important feature 
in Qualitative Maintenance is the 
development of centralised analysis of 
all data which might assist in localising 
the source of trouble, such as sub 
scribers' repair and technical assistance 
requests, Traffic Route Tester results, 
and service observation results. This 
information is analysed on a network 
basis at the Service Co-ordination Centre 
in each telephone network. There is 
a Service Co-ordination Centre in each 
capital city, and additional centres for 
the trunk network and provincial centres 
are proposed. 
Network Performances Telephone ser 

vice observation results show that small 
Australian telephone networks have a 
call failure rate of between one and 
two per cent due to plant defects. 
In the larger networks such as Sydney 
and Melbourne, this call failure rate 
is higher at about three per cent. The 
improved maintenance techniques which 
have been applied during the last few 
years have resulted in a general im 
provement in all networks. 

Subscribers' Equipment 
Until about five years ago sub 

scribers' complaints positions (service 
desks) were decentralised to the main 
exchanges and sometimes to the branch 

exchanges. Quite frequently subscribers' 
requests for repair service and tech 
nical assistance were received on test 
desks directly from the public. In some 
respects this procedure was advan 
tageous because in general the test desk 
ultimately .had to carry out the tests 
and control the corrective activities. In 
order to achieve greater efficiency and 
reduce the time taken to clear sub 
scribers' faults, there has been a general 
move in recent years towards centralised 
handling of repair and assistance traffic. 
The number of service centres which 
will be established in each of the net 
works has not yet definitely been 
determined, but for a trial three or 
four centres will be established in the 
large networks. These centres pass on 
requests for technical assistance to the 
Service Co-ordination Centres for 
analysis of possible network defects, 
and the repair requests are passed to 
subscribers' equipment maintenance staff 
for attention. 
In most areas subscribers' equipment 

maintenance staff are attached to, and 
directed from, the local telephone ex 
changes. In areas served by small 
exchanges, subscribers' equipment is 
maintained by staff from the nearest 
large exchange. Experiments are now 
being undertaken with a system of 
centralised despatch of subscribers' 
equipment faultmen. In Sydney it is 
planned to associate a despatch centre 
with each of the proposed service 
centres mentioned previously. This 
arrangement gives more efficient usage 
of staff and enables quicker attention 
to be given to "no-service" faults. 

Testing of the subscriber line is now 
done at the local exchange, but the 
practicability of centralising testing at 
the despatch centres is being examined. 
The Department has noted that auto 
matic test desks (Line Robots) are used 
extensively in other countries and some 
of these units have been purchased. 
The bulk of repair work on sub 

scriber's equipment is performed by 
the repair man at the subscriber's 
premises. However, if a faulty com 
ponent has to be unsoldered or if the 
instrument needs reconditioning the 
complete instrument or the faulty 
sub-assembly is returned to the depot 
or workshop for repair .. 

CONCLUSION 

During the past ten years the Aus 
tralian Telephone Network has almost 
doubled in size, the expenditure on 
automatic exchanges alone amounting 
to approximately £70,000,000. An even 
more remarkable change has been the 
transformation of the system from a 
large number of loosely interconnected 
local networks into a comprehensive 
nation-wide telephone network, using 
operator trunk dialling through transit 
switching centres. Adoption of the 
crossbar common control switching 
system will permit the conversion of the 
existing operator controlled trunk 
switching network into a nation-wide 
subscriber trunk dialling network. In 
another ten years the size of the system 
should not only redouble, but the 
provision of nation-wide dialling for all 
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subscribers should also be well 
advanced. 

Realising that the existing step-by 
step equipment will remain in service 
for many more years, the Department 
has recently developed equipment which 
will provide for Subscriber Trunk 
Dialling from these exchanges. 

With the firm establishment of local 
manufacture the Department has con 
trol over the design of the apparatus 
used in the telephone network. It is 
to be expected that, in future, sub 
scribers' equipment will also be pro 
duced locally to meet the needs of the 
Australian telephone public. 
The author wishes in conclusion to 

acknowledge the valuable assistance 
rendered by the members of the Head 
quarters Telephone Equipment Section 
in preparing this article. It is hoped 
that readers who require more detail 
will refer to the many excellent articles 
which have been published in previous 
issues of this Journal. 
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REVIEW OF LINE TRANSMISSION EQUIP~IENT IN 
AUSTRALIA N. M. MACDONALD, B.Sc., M.l.E.Aust.* 

INTRODUCTION 
Because of the long distances between 

major centres of population in Aus 
tralia, carrier systems and other line 
transmission equipment have played an 
important part in the trunk line network 

- for many years. This article gives a 
general historical review of the use of 
such equipment, outlines present prac 
tices, discusses some developments which 
have been originated in Australia, and 
endeavours to predict trends in the 
future. 

HISTORY OF DEVELOPMENT 
Use of Different Types of Systems 
Before the middle I920's, all trunk 

circuits were of open wire physical con 
struction, using heavy gauge wires of up 
to 600 lb. per mile on the longer routes. 
Two-wire voice frequency repeaters were 
introduced on an experimental basis on 
the Sydney-Melbourne route in 1922. 
The Postmaster-General's Department 
watched closely the development of car 
rier systems in the United States of 
America, and the first open wire sys 
tem, a Type B 3-channel telephone sys 
tem of Western Electric manufacture, 
was installed between Sydney and Mel 
bourne in 1925. This system was a 
transmitted carrier system. Similar sys 
tems were soon installed on other routes, 
and Type B telegraph systems and Type 
CF single-channel open wire telephone 
systems were also introduced. The Type 
B telephone system was superseded after 
a few years by the Western Electric C2 
3-channel open-wire system with sup 
pressed carrier transmission. The Type 
D single-channel system was introduced 
in 1929. From that time until the middle 
1940's, the C, CF and D systems, or basi 
cally equivalent systems from manufac 
turers in the United Kingdom, were 
used to meet the main development of 
the long-distance trunk network. Dur 
ing this period provision of telephone 
circuits by open wire carrier became 
progressively more economical and the 
minimum distance between stations at 
which terminals were installed decreased 
from about 500 to about 100 miles. 
Although open wire telephone systems 
predominated, voice frequency telegraph 
systems were also introduced in 1935 
and programme carrier systems in 
1934 (1). Most physical open wire cir 
cuits longer than about 100 miles were 
equipped with two-wire voice frequency 
repeaters in the early 1930's. A coaxial 
type submarine cable system with car 
rier circuits was also provided between 
Victoria and Tasmania in 1935 (I). 

The first 12-channel open wire carrier 
system, a Western Electric Type JI sys 
tem, was installed between Sydney and 
Melbourne in 1939 (2). Relatively little 
development with this type of system 
occurred for some years afterwards 
because of difficulties in obtaining sup 
plies, but after the end of the Second 
World War, its use increased rapidly. 

* See page 168. 

At first the main application was to 
long distance circuits between the State 
capital cities, but the average distance 
per system has been reduced progres 
sively as trunk traffic to provincial 
centres has increased. The longest single 
system (Melbourne to Perth) has a route 
distance of 2,584 miles. At present this 
type of system provides the greatest 
channel-mileage of any type of system 
in the carrier network, but new systems 
are being provided mainly to extend 
channels from broadband systems. With 
the introduction on a large scale of 
12-channel open wire systems, the use 
of 3-channel systems has been restricted 
mainly to shorter distances. There has 
still been an appreciable increase in the 
use of 3-channel systems, but the rate 
of growth is decreasing at present, 
mainly due to the rapid general growth 
in circuit requirements which favours 
the use of higher capacity systems, the 
extended provision of cables, and the 
advent of rural carrier systems. Tran 
sistorised rural systems were introduced 
first in 1958, and their inbuilt compan 
dors which minimise line re-transposi 
tion costs, together with the low capital, 
maintenance and power supply costs 
for the equipment itself, have made it 
possible to use them economically for 
distances down to about 10 miles. 
Cable carrier systems operating on 

separate "go" and "return" carrier-type 
quad cables were introduced into Aus 
tralia in 1942 (3). A number of such 
cables were installed in the period 1942- 
1951 from Sydney, Melbourne, Brisbane 
and Adelaide to provincial centres, and 
over distances from about 20 to 160 
miles. Various types of systems with 
capacities of from 9 to 48 channels have 
been operated over these cables (4). 
During the past twelve years no new 
routes of this type have been established, 
and any development has been directed 
towards obtaining the maximum channel 
capacity from existing cables. Six 
channel cable systems operating on 
single pair-type cables were introduced 
in 1947 (5) as an expedient to provide 
relief on established short-distance cable 
routes in metropolitan networks. These 
systems were designed in Australia by 
Communication Engineering Pty. Ltd. 
and represented the first major Austra 
lian effort in the design of a basically 
new type of system. In the succeeding 
years other systems designed overseas 
for a similar application were intro 
duced in relatively small quantities on 
specific routes. These systems included 
the Western Electric Type NI System 
(6, 7), the Philips STR 113 System (8) 
and the German Z12N System (8). As 
a result of experience, the latter system 
has proved to have the most general 
application, and almost all systems 
installed in the past five years for use 
on existing or new pair-type cables have 
been of the Z12N type. 
-Broadband systems, either of the radio 

or coaxial cable type, have been intro- 

duccd relatively recently in Australia, 
as the traffic demand and economic con 
siderations generally did not justify their 
use on most routes before about 1958. 
Their use is increasing very rapidly, 
both for long distance and short dis 
tance applications, and as indicated in 
another article in this issue (9), they will 
undoubtedly form the backbone of the 
Australian trunk network within a few 
years. 

Apart from the trunk line network, 
a relatively large network of physical 
and carrier broadcast programme trans 
mission lines (10) has been developed 
since the early 1930's to serve many 
commercial and national broadcasting 
stations located throughout Australia at 
almost every centre of any significant 
size. A similar network is being estab 
lished at a fairly rapid rate for tele 
vision relay purposes (11, 12). Since 
about 1955, the provision of voice fre 
quency cables for trunk line purposes 
has also been increasing significantly 
and there has been a corresponding 
increase in the provision of repeater 
equipment, both of the four-wire and 
negative impedance types. 

Growth in Quantities 
The general growth in the use of 

carrier and physical trunk circuits in the 
Australian network is shown in Fig. I. 
Figs. 2 and 3 illustrate the growth in 
channels and channel-mileage for each 
main type of carrier telephone system. 
The quantities in Figs. 2 and 3 include 
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systems used in the junction networks 
as well as the trunk network, and 
include facilities provided for leased 
services and voice frequency telegraph 
bearers, etc. Several carrier channels 
are also connected together in many 
instances to form a complete trunk cir 
cuit. For these reasons, the total of the 
carrier channels in Fig. 2 does not 
coincide with the total carrier trunk 
circuits shown in Fig. 1. 
It may also be of interest to note that 

the provision of circuits has for many 
years been well behind the requirement 
justified by the traffic offering. This is 
due to difficulties in obtaining adequate 
capital funds which is a situation which 
exists in almost every public utility in 
Australia, and results from the large 
rate of development in relation to the 
nation's resources. As far as carrier 
telephone equipment is concerned, both 
channel and channel-mileage provision 
have been doubling at about every 6 to 
7 years, but at present only about 65% 
of the immediate requirements have 
actually been provided. With the intro 
duction of subscriber dialling, it has 
already been necessary to overtake 
arrears on a number of routes and as 
subscriber dialling extends the grade of 
service given will improve. 
The voice frequency telegraph net 

work has also grown considerably since 
the early 1930's, and at present 3,400 
one-way channels are provided, repre 
senting a one-way channel-mileage of 
about 1,475,000. 

EQUIPMENT SUPPLY 
ARRANGEMENTS 

General 
Before the Second World War, all 

line transmission equipment was pur 
chased from abroad, mainly from the 
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U.S.A. and the United Kingdom. Dur 
ing the war it was possible to obtain 
supplies only from the U.S.A., and the 
quantities obtainable from that country 
were restricted. Manufacture in Aus 
tralia was commenced in 1941/42 by 
two companies and by a third company 
in 1945 and the Department also 
designed and manufactured some sys 
tems during the war period. Three other 
companies have commenced manufac 
ture in the last five years while one of 
the original companies has ceased opera 
tions in the same period. Since the 
war, approximately 75-80% of all 
requirements have been produced in 
Australia, the percentage varying slightly 
from year to year. The items obtained 
from overseas have been mainly new 
types of systems which have been made 
locally at a later stage after experience 
has been obtained with their operation 
in the field. 

Local Manufacturers 
All local companies have overseas 

affiliates, and obtain basic design and 
manufacturing information from them. 
However a considerable proportion of 
the design work on some types of sys 
tems, particularly open wire systems and 
systems for the special carrier-type quad 
cables, has been carried out in Australia. 
Most companies have commenced by 
manufacturing almost completely to 
overseas designs, but have established 
design organisations shortly afterwards 
to meet performance and· other require 
ments which are peculiar to Australia. 
The local manufacturers tend to 

specialise in certain types of systems, 
and no company produces all types of 
systems used in the Australian network. 
It is generally arranged, however, that 
any type of system can be obtained 
from at least two manufacturers. 

Competitive Tender System 
The suppliers to the . Postmaster 

General's Department of any particular 
type of system are decided from tenders 
,submitted by manufacturers, both in 
Australia and abroad. All suppliers 
must agree to meet the conditions of 
detailed specifications which cover per 
fosmance requirements, reliability and 
any other conditions necessary, for 
example to ensure the proper operation 
of the equipment over a period of about 
25 years. Delivery, general quality, and 
other factors which cannot be specified 
exactly are taken into account as well 
as price in the selection of tenders. 
Tenders for any particular type of sys 
tem are invited usually at about 3-yearly 
intervals, and sufficiently far in advance 
of requirements to permit contracts to 
be placed about one to two years before 
delivery is to commence. Where pos 
sible, supplies are obtained in bulk quan 
tities of individual items rather than as 
complete systems. 
To ensure the quality of the equip 

ment, most new types of equipment 
from any supplier are obtained firstly 
in small quantities only, and are sub 
jected to laboratory and field investiga 
tions before further bulk purchases are 
made. 
Apart from ensuring a minimum cost, 

the competitive tender system has the 
general advantage that it enables new 
developments to be introduced from 
overseas at a fairly early stage, and 
generally keeps the Department informed 
reasonably well on technical progress 
overseas. This is very important in a 
country with a relatively small popula 
tion which cannot produce nor afford 
the number of engineers necessary to 
compete with larger countries on deve 
lopment and design work. It also 
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enables the basic new designs which 
best meet Australian needs to be selected 
from a number of countries, rather than 
to rely on a few sources. 

GENERAL TECHNICAL 
STANDARDS 

The general technical standards for 
line transmission equipment used in 
Australia have evolved gradually since 
1925 from the standards used by the 
suppliers of new types of equipment 
and from Australian experience with the 
equipment. Thus the standards origin 
ally followed the American Bell System 
practices very closely. American stan 
dards were for example used for broad 
cast programme transmission, leading 
among other things to the use of the 
"volume unit" for the measurement of 
programme level. American type trunk 
test boards and test jacks were intro 
duced, American group levels and 
impedances were adopted as standard 
with the first 12-channel systems, and 
battery power plants giving 24 and 130 
volt supplies were established at all 
carrier centres. The technical specifica 
tions for most of the earlier carrier 
systems also leant heavily on the per 
formance obtainable with American 
equipment, and measuring techniques 
were dictated by the general availability 
of American types of testing instru 
ments. As local manufacture was intro 
duced, additional technical requirements 
found to be desirable from Australian 
experience were incorporated in the 
equipment. This type of requirement 
often arises from the need to co-ordinate 
with other types of plant, for example 
exchange or line plant, for which prac 
tices may differ in Australia to those of 
the country of origin of the transmis 
sion equipment. 

By the early 1950's, a system of tech 
nical specifications had been developed 
which had little relationship to that used 
in any other country but which never 
theless was practical and ensured reason 
ably good quality equipment of the 
types used in Australia. At that time 
C.C.I.T.T. (then C.C.I.F.) specifications 
had not been developed to their present 
stage. Since then the trend has been 
to change to C.C.I.T.T. standards where 
these are appropriate and to supplement 
them by additional requirements where 
these are shown to be necessary by local 
experience, or where better performance 
is desirable and can be obtained at 
relatively little extra cost. Examples of 
the types of general performance speci 
fications and the reasons for them are 
given in Reference 13 which relates to 
the Sydney-Melbourne coaxial cable 
equipment. In addition many other 
detailed standards have developed, 
mainly as a result of the method by 
which equipment is purchased. These 

have evolved largely from the need to 
have tests which can detect possible 
design weaknesses after equipment is 
designed, rather than to take care of 
weaknesses by the joint design of the 
equipment with the manufacturers in 
the first place. 

Needless to say, care is taken to ensure 
that specifications are not unduly restric 
tive, and that complete freedom is given 
to manufacturers to design their equip 
ment for minimum cost wherever this 
is practicable. The whole objective is 
to obtain systems with adequate per 
formance and reliability and with mini 
mum annual charges. 

BASIC EQUIPMENT TYPES 
USED IN AUSTRALIA 

General 
Although many types of systems have 

been developed throughout the years in 
overseas countries, and each could prob 
ably find an economic application on 
some particular route in Australia with 
its wide geographic conditions and 
variations in population density, it is 
essential to restrict the number of types 
used to a minimum. This is because 
each type used requires considerable 
engineering effort to ensure the suit 
ability of the design and to establish 
planning, installation and maintenance 
methods, and this effort is not justified 
unless the type will be used in sufficient 
quantities. The problem is aggravated 
by the general unavailability of engi 
neering staff compared with standards 
applying in more populous countries, 
and also by the geographic and popula 
tion distribution conditions mentioned 
previously which tend to increase the 
number of types usable. Before any 
new basic type is introduced, therefore, 
there must be a fairly wide economic 
use for it, and an appreciable saving in 
money must be possible by its introduc 
tion. This type of consideration led to 
the deferment in the introduction of 
coaxial cables, and currently is delaying 
the introduction of small. diameter 
coaxial cable systems. It has resulted 
in the "standard" types of system being 
restricted to those described in the fol 
lowing paragraphs. 
Open Wire Carrier Telephone Systems 

3-Channel: After a period when sys 
tems using the· Bell System CS and CU 
frequencies were the Australian stan 
dard, a new design was introduced in 
1955. The line frequencies used in a 
typical system are shown in Fig. 4. The 
frequency spacing between channels in 
the same direction is 3.6 kc/s, and as 
outband signalling facilities using a 
virtual frequency of 3.425 kc/s per 
channel are incorporated in the systems, 
the highest channel frequency effectively 
transmitted is 3.1 kc/s. It was not pos 
sible to use the desirable frequency spac- 
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Fig. 4.-Line Frequencies for Typical 3-channel Open Wire Carrier Telephone System. 

Fig. 5.-3-channel Open Wire Carrier 
Telephone Terminal. 
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ing of 4 kc/s between channels as there 
is an interference problem in Australia 
between the lowest frequency channel 
and 5 kc/s voice frequency programme 
circuits which are often operated on the 
same routes as 3-channel systems, and 
as the highest frequencies which can be 
transmitted are limited to 31 kc/s by the 
type of line filter which is commonly 
used for 12-channel open wire systems. 
The restriction in channel bandwidth is 
not serious as 3-channel systems are 
now used mainly in the end links in the 
trunk network, and connections with 
more than two channels of this type in 
tandem are seldom encountered. Out 
band signalling is the most economical 
form of line signalling and is a stan 
dard facility on all types of carrier 
systems which are now being provided 
in Australia. Automatic gain regulating 
equipment is provided on all systems 
even though the maximum distances 
covered by systems are now relatively 
short and seldom exceed 100 miles. 
The systems at present being provided 

are completely transistorised and sup 
plies are obtained from one United 
Kingdom and two Australian manufac 
turers. A typical terminal is shown in 
Fig. 5. Each terminal is mounted on 
sub-frames which are attachable to an 
old-type rack of dimensions 10 ft. 6 ins. 
by 20-.\- ins., this arrangement giving the 
greatest flexibility in established offices. 
It is expected that further details of the 
design of a typical system will be given 
in an article in the next issue of the 
Journal. 

12-Channel: Until recently most sys 
tems provided in Australia followed the 
general design of the Bell System J2 
system and used line frequencies and 
electromechanical type automatic gain 
regulation which were identical to the 
American system (14). However, with 
the recent expansion in the use of broad 
band coaxial cable and radio systems on 
the longer distance routes and the dis 
mantling of many of the older open 
wire routes, the earlier type of 12- 
channel system is being recovered in 
appreciable quantities, and all expan 
sion on other long-distance routes will 
be able to be met by the use of recov 
ered systems. At the same time there 
is a relatively large and continuing 
requirement for shorter-distance sys 
tems, including systems to extend cir 
cuits from the broadband routes, and 
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the present standard system is designed 
to meet this need. The new type of 
system uses the same line levels and 
frequencies as the older type, but has 
an electronic type· of automatic gain 
regulation, outband signalling, self 
contained carrier supplies and the per 
formance requirements are specified for 
a maximum distance of 300 miles. The 
equipment is completely transistorised 
and bulk deliveries from one Australian 
manufacturer commenced early this year. 
The terminal equipment is shown in 
Fig." 6. As with the 3-channel systems, 
the sub-frame method of mounting will 
be used in the future to provide for 
options of group-connected systems, etc. 
It is expected that a more detailed 
description of the design will also be 
given in the next issue of this Journal. 
Rural: A rural carrier system with up 

to 10 channels and using frequencies of 
between 4 and 172 kc/s, with either a 
stackable or grouped line frequency 
allocation, has been in use in Australia 
since early in 1958, and has a fairly 
wide general application on open wire 
routes over distances of from about I 0 
to 30 miles. The original system fol 
lowed closely the design adopted by the 
South African Post Office (15) which 
suits Australian conditions very well. 
Double sideband transmission is used 
with carriers transmitted and used also 
for signalling purposes and for indivi 
dual channel gain regulation. As corn 
pandors are an integral part of the 
design, the use of the system is restricted 
to the end links of the trunk network 
(terminal exchanges to higher order 
switching centres) or for subscribers' 
lines, although there has been little 
application so far for the latter purpose. 
The system is completely transistorised 
and supplies have been obtained mainly 
from one Australian manufacturer. A 
complete redesign of the original system 
is nearing completion, the objectives 
being to simplify the circuitry, provide 
an optional 83 c/s signalling channel 
and to improve the performance, parti 
cularly in respect to the distortion intro 
duced by the compandors. The 83 c/s 
signalling facility is required in addition 
to the transmitted carrier to enable 
multi-metering signals to be transmitted 
during conversation. The improvement 
in distortion is necessary as a result of 
the more severe requirements imposed 
by the multi-frequency code signalling 
system which will be used to transmit 
information between registers in the new 
crossbar switching system (16). The 
latest supplies of this equipment are 
again mounted on sub-frames for flexi 
bility reasons. 
Pair-cable Carrier Telephone Systems 
As indicated previously, the system 

standardised for general use is identical 
in main design features to the German 
Zl2N system, and other types are used 
only in small quantities for additions to 
the special carrier type cables installed 
up to the early I950's. The standard 
system has line frequencies of 6-54 and 
60-108 kc/s for two directions of trans 
mission on one cable pair, and includes 
frequency-frogging at repeaters to avoid 
interaction crosstalk problems when 
used on cables also carrying voice 
frequency circuits: A description of the 

Fig, .6.-Transistorised 12-channel Open Wire 
Carrier Telephone Terminal. 

system is given in Reference 8. Equip 
ment delivered during the past two 
years has been completely transistorised, 

and low level signalling using a level of 
-18 dbmO, which is now the general 
standard level for all types of systems, 
has also been introduced. Supplies are 
now being obtained from two Australian 
manufacturers as well as West German 
companies. The systems are used mainly 
over distances of from about 10 miles 
to about 40 miles. Repeaters buried in 
cases similar to loading coil cases, and 
power-fed over the cable pairs, will be 
installed at trial locations during the 
next two years. 
Broadband Carrier Telephone Systems 
The system which has been adopted 

for general use on coaxial cables is the 
6 Mc/s system, providing up to 1,260 
channels on one pair of coaxial tubes. 
This particular type of system was 
chosen as the line equipment is suitable 
also for television transmission to the 
Australian standards, and the telephone 
channel capacity is adequate for most 
routes. Further details of the reasons 
for the choice, together with detailed 
descriptions of systems from two over 
seas manufacturers, have been given in 
recent articles in this Journal (13, 17 
18). Channel deriving equipment for 
broadband radio systems uses the appro 
priate components of coaxial cable 
terminal equipment, and equipment for 
both types of broadband bearer is pro 
vided in most centres as a common 
installation. 
All channel modulator equipment 

which has been installed so far is fully 
transistorised, and after the initial instal 
lations on the Sydney-Melbourne and 
Melbourne-Morwell routes, all such 
equipment has been supplied by local 
manufacturers. The manufacture in 
Australia of other items of broadband 
carrier equipment is being introduced 
progressively, but it will be a number 
of years before the local manufacture 
of all items will be justified. In the 
meantime, supplies of line, supergroup, 
and carrier supply equipment are being 
obtained from manufacturers in West 
Germany, the United Kingdom, and 
Japan. Arrangements are being made 
at present to improve the stability of 
supergroup carrier supplies to 1 part in 
10' to ensure adequate performance 
with the relatively large numbers of 
modulations at supergroup frequencies 
which will be encountered from one end 
of the Australian network to the other. 
Future group pilot frequencies are also 
being changed to 104.08 kc/s to avoid 
problems which will arise with the 
extended use of data transmission. Pre 
liminary arrangements are also being 
made for the introduction of 12 Mc/s 
operation on the Melbourne-Dandenong 
section of the Melbourne-Morwell cable 
as extension to this capacity will be 
necessary within a few years. 

Television Line Transmission 
Equipment 

Vestigial sideband television equip 
ment using a carrier frequency of 1.056 
Mc/s has already been provided on the 
Sydney-Melbourne coaxial cable route 
(19), and will be provided on the Perth 
Bunbury and Wagga-Griffith cables 
within the next two years. The terminal 
equipment has been obtained from one 
manufacturer in the Netherlands. Fur- 
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ther major extensions in the use of this 
equipment may not be likely as the 
trend is towards the use of radio systems 
for longer distance routes on which 
television transmission facilities are 
required. 
For shorter distance routes in metro 

politan networks and for extensions 
between radio link terminal and tele 
vision transmitter buildings in country 
areas, direct video transmission on 
coaxial cables (11) is the standard faci 
lity. Equipment for this application is 
of Japanese design and manufacture. 
Voice Frequency Telegraph Systems 
Supplies of voice frequency telegraph 

systems have been obtained mainly from 
the United Kingdom. The only type of 
system being installed at present is a 
24-channel system using 120 c/s spacing. 
This system uses frequency modulation 
and the equipment is completely tran 
sistorised. 

Voice Frequency Telephone 
Transmission Equipment 

Under this category are included many 
different items of repeater equipment, 
channel terminating equipment, test 
boards, etc. In general such equipment 
has been designed and manufactured in 
Australia for many years and the cur 
rent versions are transistorised. Echo 
suppressors have not been used so far 
in Australia, but they will be required 
in the future on all circuits from Perth 
and Darwin to the other State capital 
cities. Trial installations of two types 
are in hand for the purpose of deter 
mining the standard type of equipment 
to be used. Special mention may per 
haps also be made of negative-imped 
ance repeaters. Requirements for this 
type of repeater are increasing fairly 
rapidly but the usage will not even 
approach the present extent in North 
America until improvements are 
required to the local network transmis 
sion losses. Following trials of several 
different types from various countries, 
the type mainly used during the past 
few years has been a fixed network type 
based on a United Kingdom design. 
There have been some difficulties in 
meeting return loss requirements with the 
fixed network type in the case of circuits 
which will be switched to the trunk net 
work, and consideration is being given 
to the use in such cases of a variable 
network type, for example one similar 
to the Western Electric E6 repeater. 

STANDARDISATION OF 
EQUIPMENT DESIGN 

General 
In view of the diversity of the basic 

types of systems used and the options 
necessary with each type, the numbers 
of different sources of supply for each 
type, and the frequency at which 
re-designs of each type are desirable as 
a result of technical developments, the 
question of the degree to which stan 
dardisation is desirable is very import 
ant and has been kept under review for 
many years. The degree to which stan 
dardisation is possible ranges from com 
plete standardisation in which one 
design is produced (either by the oper 
ating Administration or by a contractor) 
and all manufacturers are required to 

produce identical versions, to the oppo 
site extreme where any manufacturer 
can supply anything he thinks will suit 
the customer. Intermediate stages. 
include standardising sizes of racks, test 
jacks, levels, complete mechanical con 
struction, sizes of panels or sub-units, 
screw threads, control positions, types 
of components used, individual circuits, 
the finish of the equipment, types of 
wire, etc:, or various combinations of 
these. 
Factors leading towards a high degree 

of standardisation are savings in main 
tenance costs and staff training, some 
savings in installation costs and in the 
value of stocks of spare parts held. Also 
if a perfect design could be produced 
for an item of equipment, there would 
be considerable overall savings in design 
effort if identical items could be pro 
duced by all manufacturers. Against 
standardisation are practical difficulties 
in the different parties concerned reach 
ing agreement on designs, which would 
tend to delay their introduction, diffi 
culties in certain manufacturers obtain 
ing supplies of components made by 
their competitors, the need for some 
manufacturers to retool while others 
would not, questions of patent rights 
and royalties, and perhaps most import 
ant, the removal to a large extent of the 
element of competition and technical 
responsibility by manufacturers. Need 
less to say, under any system of manu 
facture, difficulties in design and pro 
duction are passed on ultimately as 
increased costs to the user. The further 
the degree to which standardisation is 
taken, the greater the tendency will also 
be to delay redesigns or introduction of 
new types of equipment due to the 
greater inertia in the system, and to 
stifle initiative by designers. If the 

original designs are not perfect, the 
longer will the difficulties persist. 
As far as equipment maintenance costs 

are concerned, they can be subdivided 
into routine tests and adjustments, pre 
ventative maintenance measures such as 
cleaning and vibration testing, and 
actual repairs after faults have occurred. 
Providing systems are reasonably simi 
lar in respect of levels and impedances, 
etc., at test points, and the maintenance 
staff have a reasonable basic knowledge 
of their operation, it is only the repair 
work component which is affected by 
detailed differences in design and cir 
cuitry. The extent to which this affects 
maintenance costs is also influenced by 
reliability (it would not be a factor if 
faults did not occur), by practices in 
having repairs made to equipment by 
specialist staff at central depots, and 
also by the extent to which different 
types are mixed at individual stations 
or on individual routes. 
In Australia, experience with line 

transmission equipment has shown that 
the maintenance difficulties due to lack 
of complete standardisation are not 
significant compared with the general 
advantages of competition, and of speed 
and flexibility in introducing new 
designs, all of which are reflected in 
capital cost savings. Certain restrictive 
measures of course have to be taken, 
and the general practice on individual 
cable or broadband routes is to use 
systems of only one type and produced 
by only one manufacturer. In open 
wire stations and other large stations 
where a multiplicity of system types 
and designs is unavoidable, and would 
exist due to improvements in design 
over the years in any case, the problems 
are reduced to a minimum by standard 
isation of testing procedures, access 

Fig. 7.-Typical 'Card Mounted Unit-a Voice Frequency Amplifier. Card mounted units have 
all components mounted on one side· of th,e card, all wiring ( either printed, stitched or normal 

insulated wiring) on the other side, and plug into main sub-units or shelves. 
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jacks, levels, etc. At open wire stations, 
also, much of the maintenance effort is 
devoted to line fault testing, setting up 
programme transmissions, patching after 
route failures, etc., and equipment fault 
repairs play a minor part, particularly 
with modern reliable equipment. 

Mechanical Construction 
Until the early 1950's, the mechanical 

construction of line transmission equip 
ment used by the Department was of a 
reasonably standard form, almost all 
equipment being mounted on 10 ft. 6 in. 
by 20} or 20t in. rack frameworks with 
3 x 1 t in. channel section vertical mem 
bers; these were based on the original 
Bell System designs which had also been 
adopted by most other countries. Panel 
dimensions and mounting positions, etc., 
were similar for most manufacturers 
and installations presented a reasonably -. 

uniform appearance and could be 
extended readily without rearrangement. 
There were problems in odd cases, for 
example due to the wider frameworks 
introduced with American Type J and 
K systems, 8 ft. 6 in. racks which were 
obtained at times when supplies of 
JO ft. 6 in. racks were impossible to 
obtain, and differences in colours. 
With the advent of increasing minia 

turisation, differences in mechanical 
designs tended to increase, but fortun 
ately the original rack dimensions were 
retained in most cases. Nevertheless the 
designs of panels, sub-units, connectors 
and test-jacks tended to become more 
and more diverse between manufac 
turers in different countries, and even 
between individual manufacturers in the 
same country. In Australia, it was not 
possible to introduce a single standard 
at that stage, even for equipment rnanu- 
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Fig. 8.-Layout of Line Transmission Equipment Installation at 
Toowoomba, Queensland. 

factured locally, as most manufacturers 
were dependent on overseas associates 
for the supply or the detailed design of 
some components such as filters, and 
these could not be mounted on panels 
or sub-units designed by other manu 
facturers. Most of the new designs were 
also associated with new types of sys 
tems which had to be introduced quickly 
to meet pressing requirements. A fur 
ther complication occurred with the 
introduction of systems of German 
design which had rack dimensions which 
were different from those of other 
designs. This led to the segregation of 
equipment into different areas, for 
example on the Sydney-Melbourne 
route, and further information on this 
is given in Reference 13. As a result, 
there are at present two basically dif 
ferent types of installations in Australia, 
namely offices established with equip 
ment of German origin (Type A) or of 
other types (Type B). 
More recent developments in minia 

turisation are tending to reverse this 
process, as all new designs introduced 
in the next five years in all countries 
will almost certainly be mounted on 
individual cards, the general arrange 
ment being shown in Fig. 7. With this 
in mind, new general standards of mech 
anical construction have been introduced 
recently. Future designs of channel 
modulator and certain other types of 
equipment from any manufacturer are 
required to mount on racksides of either 
Type A or Type B dimensions (8 ft. 
9 in. x 23.8 in. x 8.9 in. and 10 ft. 6 in. 
x 20.5 in. x 8.9 in. respectively) for 
extensions as required in existing instal 
lations of either type. Most manufac 
turers will produce a single design of 
plug-in card units and mounting shelves 
which can be mounted in either type of 
rack framework as required. All test 
iacks have also been standardised. 
Details and dimensions of component 
mounting cards and shelves, etc., and 
the type of plug-in connector to be used, 
have not been specified completely as it 
is not considered that standardisation 
to this degree is justified, but approval 
by the Department of the types used by 
any manufacturer will be necessary. 
For open wire equipment for which 

greater flexibility is necessary for addi 
tions to established installations, units 
will be supplied on sub-frames which 
can be attached to old type racks. This 
will permit maximum utilisation of rack 
space in established offices, and the use 
of racks of reduced height or wall 
mounting in some very small offices. 

GENERAL OFFICE PRACTICES 
The layout of offices for broadband 

equipment has been described generally 
in Reference 13, and the layout for a 
typical open wire office at a country 
provincial centre can be seen from Figs. 
8 and 9. The layouts are arranged for 
the grouping together of functionally 
similar equipment for reasons of flexi 
bility to meet growth which cannot be 
predicted accurately, and to facilitate 
maintenance operations such as line test 
ing, patching, etc. The standard channel 
terminating arrangements and levels 
were also described in Reference 13. 
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Channel and line testing facilities 
vary with different types of installations. 
In open wire offices (except the very 
smallest), three different types of test 
boards are used: 

(i) , Physical line ("primary") test 
boards on which all lines entering an 
office are terminated after passing 
through line filters. These boards are 
used for line testing and fault location. 
The appearances of lines on the boards 
are arranged in the order of pole routes 
and wires on each pole route. 

(ii) Derived channel ("secondary") 
test boards on which all circuits passing 
to the exchange are terminated. These 
are used for preliminary testing when 
faults are reported, and also for routine 
checks of the performance of channels. 
Appearances are arranged in the order 
of termination at the exchange. 

(iii) "V.F. test and mon." four-wire 
test boards on which all modulator input 
and demodulator output circuits appear 
at relative levels of -13 and +4 db 
respectively. These are used for the 

(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 9.-Phatagraphs of Toowoomba Installation showing Test Board Row-(a) left-hand side 
and (b) right-hand side. 

patching of circuits between systems, 
patching voice telegraph systems or set 
ting up picturegram and other special 
services, and the accurate check of 
channel losses and line-up of systems. 
Appearances are arranged in system 
order. 

In broadband and shorter distance 
pair cable offices where there are rela 
tively large concentrations of circuits, 
and patching of channels between routes 
is not required, and for other very short 
distance systems (for example rural car 
rier), the "V.F. test and mon." boards 
are not provided. Test access at the 
four-wire points is obtained by a cen 
tral test jackfield on the channel modu 
lator racks in the case of broadband 
systems and a similar jackfield on the 
cable systems. The general arrangement 
in this case follows the German prac 
tice. 
Derived channel test boards are not 

used on very short distance routes on 
which subscriber trunk dialling is in 
operation (and fault dockets are not 
prepared by telephonists). The access 
for testing purposes is obtained in these 
cases from the signalling relay sets. 
Equipment to provide automatic access 
for channel testing is being provided at 
a large semi-automatic trunk exchange 
in Sydney to replace this type of board. 
Automatic routiners will also be used 
for channel testing on major routes asso 
ciated with A.R.M. crossbar trunk 
exchanges in the future. Derived channel 
test boards will not be required in these 
cases. 
The test jacks used in the test boards 

are a locally made version of the 
Western Electric type 482A twin con 
tact jack. Ironwork, cabling and other 
miscellaneous facilities at Type A instal 
lations follow German practices very 
closely and have been described for 
example in Reference 18. For Type B 
installations, the ironwork is a modifica 
tion of the system used for British 2000 
type telephone exchanges. Various sep 
arate ducts are provided for cabling to 
minimise noise and crosstalk. Entrance 
cables of open wire routes are termin 
ated with protection on racks in the 
main installations. Line filters are con 
centrated on special racks with central 
jackfields to facilitate patching of sys 
tems. Distributing frames are used at 
supergroup and group points in broad 
band systems, and at all points where 
voice frequency cabling is run between 
different racks, in order to add flexibility 
to installations and cater for future 
rearrangements. 17 db pads required for 
the permanent extension of channels 
from one system to another are mounted 
directly on the appropriate distribution 
frame. 

POWER PLANT 
The first carrier systems required 

power plants with nominal voltages of 
24 and 130 volts. Battery power plants 
to provide these voltages were installed 
at many centres, and were developed to 
a very high degree of reliability. Dupli 
cate batteries were generally provided 
and floated in parallel from rectifier 
units. Except in very small stations, 
standby diesel alternator sets were also 
provided and the battery reserve reduced 
to a minimum of three hours. This type 
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of plant has been the standard until the 
recent introduction of transistorised 
equipment, and is still available at most 
centres. At stations without commer 
cial mains supplies, duplicate batteries 
operated on a manually controlled 
charge/discharge basis from engine 
generator sets were the original means 
of obtaining power. The Western Elec 
tric 420 B power plant, which is an 
automatically controlled charge/dis 
charge system (20), was introduced in 
the early 1940's, but since 1955 the 
British Austinlite double-engine type 
no-break set, backed by a separate diesel 
alternator set, has been the plant used. 
Wind driven generators were installed 
at a number of stations in remote areas 
to assist the engine sets, but have not 
proved to be very effective. 
For very small stations with valve 

type equipment and 48 volt exchange 
batteries, a special power plant was 
introduced during the middle 1950's. 
The transmission equipment would 
normally be supplied directly from com 
mercial A.C. mains through a regulator 
and power pack, but on mains failure 
would change over, with a slight break, 
to an A.C. supply obtained from the 
exchange batteries through a dynamotor 
or a static inverter. 
When the introduction of broadband 

systems first appeared to be necessary, 
no-break plants of different types were 
obtained on a trial basis, and used for 
supplies to A.C. operated pair-cable 
systems. Experience gained in the 
middle 1950's with these trial plants led 
to the adoption as standard for broad 
band installations of the three-machine 
battery type no-break set (21). The 
three machine set is now giving way to 
the two-machine battery set and trials 
are also being made of static plants. 
For transistorised equipment, the 

reliable, simple battery type of plant is 
the standard facility except at the few 
centres which have no-break supplies 
of adequate capacity but no battery sup 
plies. Stations already established with 
24 volt plants present no difficulties as 
all transistor equipment is designed 
basically for operation from 24 volt 
supplies. At new stations, new 24 volt 
battery plants will be provided if the 
load is large, but at smaller stations the 
equipment will be operated from 48 volt 
exchange supplies, either through regu 
lated D.C./D.C. converters or through 
dropping resistors incorporated in the 
transmission equipment. 

INSTALLATION OF EQUIPMENT 
The Postmaster-General's Department 

has always installed its own line trans 
mission equipment, the onlv notable 
exception being the Sydney-Melbourne 
cable which was installed by private 
contract (22). The practice arose in the 
first instance as the overseas suppliers 
of equipment had no installation staffs 
in Australia and sending staff from over 
seas was very costly, and the Depart 
ment was moreover anxious to learn as 
much as possible about the new equip 
ment. In later years, the practice was 
supported by the scattered nature of 
installations throughout Australia and 
the random intervals at which extensions 
were made, both of which would make 

---- 

it difficult for individual contractors to 
organise a planned programme of con 
tinuous work. The possibility of con 
tract installation is kept in mind, how 
ever, and was the most economical 
arrangement in the case of the Sydney 
Melbourne project where a number of 
new offices were involved. A review 
made recently has shown that under 
present conditions there is little likeli 
hood of contract installation proving 
economical except for a few special 
projects. 
Installation work is carried out on a 

State basis, the organisations differing 
somewhat due to different geographical 
conditions. In some States the line 
transmission installation is combined 
with exchange installation work at the 
same centres, and this has some attrac 
tions as new trunk circuits often require 
some extensions to exchange plant and 
the provision of signalling facilities. 

MAINTENANCE 
General Approach 

The problem of maintenance is a 
world-wide one, and is aggravated by 
the rapid increase in the quantities of 
plant being installed and the frequent 
introduction of new types of equipment. 
At the same time the introduction of 
subscriber trunk dialling and the 
removal of telephonists from the con 
trol of connections is making it neces 
sary to reduce the fault incidence on 
circuits, and also to maintain channel 
loss variations within closer limits and 
to improve the performance in other 
respects. This improvement in perform 
ance is necessary not only to ensure 
satisfactory conversations to subscribers, 
but to ensure that end-to-end multi 
frequency code signalling systems oper 
ate satisfactorily over a number of links 
in tandem; signalling can impose more 
severe performance conditions than 
speech transmission in certain respects. 
The introduction of automatic telex and 
data transmission facilities is also 
imposing a need for better performance 
and reduced interruptions on voice 
frequency telegraph circuits and their 
bearer systems. The improved perform 
ance must also be obtained with very 
much reduced maintenance effort per 
circuit in the future, since circuits are 
growing at a much faster rate than the 
population. 
With these factors in mind, a general 

approach to the problem must be estab 
lished which will ensure that a satis 
factory standard of service is given, both 
in respect to performance and interrup 
tion rate, while ensuring that overall 
costs, of which maintenance costs form 
a significant component, are a minimum. 
The service standard adopted and the 
costs are also interrelated (the standard 
must not be an extravagant one) and 
this complicates the problem. The 
approach which seems to have emerged 
from these considerations is: 

(i) Improvement of the reliability of 
equipment and components to the 
maximum extent practicable, dup 
licating common equipment where 
circumstances dictate, and relying 
on simplification, adequate margins 
and good design in other cases. 

(ii) Building into the systems a maxi 
mum of automatic equipment to 
regulate the systems and of super 
visory aids to indicate that sys 
tems are performing properly and 
to indicate the cause of troubles 
as they occur. In this category are 
included pilots, alarm equipment, 
etc. 

(iii) Readjustment of systems as a 
routine only when it is known 
with certainty that the need for 
such readjustments is inherent in 
the fundamental design of the sys 
tems. Such readjustments should 
be required only to take care of 
seasonal variations in bearers and 
would be restricted to line equip 
ment only. 

(iv) Making routine checks (including 
observation and testing as appro 
priate) of equipment performance 
on a systematic sampling basis so 
that the behaviour of systems is 
known with reasonable certainty. 
Such checks would exclude re 
adjustments. They would be con 
centrated on line systems common 
to a number of channels and would 
be restricted to the minimum 
extent at which it is possible to 
obtain reliable information. 

(v) Analysis of statistics of all faults 
to obtain information on design 
weaknesses and equipment which 
is giving undue trouble. 

(vi) Overhauling equipment, using 
specialist staff, only when dictated 
by an undue incidence of faults 
or by inadequate performance. 

(vii) Using specialist staff in central 
depots to carry out fault repairs 
to the maximum extent practicable. 

(viii) Scrapping or rebuilding older 
equipment as dictated by perform 
ance and fault statistics. Atten 
tion should be concentrated on 
types of systems in fairly common 
use and effort should not be wasted 
on uncommon types. 

(ix) Confining the activities of station 
staffs, as far as equipment main 
tenance is concerned, to observa 
tion of performance, location and 
replacement of faulty units, and 
keeping the equipment clean. They 
would of course have many other 
duties which would be associated 
mainly with bearer troubles, power 
plants, etc. 

Procedures 
The translation of this approach into 

practical procedures for all the different 
types of systems in use in Australia is 
not simple, nor can it be claimed that 
progress in this direction has been satis 
factory. Many of the older types of 
systems are not equipped with pilots 
for automatic regulation or alarm indi 
cation, there are transistorised types and 
valve types using valves of short and 
long lives, and there are sufficient other 
minor differences in designs to make 
significant variations in optimum pro 
cedures in each case. Standards of ser 
vice for open wire equipment are also 
influenced by interruption rates on the 
bearers and must be co-ordinated with 
the bearer fault liability. The problem 
in any case is of such magnitude that 
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it would not be appropriate to discuss 
it in detail in a general review article 
of this type, and it is hoped to give 
further information on it in a future 
issue of the Journal. In the meantime 
the following aspects may be of special 
interest: 

Overhauls: The state of line transmis 
sion plant in Australia is such that com 
plete overhauls of all equipment in 
many offices are justified once each year. 
The overhauls are combined with com 
plete vibration testing (23) of equipment 
and cabling, etc., which is undertaken 
12 months after systems are first installed 
and then at about four-yearly intervals 
as dictated by the fault incidence. Signi 
ficant numbers of dry joints are being 
found at many overhauls despite the 
fact that vibration testing has been in 
use for about seven years. Troubles in 
soldered joints constitute one of the 
major problems in the Australian net 
work. In general, the annual overhaul 
probably pays the greatest dividend of 
any of the maintenance procedures, and 
is extremely valuable in many respects 
other than the correction of soldered 
joint troubles. 
Voice Frequency Telegraph Systems: 

Attention is being given to improving 
performance and reducing interruptions 
in view of the imminent introduction of 
data transmission facilities and auto 
matic telex. Among recent develop 
ments have been the introduction of 
automatic patching equipment which 
changes a system to another bearer when 
an interruption of more than about 0.2 
second occurs simultaneously on all 
channels of a system. Adjustment of 
receive relays will be carried out in 
future only by specialist staff at central 
depots. The provision of special equip 
ment to monitor continuously a spare 
channel of important systems (this will 
in effect be a pilot channel) and to 
record performance is also being exam 
ined. 

Broadband Systems: Although the 
fault performance of new broadband 
systems has been relatively good, some 
interruptions have occurred and it is of 
interest that about half have been due 
to power plant. Some of these have 
been due to design troubles which are 
being corrected, but a significant pro 
portion has been caused by "human 
errors" during maintenance operations. 
Similar errors have also occurred dur 
ing patching operations on line trans 
mission equipment. Although mainten 
ance operations which could cause inter 
ruptions on these systems are carried 
out at night, and the position has 
improved considerably since the systems 
were first installed, human error troubles 
are still a potential cause for concern. 
Fault Indication: With the operator 

dialling network, faults are reported by 
telephonists or disclosed by pilot and 
other alarms or discovered during main 
tenance checks. Pilot supervision will 
play an important part with the sub 
scriber dialling network, and channel 
routiners will also be installed at offices 
with large groups of circuits, but indi 
cations of troubles on individual chan 
nels will be disclosed in most cases for 
small or large groups by the failure of 

the line signalling on the channels, 
which will result in an alarm being 
given. 
As a further check on troubles, the 

system of analysis of subscriber com 
plaints which is being developed for 
local networks (24) will also be extended 
to the trunk network. 
Fault Analysis: The analysis of all 

faults to obtain information usable in 
the correction of design troubles, or to 
decide where special attention must be 
given to maintenance, is a fairly diffi 
cult problem when the information 
originates from many different offices 
located over a very large area. The 
future system will use punched cards 
for the recording and analysis, but it 
will be some time before this system 
will be introduced. 

PAST DESIGN DEVELOPMENTS 
IN AUSTRALIA 

General 
Some mention has been made in pre 

vious paragraphs of the influence of 
overseas developments on Australian 
plant and of design work undertaken in 
this country. The first systems of almost 
all types used have been imported, and 
compatability considerations which have 
applied thereafter have had an influence 
on later designs. Nevertheless after any 
type of system has been in use for some 
years, design changes have been made 
and the systems which have evolved in 
this way have become basically Aus 
tralian. Other types of systems have 
also been developed originally in Aus 
tralia to meet special needs, although 
these in general have had a limited 
application. Such designs have been 
undertaken mainly by manufacturers, 
generally at the request of the Post 
master-General's Department, but some 
have been carried out by the Depart 
ment itself. 
Detailed system design is probably 

the most difficult and perhaps the most 
interesting part of the design work in 
line transmission equipment field, and 
for that reason most literature published 
overseas is concerned with the basic 
design of systems. However many other 
design problems are encountered in the 
general application of systems and in 
their application in particular cases. 
There are also problems to an operating 
organisation in specifying its essential 
needs and in making sure it obtains 
equipment which meets those needs. As 
little information on these aspects is 
published, and as, due to its long dis 
tance from other countries, Australia 
has had relatively little contact with 
overseas operating organisations in the 
past where matters of detail have been 
concerned, design work in its applica 
tion field has been undertaken exclu 
sively by the Department. 

System Design 
Of the five main types of telephone 

system in general use at present, the 
3-channel system can be said to be com 
pletely of Australian design, the 12- 
channel open wire system almost com 
pletely of Australian design, and the 
rural system is being redesigned in Aus 
tralia. For these svstems, however, 
manufacturers have had some design 

work (certain filters for example) under 
taken by overseas associates. Other 
earlier types of 3-channel and 12-channel 
open wire systems were also designed 
largely in Australia. Other locally 
designed systems used on a more 
restricted scale at earlier stages included 
voice frequency telegraph systems, the 
6-channel cable system (5), the 34- 
channel cable system (4), and 12- and 
24-channel cable systems including one 
type with Jong repeater sections. A 
special system was also designed by the 
Department's Research Laboratories for 
the extension of facilities on the Bass 
Strait cable (25). 

Main System Components 
Certain major components of main 

systems have been designed by the 
Department from time to time, gener 
ally to meet special requirements. 
Examples are the "pole-mounted" 12- 
channel open wire repeater for use in 
remote areas (26, 27), and the high-speed 
telegraph equipment for the Sydney 
Perth route (28). The 12-channel 
repeater was designed by the Research 
Laboratories and numbers are in use on 
the Alice Springs-Darwin route and the 
North-West route in Western Australia. 
A pole mounted line filter for 12-channel 
systems was also designed by the 
Research Laboratories and is now the 
standard facility for these systems, 
simplifying cable entrance arrangements 
and reducing problems of impedance 
matching in the offices. 

Office and Other Practices 
Under the original design work under 

taken in connection with the applica 
tion of systems may be included the 
very important contribution associated 
with the reduction of crosstalk and noise 
in offices (29). This work led to a much 
better understanding in Australia of 
earthing and office cabling problems 
which are now fully under control. 
Similar work has been undertaken on 
impedance matching of open wire line 
entrances, power plants and power dis 
tribution, the spacing of open wire car 
rier repeaters, etc. 
Testing and Specification of Equipment 

Because of the method under which 
line transmission equipment is pur 
chased, considerable emphasis has been 
placed by the Department on testing 
and specification methods to ensure its 
proper performance. Among Australian 
developments in this field may be men 
tioned the introduction in 1952 of 
weighted noise for the measurement of 
crosstalk and intermodulation in small 
capacity systems (30), and the develop 
ment of a pulse method of measuring 
the stability of feedback amplifiers (31, 
32). The C.C.I.T.T. is also considering 
an Australian proposal for a new 
method of measuring circuit noise. 

CURRENT AND FUTURE 
DEVELOPMENTS 

General 
The major part of the current deve 

lopment effort by the Department is 
being directed towards making the trunk 
network operate in the manner in which 
it was intended. Apart from the deve 
lopment of more effective maintenance 
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practices, this work includes the design 
of the plant associated with end circuits 
which are connected to the trunk net 
work to reduce transmission losses and 
to achieve the return loss requirements 
necessary for control of stability and 
echo in the overall circuits. It also 
involves work on the optimum design 
and operation of negative impedance 
repeaters and the use of echo-suppres 
sors. At the same time an increasing 
amount of attention is being given to 
achieving greater reliability of all types 
of line transmission equipment which 
will be provided in ever increasing 
quantities, and greater flexibility of the 
equipment to cope with problems of 
providing quickly the unforeseen exten 
sions which will be necessary as the 
subscriber trunk dialling programme 
gains momentum. 

Reliability 
The improvement of equipment reli 

ability is being undertaken as a joint 
effort by both the Department and the 
manufacturers. The work includes the 
investigation of available components to 
ensure that only high quality long life 
types are used in future equipment. The 
design of individual circuits is also 
being studied with a view to achieving 
the maximum simplicity, a minimum 
number of components, and adequate 
design margins to ensure good perform 
ance if components need to be replaced. 
The Department has been in the posi 
tion in the past where it has been able 
to compare designs of units from a 
number of different manufacturers, and 
in many instances there bas been a sur 
prising difference in the numbers of 
components in units designed to per 
form the same function. Almost with 
out exception the units with the fewest 
components have been the most reliable 
as well as the easiest and cheapest to 
manufacture, and have often also given 
the best performance, so that increased 
reliability does not necessarily result in 
greater first cost. With any system of 
purchasing, it is of course impossible 
for a user to pass on design informa 
tion from one manufacturer to another, 
so that very careful handling of the 
circuit design problem is necessary. The 
improvement of the individual com 
ponents is not such a delicate problem, 
and is being covered by specifications 
and individual approval of types used. 
Another major factor in reliability is 
the number and type of soldered joints 
included in the units and the types of 
plug-in connectors used. Fortunately 
the use of card mounted equipment is 
easing the soldered joint problem, parti 
cularly when satisfactory dip-soldering 
techniques are used in manufacturing. 

Miniaturisation 
The extent of miniaturisation of 

equipment has been progressing steadily 
and this trend will continue in the 
future. As an example, in the case of 
channel modulator equipment produced 
in the early 1950's, 12 channel-ends, 
without signaI!ing, occupied one rack 
side. Current equipment has 48 channel 
ends together with signalling on one 
rack-side, and many designs either corn- 

pleted at present or nearing completion 
will allow 120 channel-ends, with signal 
ling, in the same space. This equipment 
will generally be available on a produc 
tion basis in about two years' time or 
earlier in some cases. Designs which 
will mount 240 channel-ends per rack 
side are also in various stages of com 
pletion. All this work is aimed basi 
cally at reducing equipment costs, apart 
from the incidental advantages of 
reduced accommodation requirements. 

New Systems 
The oresent standard types of system 

will continue in use for an indefinite 
period into the future, redevelopments 
occurring from time to time to take 
account of new components and tech 
niques as. they become available, with 
the objective of reducing costs and 
improving reliability. New designs of 
broadband systems are almost certain 
to be completely transistorised within 
the next three years. It has been men 
tioned earlier that the introduction of 
further new types is being discouraged 
until such time as there is a reasonably 
large-scale application for them. Never 
theless, the 12 Mc/s system giving 2,700 
channels on a pair of coaxial tubes 
must be introduced within the next three 
years, and a further extension of the 
frequency band is likely after that time 
to utilise coaxial cables already laid to 
their maximum channel capacity. Small 
diameter coaxial systems must also be 
introduced at a later stage to meet 
requirements which will arise in increas 
ing quantities on medium distance 
medium capacity routes in country 
areas; the deferment of their introduc 
tion will permit the use of systems of 
960-channel capacity which are being 
developed overseas at present. It appears 
that it will be very many years before 
extremely large capacity systems using 
waveguides as bearers will be required 
in Australia, and again Australia will 
be fortunate that the main engineering 
problems in the use of such systems will 
have been solved overseas before the 
systems are required here. The Depart 
ment will however keep in touch with 
overseas developments on basically new 
systems, and endeavour to an increasing 
extent to have any special Australian 
requirements in the basic design taken 
into account through active participa 
tion in the work of the C.C.I.T.T. 
The most pressing need in Australia 

as far as new types of systems are con 
cerned is for a very cheap short distance 
system for use on existing cables in the 
large metropolitan networks. Overseas 
developments of pulse code modulated 
and other types are being watched 
closely, and some trials will be made in 
Australia shortly to obtain information 
on basic techniques. However the break 
through in cost which is necessary for 
the wide application of such systems 
does not appear to have occurred yet. 
Nevertheless with the large amount of 
work which is being carried out in this 
field, some interesting results must 
occur within the next few years, and 
there will be a considerable increase in 
the use of carrier equipment when a 
suitable design is developed. 

CONCLUSION 
In a short review article of this type, 

it has been possible only to touch on 
most of the interesting developments in 
the field concerned. The main conclu 
sion which can be drawn from a review 
must be the very rapid rate at which 
developments have been occurring in 
line transmission equipment, and at 
which the quantities of this type of 
plant have been continuing to grow. 
Many problems in the design, applica 
tion and maintenance of the equipment 
have arisen and will continue to arise 
in the future. Fortunately many of the 
problems have been solved, and as far 
as Australia is concerned, much useful 
advice has been obtained from overseas 
countries, and valuable information is 
being obtained to an increasing extent 
from the work of the C.C.I.T.T. A 
country with the population of Aus 
tralia cannot itself expect to solve all its 
problems with plant of the complexity 
of line transmission equipment, and 
owes a considerable debt of gratitude to 
these other countries. 
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SOME ASPECTS OF THE USE OF RADIO SYSTEMS IN THE 
AUSTRALIAN INTERNAL NETWORK 

INTRODUCTION 
Australia is a large rapidly develop 

ing country with a small population 
scattered over vast distances, so that 
radio has displayed some unique ad 
vantages in the provision of telecom 
munication circuits. A wide variety of 
radio equipment is in service to provide 
facilities ranging from simple message 
passing under emergency conditions to 
the relay of large blocks of telephone 
channels or a television programme. 
This article gives a general outline of 
the types of equipment in use in the 
Postmaster-General's Department's in 
ternal telephone, telegraph and tele 
vision relaying networks. It also refers 
briefly to the general pattern of 
development in the use of this equip 
ment, and to plant practices and special 
problems in Australia. 

GENERAL HISTORY 
The earliest use of radio in- Australia 

for internal message purposes was pro 
bably the H.F. system established by 
the Australian Inland Mission in 1929. 
This developed into the fairly extensive 
Outpost Radio System (1) which is 
however not part of the Departmental 
network. No use was made of radio 
by the Department itself, other than 
for broadcasting purposes, until 1938 
when the first V.H.F. radio system was 
used between Stanley (Tasmania) and 
Tanybryn (Victoria) during repairs to 
the Victoria-Tasmania submarine tele 
phone cable (2). This system was pro 
vided only for emergency use in the 
case of failure of the cable, and was 
improved gradually as experience was 
obtained with the new techniques. In 
1944, two new V.H.F. systems replaced 
the original system on this route and 
have operated continuously, providing 
six and later twelve telephone channels 
(3). After 1945, with the conversion 
of the local radio manufacturing in 
dustry from war production to com 
mercial products, a number of V.H.F. 
single channel and low capacity systems 
were produced which were rapidly 
utilised in country areas to provide cir 
cuits to locations which were difficult 
to serve by wire lines. A number of 
mountain resorts and small coastal 
islands are served by such equipment. 
and over 100 systems are at present 
in service. 
The post-war period marked a rapid 

rise in population, especially in urban 
areas, and combined with industrial 
development there was -a rapidly in 
creasing demand for trunk channels 
which the Department attempted to 
satisfy by major extension of trunk ' 
facilities (4). Radio systems appeared 
capable of providing one solution to 
the problem when a number of channels 
were required, and several medium 
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capacity V.H.F. and microwave systems 
were installed in the period 1947 to 
1952, largely on an experimental basis. 
The availability in the mid-I 950's of 
microwave radio broadband bearer 
equipment for 600 telephone channels, 
capable of performance to international 
standards, resulted in the application of 
this equipment on major trunk routes 
or routes requiring television relay 
facilities. The first radio broadband 
bearer system was commissioned 
between Melbourne and Bendigo in 
Victoria, in December, 1959, and ex 
pansion in this field since then has 
been very rapid. At the present time, 
approximately 1,000 miles of microwave 
route are operating for trunk telephone 
or television relay purposes, and ex 
pansion is continuing at an accelerating 
rate (5). 

TYPES OF PLANT USED 
High Frequency Links 

High frequency circuits provide 
communication over long distances to 
remote areas for message passing, to 
ensure continuity of service in the 
event of failure of other forms of 
circuits, or to provide one or two trunk 
circuits to isolated communities (6, 7). 
In many cases, the conditions are such 
that radio provides the only practical 
method of communication. Thus the 
sparsely populated and remote areas of 
Northern, North-Western and Central 
Australia are served by a number of 
high frequency zone networks referred 
to previously. These operate on an 
individual licensed basis and provide 
message-passing facilities from home 
steads to the zone centres where they 
are passed on to the normal Depart 
mental network (1). 

High frequency circuits have been 
used in a few instances to provide 
trunk circuits satisfactorily to remote 
areas. For example, a multi-channel 
independent sideband radio-telephone 
circuit operates between Perth and 
Derby in far North-Western Australia 
(8), and the trunk circuits so provided 
are extended on to other centres past 
Derby by various means. Medium 
power transmitters are used with direc 
tional aerials, and the operators at Derby 
dial direct into the Perth telephone 
network. Similar equipment is used 
to provide three direct dialling tele 
phones plus three voice frequency 
telegraph trunk circuits over a 2,000 
mile path between Perth and Mel 
bourne. It is used in the event of 
failure of the regular landline, or to 
provide additional circuits to overcome 
periods of traffic congestion. A number 
of Departmental H.F. circuits have been 
established also for use in periods of 
emergency such as floods, cyclones or 
bushfires in Western Australia, Queens 
land and Northern New South Wales. 
The majority of these take the form 

of zone networks, using low powered 
SSB transceiver equipment, and 
generally are restricted to a message 
handling role. 
A variety of H.F. equipment is in 

service and, for telephony use, originally 
double sideband emissions were used, 
with hand speed Morse on-off keying 
(Al. emission) for telegraph circuits. 
The earlier equipments, which have now 
reached the end of their useful life, 
are being replaced by modern plant 
and, for some years now, all installa 
tions have employed independent side 
band or single sideband emissions, with 
frequency shift keying for telegraph 
circuits to facilitate the use of machine 
working (9). Some emergency circuits 
retain the use of hand-speed Morse 
working. The transmitter powers range 
from low power (10-50W) units for 
the smaller zone networks to 5kW 
transmitters used on the long distance 
circuits of 1,500 miles or more. Direc 
tional aerials are employed, rhombics 
for long distance circuits and low aerials 
with vertically directed radiation for 
zone network use. In addition to the 
reduction of interference to other users 
by these measures, spectrum conserva 
tion is practised by the use of common 
frequency working on zone networks. 

V.H.F. and U.H.F. Equipment 
V.H.F. and U.H.F. systems are used 

mainly in the more remote areas. They 
include small capacity trunk systems to 
extend facilities from the main trunk 
network and also subscribers' systems. 
A further application is the flood relief 
networks which have been established 
in several northern areas of New South 
Wales (10) to provide a skeleton service 
when the major routes are interrupted. 
Apart from the early V.H.F. multi 
channel systems between Victoria and 
Tasmania which were amplitude modu 
lated, and several 23 channel 2 Gc/s 
time division multiplex systems (11), all 
other single channel and low capacity 
systems are frequency modulated 
bearers. A variety of different types 
of aerials are used, and, until the 
introduction of the high capacity broad 
band bearers, it was the general practice 
in the Department to use separate 
aerials for each system, so that there 
developed some .repeater stations which 
carried only a modest number of 
trunk channels over a number of radio 
systems, but which boasted an impres 
sive· array of aerials of various types. 

Microwave Equipment 
In a later section, it is indicated that 

the system design is arranged so that 
equipment which has been developed 
and proven overseas may be utilised to 
provide the required standard of per 
formance. At the present time, the 
Department has in service, or is in 
stalling, microwave broadband bearer 
equipment manufactured by several 
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leading international manufacturers, and 
this is similar to the equipment made 
by, the same manufacturers and in use 
by Administrations overseas. A map 
showing the main routes on which 
systems of this type are in use or will 
be installed shortly is given on page 104 
of this Journal. The main line long 
distance systems installed are all 
generally similar in design. They are 
either 4 Gc/s or 6 Gc/s systems, and 
routes may be developed up to a 
capacity of six or eight bearers in 
cluding a protection bearer. In the 
development of trunk telephony and 
television relay bearers in parallel on 
the same route, both are given access 
to a common protection bearer. The 
earliest systems had a capacity of up 
to 600 telephone channels per bearer, 
but all present and future systems will 
have a capacity of at least 960 channels 
per bearer. All systems which have 
been installed or are currently on order 
use valves and travelling wave tubes, 
but consideration is being given to the 
use of solid state devices in future 
systems. 

In addition to the long haul systems, 
a number of 7 Gc/s short haul systems 
are being provided for the relaying of 
television programmes to regional 
stations. These systems are generally 
being restricted to a maximum of two 
repeater sections. 

Ancillary Equipment 
Although the radio equipment, in 

cluding the aerials and connecting wave 
guides, supervisory bearer and tele 
metering equipment, is provided with 
the radio bearers as standard equipment 
by the manufacturers, the remainder of 
the installation is arranged by the De 
partment. Aerial support towers are 
purchased from Australian manufac 
turers in accordance with site require 
ments and route development, buildings 
are usually constructed locally to 
standard Departmental designs, and 
power plant is purchased from Aus 
tralian manufacturers who assemble 
prime movers and electrical plant to 
Departmental specifications. 

DESIGN 
General 

In providing radio systems of all 
types, the Department normally under 
takes the design of the system, leaving 
the design of the equipment to the 
manufacturers. These two design as 
pects are co-ordinated in the equipment 
specification contained in the tender 
schedule. In some few instances, the 
quantity of equipment required is 
sufficient to justify a special design and 
production run to suit the particular 
situation. Most often, however, the 
system design is arranged to accept 
equipment designs which are known to 
be already available or which can be 
readily modified to meet special needs. 
In this way, the cost of equipment 
is minimised and the probability of 
obtaining a good competitive range\ of 
tenders is increased. It follows that 
one of the most important elements in 
the Department's desi-n function is to 
maintain up-to-date information on the 
state of equipment development through- 

out the world so that the tender 
specifications are neither excessively 
optimistic on the one hand nor un 
necessarily relaxed on the other. 
Wherever they apply, C.C.I.R. and 

joint C.C.I.R./C.C.I.T.T. Recommenda 
tions are taken as the basis for system 
designs. The growing coverage of these 
Recommendations is proving to be 
most satisfactory as a means of ration 
alising the designs of different manu 
turers, so allowing a wider choice of 
suppliers. In those special cases where 
the specification must be made more 
rigid in some respects than the C.C.I.R. 
recommends, it is the practice first 
to confirm by calculation and research 
that this may be done with practicable 
modifications to otherwise standard 
equipment. 

High Frequency Links 
Although H.F. circuits are never used 

in Australia where the facility can be 
obtained by other means, the great 
distances in this country make H.F. 
working mandatory for some applica 
tions. Particular care is taken in these 
cases to use the greatest practicable 
refinements in the design. The system 
design aims at minimum transmitter 
power and optimum aerial directivity 
in the interests of providing an adequate 
service with least interference potential 
to other users of the spectrum. Both 
for the fixed links and also for broad 
casting, the designs from the C.C.I.R. 
Antenna Handbook are frequently used 
and other types of directional antenna 
are continually being investigated. 

V.H.F. and U.H.F. Links 
As indicated previously, V.H.F. and 

U.H.F. links are used mainly on the 
outer fringe of the heavily developed 
trunksystems to provide a few channels 
in the more remote country areas. In 
such locations, low power consumption 
and minimum maintenance effort 

become paramount design goals and 
the Department has encouraged the 
development by local manufacturers of 
special equipment to meet these re 
quirements. In the route planning of 
V.H.F. and U.H.F. systems, propagation 
tests are carried out to determine system 
parameters (12, 13). Each State Ad 
ministration in the Commonwealth is 
equipped for these measurements. A 
V.H.F. Public Subscribers' Mobile 
System is operated by the Department 
in the main capital cities (14, 15). 

Microwave Systems 
The last five years have seen an 

extremely rapid development of the 
major trunk telephone and television 
relay routes provided by broadband 
radio bearers. In this field too, the 
Department has borne the full respons 
ibility for route and repeater site 
selection, propagation predictions and 
path and system engineering, while the 
equipment has been purchased from 
several of the major overseas manufac 
turers. Up to the present time, over 
3,500 miles of microwave route have 
been fully surveyed and engineered for 
systems which have been or are soon 
to be installed. Microwave paths are 
mostly assessed on the basis of accurate 
physical surveys of the ground contours 
in critical areas, and propagation testing 
is applied only to the few special paths 
for which predictions are judged to 
be doubtful. 
The largest single route yet designed 

in Australia is for the Brisbane-Cairns 
bearer which, amongst other things, will 
carry traffic to the SEACOM cable 
at Cairns. This route is almost 1,000 
miles long and passes through a variety 
of country including tropical jungle 
and rain forests. The efforts of seven 
draughtsmen, surveyors and engineers, 
together with field support staff, over a 
period of 15 months have resulted in 
a very accurate survey of the route, 

Fig. I .-Field Party Surveying on Brisbane-Cairns Route. The party is using an accurate ( 1 
second) theodolite, heliogroph, and 80 wott spotlight. 
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allowing the system to be designed with 
great precision. Fig. 1 shows a survey 
party at work on this route. Particular 
care was needed in this case since the 
bearer is required to meet unusually 
stringent performance criteria for the 
traffic channels feeding the SEACOM 
cable. 

INSTALLATION 
The installation of radio relay 

systems is normally carried out by 
Departmental staff, and each State ad 
ministration has a competent radio 
installation staff to handle all aspects 

of the work. In the case of broad 
band radio bearers, the equipment in 
stalled to date has been supplied by 
a number of companies and, in view of 
the technical differences between these 
equipments, it has in the past been 
the general practice to hire the services 
of company experts to assist in the 
installation, initial line-up and testing 
of these systems. This practice en 
sures that the equipment installed fully 
meets the manufacturer's specifications 
and, furthermore, has resulted in rapid 
specialist training of Departmental in- 

stallation, operational and maintenance 
staff. At the present time, a total of 
approximately 1,000 bearer miles of 
mainline broadband radio bearer systems 
have been installed, and a further 
4,000 bearer miles are under construc 
tion. More than one bearer is being 
provided on some routes. 
For broadband bearer systems, the 

buildings are normally of brick con 
struction, single storey, and are divided 
to form standby power plant and main 
equipment rooms. A typical repeater 
building layout is shown in Fig. 2. 

NOTES. 
I.HIGHLIGHT WINDOWS FROM ,~d'To IO'-o"ABOVE FLOOR LEVEL TO BE PROVIDED AS SHOWN so 
THAT WAVE GUIDE CONNECTION BETWEEN RADIO EQllPMENT AND AERIALS CAN BE MADE 
WITHOUT DISTURBING MASONRY BY REPLACING WINDOW GLASS WHERE REQUIRED WITH 
SUITABLE FLASHING. 

2.AMBIENT TEMPERATURE LIMITS: 
EQUIPMENT ROOM, I. NOT TO EXCEED !05° F. FOR MORE THAN 10 DAYS PER YEAR. 

2.NOT TO EXCEED 122' F.ON ANY OCCASION. 
ENGINE ROOM, NOT TO EXCEED 122' F. 

3.BUILDINGS TO BE CONSTRUCTED OF MASONRY AND METAL TO MINIMISE FIRE RISK. ALL 
PARTITIONS AND INTERNAL FITTINGS TO BE OF NON-INFLAMMABLE MATERIALS. 
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I 300 GALL.TANK FOR DOMESTIC PURPOSES. 
5.ALL WINDOWS AND LOUVERED OPENINGS TO BE FITTED WITH BARS AND OR WIRE MESH 
TO PREVENT UNAUTHORISED ENTRY. 

6.ALL OUTSIDE DOORS TO BE METAL SHEATHED AND DOUBLE LOCKED (YALE TYPE AND 
PADLOCK). DOORS USED FOR EQUIPMENT ENTRY PURPOSES TO BE METAL SHEATHED, 
GASKETED ALL EDGES AND SECURELY BOLTED. 

7. AN UNDERGROUND FUEL OIL STORAGE TANK OF 500 GALLS.CAPACITY TO BE PROVIDED ANLJ 
INSTALLED BY WORKS DEPT. CLOSE TO ENGINE ROOM WITH INLET AND OVERFLOW PIPES 
TO ENGINE ROOM. 

a.EQUIPMENT ROOM MAY BE EXTENDED TO CONFORM TO REQUIREMENTS AS SHOWN. 
9. TOTAL AREA= 16,300 SQ.FT. 
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Fig. 2.-Layout of Typical Radio Repeater Building for Unattended Operation. Minor alterations 
to the site layout are made to cater for special site characteristico. 
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Fig. 3.-A Modern Radio Terminal Established in a Suburban Location in a Capital City. Pro 
vision has been made in the building and aerial support structure for future development and 

expansion. 

Radio terminal buildings are similar in 
form, although longer, and with the 
requirement for attended operation of 
the equipment contained therein. In 
some cases, terminals have been estab 
lished as part of large metropolitan 
exchange buildings, but the trend of 
building development in city areas is 
such as to necessitate the future separate 
establishment of radio terminals in an 
unobstructed location. Fig. 3 is a 
photograph of the Melbourne radio 
terminal, established in an elevated 
suburban location. Adequate provision 
has been made for aerial mountings on 
the support structure to cater for future 
route development and expansion. It 
is Departmental policy to install 
no-break power plant, backed with 
normally stationary diesel alternators, 
on radio bearers of 24-channel capacity 
or larger, although, to date, no-break 
sets have been installed on one main 
route only. The power plant and 
internal cabling is generally installed 
immediately prior to the delivery to 
site of the radio equipment, thus 
enabling the radio installation to be 
carried out quickly. 
Aerial towers used to support the 

microwave antennae are of the self 
supporting type and are installed on 
concrete foundations adjacent to the 
building. These towers are provided 
to the Department on supply and erec 
tion contracts, or alternatively for 
erection by the Department. 

Single channel radio-telephone systems 
find their application in the provision 
of trunk circuits to small communities 
(16) or telephone services to subscribers 
in remote areas where the provision 

of service by wire lines is uneconomical. 
Generally, no special accommodation is 
provided for the radio-telephone equip 
ment at the subscriber's premises, the 
equipment being installed in any loca 
tion convenient to the subscriber. At 
the point of connection with the trunk 
network, the radio terminal equipment 
may be installed in a Post Office build 
ing, an exchange, or separate hut on 
some convenient high point. In the 
more remote areas, where this type of 
service is provided, power supply 
difficulties invariably arise due to the 
unavailability of commercial power 
supplies, and the need to integrate the 
radio equipment with the home lighting 
plant normally used by the subscriber 
for domestic purposes often causes 
installation difficulties. In this regard, 
transistor equipped VHF systems, with 
their inherently low power consumption, 
have a distinct advantage over their 
HF counterparts in that trouble-free 
operation from separate battery supplies 
with recharging at fairly infrequent 
intervals is possible. 

Single channel HF systems are, in 
many cases, required to work over 
distances up to 400 miles and, as the 
power consumption of these units is 
necessarily relatively high, it becomes 
essential to install engine generating 
equipment to power this equipment. 
As the cost of providing radio 

telephone circuits to subscribers is borne 
by the individual subscribers, it is 
common practice to allow the sub 
scriber or his staff to assist in the 
installation of the equipment. In this 
regard, many subscribers have, in the 
past, fabricated and installed their own 

HF aerial systems in accordance with 
standard Departmental designs, thus 
reducing the cost of the service. 

PROCUREMENT 
In the procurement of radio bearer 

equipment, the Postmaster-General's 
Department has access to supplies, pro 
viding a wide choice of equipment from 
all countries. Procurement is by means 
of a competitive system, and tenders 
are normally received from Europe, 
U.S.A., Canada and Japan. 

Mainline broadband bearer equipment 
has not yet been developed and 
manufactured in Australia, and all past 
purchases have been from European 
sources. A chart showing the recorded 
expenditure on broadband bearer equip 
ment to date, and the expected expendi 
ture in the next few years, is shown 
in Fig. 4. 
As far as low capacity bearers and 

towers and power plant are concerned, 
experience over the years has shown that 
Australian manufacturers are able to 
supply equipment of the required stan 
dards and performance, with the result 
that almost all of this equipment is 
purchased from local sources. 

MAINTENANCE 
In general, apart from capital city 

terminals and control stations, all 
stations are unattended and rely for 
their routine maintenance · and fault 
finding on visits by district technicians 
from the nearest telephone exchange or 
long line station. This staff generally 
has not been formally trained in radio 
but has received limited training from 
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conversion courses and instruction from 
specialist radio staff on particular as 
pects of the radio-telephone equipment 
under their care. 

Metropolitan terminals and control 
stations are staffed by a small group 
of experienced radio technicians to 
permit constant supervision of the 
systems during the main periods of 
peak traffic. They carry out the testing 
and maintenance of the systems at their 
stations and give assistance and advice 
to technical staff at country stations by 
directing the testing, routine maintenance 
and fault eradication at other stations 
on outlying routes. 
The country technicians periodically 

visit the stations in their district to 
record meter readings on the equip 
ment, carry out periodical maintenance 
routines and, under the direction and 
guidance of the metropolitan terminal 
staff by means of the system order 
wire, attend to any fault or non 
standard condition detected during the 
visit, which may be within their 
capabilities. In addition, they may be 
required to attend the station at any 
time to clear a fault on the system, 
again, under the direction of the metro 
politan terminal. For the location and 
correction of the more complex faults, 
specialised staff is made available to 
the country stations, with a consequent 
delay of several hours before the fault 
is cleared. 
An inspection of all stations is 

carried out at regular intervals by 
experienced specialist staff to ensure that 
the equipment is maintained to the 
required standards, and to carry out 
any necessary special tests or modifica 
tions. During these inspection visits, 
the district technician attends to carry 
out his regular work and to assist the 
specialist officer, so gaining valuable 
training and experience. 
The regular maintenance visits and 

the inspection visits are made at inter 
vals which are determined by the 
requirements of the particular equip 
ment and the particular route. The 
visits to single channel and low capa 
city systems are relatively infrequent, 
but, for broadband equipment, routine 
maintenance visits are generally made 
at weekly or bi-weekly intervals, and 
inspection visits at quarterly to six 
monthly intervals, depending on station 
locations. 

SPECIAL PROBLEMS IN 
AUSTRALIA 

The magnitude of the Australian 
continent and its scattered population 
in the remote, somewhat inhospitable 
areas, implies a need for small numbers 
of circuits over long distances. For this 
reason, there is a basic need for some 
high frequency channels in cases where 
wire lines are impracticable. Similarly, 
in the areas where broadband bearers 
are warranted, there is a tendency 
to long routes with low channelling 
development. Allied with this situation 
is the need for providing dropout 
facilities in small blocks along many 
of the broadband routes, and it is often 
found that distribution from the radio 
demodulation points is by existing open 
wire routes. In some respects, this 

represents a disadvantage when com 
pared to the common overseas situation 
where existing trunk cables can be used 
for distribution. 
Although Australia has no problems 

with international co-ordination in bor 
der areas, its distances are such that 
the C.C.I.R. hypothetical reference 
circuits of 2,500 km are exceeded in 
length for many connections. The 
makeup of the hypothetical reference 
circuits is, therefore, of considerable 
interest and it must be noted that, 
notwithstanding the unusual conditions 
in this country relating to population 
distribution, the existing hypothetical 
circuits are nevertheless found to be 
representative of practical system design. 
There are no installation problems 

worthy of special mention. In a few 
cases, climatic conditions disturb 
planned installations and, occasionally, 
the remoteness of the radio site involves 
the provision of special on-site accom 
modation for the installation party. In 
general, these factors are taken into 
account in preparing installation pro 
grammes and, provided that the con 
tractor supplies the equipment in 
accordance with the specified time 
schedule, planned completion dates are 
achieved. 
The scattered centres of population 

and the vast areas covered by urban 
and rural population create some pro 
blems in the operation and maintenance 
of radio-telephone equipment. It is 
necessary to provide staff to the un 
attended stations for routine main 
tenance and fault correction, and, in 
the case of broadband systems, it is 
essential to take this action as quickly 
as possible in order to safeguard the 
route. The travelling time to some 
remote repeaters may be several hours, 
during which time the staff may have 
to face natural hazards such as flooded 
rivers, fallen trees across mountainous 
access roads, torrential rainfall or bush 
fires. Despite the widespread use of 
standby systems to ensure circuit 
protection, the need to have maintenance 
personnel attend to the equipment re 
mains, and it presents an ever-present 
challenge to the resources of the 
Department. 

It has been mentioned previously 
that the district technician is the first 
line of maintenance attention. Although 
it . would be desirable for this staff to 
undertake a greater proportion of the 
system maintenance, the work is limited 
at present by two factors. It is difficult 
to provide a sufficient degree of train 
ing and knowledge of the art, in general, 
and the equipment in particular, to field 
staff whose responsibility is not solely 
radio. Secondly, it is impracticable to 
provide sufficient unit spares and ex 
pensive and complex test equipment at 
each station. Much of this equipment 
has to be sent from the nearest holding 
depot and it is usually sent in the 
care of a radio-telephone technician 
who has the necessary skill and ex 
perience to perform the special work. 
The techniques employed in modern 

radio-telephone equipment are neces 
sarily complex, but the application of 
developments and refinements in 
equipment design, and monitor- 

ing and control, combine to en 
sure reliable service with a very high 
degree of performance. Maintenance of 
this performance requires a thorough 
knowledge of the principles involved 
and the ability to apply this knowledge, 
and every opportunity is taken to apply 
recent developments to overcome the 
operational problems associated with 
reducing the effort required to maintain 
system performance (17). 

FUTURE TRENDS 
It is unlikely that any considerable 

change will occur in the density of 
low capacity VHF and UHF radio 
links in Australia. Equipment develop 
ment leading to reduced power 
consumption and miniaturization is 
expected, and this will tend to make 
such systems of greater value to some 
of the outback applications where 
power, accommodation, and maintenance 
facilities are restricted. Existing single 
and 4-channel VHF systems will 
gradually be superseded by broadband 
systems as the trunk network develops. 

Broadband radio bearers now in 
existence or soon to be installed provide 
a substantial network, linking most of 
the more densely populated areas of 
the country where power facilities or 
road access are not often a serious 
problem. With this network developed, 
the next step will be to extend these 
routes gradually further into the more 
remote areas. At that stage, it will 
be of the greatest importance that the 
relatively complicated power supply 
arrangements associated with current 
broadband systems be replaced by a 
simple efficient and reliable no-break 
power source. Such an arrangement, 
particularly for situations where mains 
power is not available, would invite 
a more rapid extension of broadband 
facilities into remote areas. In associa 
tion with improvements to the power 
sources, it might be expected that the 
equipment will become smaller and, 
perhaps, more reliable, leading to a 
valuable reduction in building require 
ments. 
With these developments already 

appearing on the horizon, it is to be 
expected that medium and large capa 
city radio bearers will consolidate their 
position in the Australian trunk network 
as major contributors to the trunk 
telephone and television relay facilities 
operated by the Department. 
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The aerials at Rcdio Australia, Shepparton, beam programs to all parts of the world throughout 
the day in seven languages. The station sit.e occupies '567 acres, and is located about 120 
miles north of Melbourne. It is equipped with seven transmitters-four of 100 kW, two of 
SO kW and one of 10 kW power output and has 26 directional aerial systems. incidentally, 

the flock of sheep seen busily keeping the gross cut hove proved a good investment. 

Mt. Oberon (Victoria) station of Victoria 
Tasmania Rodia Telephone circuit. The 
station Is unattended and generates Its own 

power from diesel engines. 
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AUSTRALIAN TELEGRAPH ENGINEERING PRACTICES 

INTRODUCTION 
Historically there has always existed 

a considerable community of interest 
between the widely separate Australian 
cities and the means for rapid, accurate 
transmission of information between 
them has been a pressing need. As a 
result long distance telegraph communi 
cation developed very quickly in this 
country and the "telegraph habit" 
became widespread in the community. 
Thus in the public telegraph field today 
the total volume of traffic in Australia 
is greater than in the United Kingdom 
or in West Germany, even though on 
a population basis Australia is so much 
smaller than these countries. 
The specialised requirements of such 

groups as the press, the defence ser 
vices, the shipping and banking indus 
tries, and later the aviation industry 
also became apparent at an early stage 
and soon resulted in the establishment 
of private wire leased networks covering 
great distances. The development of 
these subscriber operated services con 
vincingly demonstrated that the tele 
graph needs of large sections of the 
community, particularly in the business 
field, could be met more economically 
and with greater satisfaction to the sub 
scriber in this way than through the 
public telegraph network. Consequently, 
effort was directed toward making sub 
scriber operated telegraph service more 
readily available, even down to the quite 
small user, and at first the short period 
"part-time" leased service and later the 
telex service were established to meet 
this need. In recent years, press require 
ments for the transmission of pictures 
have led to the establishment of a photo 
telegram network, and the facsimile 
transmission technique has also been 
exploited for the transmission of weather 
maps, and for business document fac 
simile service. 
In this article a general survey is made 

of Australian telegraph engineering 
practices in the four main fields of tele 
graphy, namely public' telegraph, leased 
private wire, telex, and facsimile service. 

HISTORICAL 
The first commercial electric telegraph 

service in Australia was established 
between Melbourne and Williamstown 
and opened to public traffic on March 
3, 1854. This was just. 10 years after 
the opening of the first electric telegraph 
service in the world between Washing 
ton and Baltimore, U.S.A. Services were 
opened in the other colonies (now States) 
in order of South Australia 1856, Tas 
mania 1857, New South Wales 1858, 
Queensland 1861 and Western Australia 
1862. 
The first inter-colonial line was that 

opened between Melbourne and Ade 
laide in July, 1858. It was routed from 
Melbourne to Mount Garnbier (338 
miles) via Geelong, Ballarat, Beaufort, 

''' See page 169. 
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Warrnambool and Portland. At Mount 
Gambier, traffic was manually repeated 
into the section to Adelaide (320 miles) 
which was routed via Robe and Goolwa. 
The line was worked on closed circuit 
morse, and under favourable conditions, 
the two sections were joined together at 
Mount Gambier, thereby avoiding the 
manual repetition of the messages. The 
second inter-colonial line was that con 
necting Melbourne with Sydney. This 
was opened in October, 1858, and the 
messages were manually repeated at 
Albury, which is 200 and 400 miles dis 
tant from Melbourne and Sydney respec 
tively. 
A submarine cable laid in 1858 

between Tasmania and the mainland 
had only a short life of a few months, 
and it was not until 1869 that a per 
manent link was established. Brisbane 
and Sydney were linked in 1861 with 
manual repetition at Tenterfield. A 
direct Adelaide-Sydney line was opened 
in 1867 with manual repetition at Went 
worth by separate South Australian and 
New South Wales staffs. 
December, 1877, saw the opening of 

the Adelaide-Perth line which was 1,986 
miles long. Manual repetition of the 
messages took place at Eucla where 
separate staffs employed by the two 
colonies were housed. After initial 
operation on closed circuit morse, the 
two sections were operated on the open 
circuit principle because of its greater 
stability under poor insulation con 
ditions which were prevalent on this 
coastal route. Automatic repeaters were 
operated at Port Augusta, Port Lincoln, 
Streaky Bay, Fowler's Bay, Eyre's Sand 
patch, Israelite Bay, Esperance, Bremer 
and Albany. In 1894 the line was con 
verted to duplex operation, and the 
repeater stations at Port Augusta, Eyre's 
Sandpatch, Esperance and Bremer were 
no longer necessary. 

Australia was joined, telegraphically, 
to the rest of the world by a cable 
landed at Darwin in 1871. This was 
the fruition of hopes and plans laid as 
far back as 1857. Telegraph traffic was 
not commenced until 1872 when the 
1,975 mile line connecting Darwin to 
Adelaide was completed, thereby linking 
London to the Australian telegraph net 
work. From the time the cable was 
operative at Darwin to when the land 
line was completed, a period of approxi 
mately nine months, the ever decreasing 
gap in the land line was bridged by a 
horse express service carrying the mess 
ages. 
Commencing in 1904, telegraph lines 

were paired together to provide trunk 
telephone service to country towns, and 
telegraph channels were derived on these 
trunks by such means as cailho and 
composite sets. Wheatstone machine 
working was introduced successfully in 
1907 on various main routes to replace 
the manual quadruplex operation which 
had been first introduced in 1876. 
Strangely enough the quadruplex had, 
at that date, replaced the Wheatstone 

system which had been tried unsuccess 
fully for the previous two years. Wheat 
stone operation was improved with the 
introduction of the Creed morse reper 
forators and printers in 1912 and con 
tinued in limited use for about another 
40 years. Morse tape relaying of mess 
ages at Adelaide eliminated manual 
repetition of traffic between Western 
Australia and the eastern States. 1922 
saw the advent of the Murray Multiplex 
system which carried the bulk of inter 
state traffic and some country traffic for 
the following thirty years. At the same 
time the five unit start stop code Model 
12 Teletype was introduced on a number 
of the heavier country services. 
Western Electric Type B carrier tele 

graph systems were introduced com 
mencing in 1927, and these provided 
main interstate channels until they were 
abandoned in the mid 1940's. The first 
18-channel voice frequency telegraph 
system was placed in service between 
Sydney and Tamworth in 1935. These 
types of systems have continued to 
expand until today there are 1,784 chan 
nels provided by this means. 
Private wire teleprinter services for 

corrunercial and government organiza 
tions were introduced in 1934 using 
simple page printing equipment. These 
services have proved to be very popular 
until today there are 1,952 teleprinters 
in operation on all classes of private 
wire systems. These range from simple 
point to point page printer services, to 
manual teleprinter switchboard networks, 
and tape relay systems both manual and 
semi-automatic with push button con 
trolled switching. The earliest machines 
used on private wire service were the 
Creed Model 7 and 8 page teleprinters. 
Model 15 and 19 page Teletypes were 
introduced in 1942, and Model 14 Tele 
type tape transmitters and printing 
reperforators were introduced in 1943. 
These machines continued to be stan 
dard for private wire use until the 
Siemens and Halske Model 100 page 
teleprinters, the T loch 15 printing reper 
forators, and the T Send 77 tape trans 
mitters were introduced in 1960. 112,000 
miles of channel are in use in providing 
private wire teleprinter services in Aus 
tralia. 
Telex service was inaugurated in 1954 

and has continued to expand at a rapid 
rate until there are now 1,679 machines 
connected to the service. These mach 
ines are almost entirely Siemens and 
Halske .Model 100 teleprinters. 
Picturegram service was made avail 

able between Melbourne and Sydney in 
1929 using Siemens-Karolus equipment 
and this continued in operation until 
1942. The service was recommenced in 
1949 using Muirhead-Jarvis equipment 
and extended to Brisbane, Adelaide, 
Perth, Hobart, Canberra and Newcastle. 

An extensive network of Muirhead 
equipment was commenced in 1957 to 
transmit weather maps to all major aero 
dromes and weather bureaux. Also 
using Muirhead equipment, message 
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facsimile service was introduced in 1959 
for commercial and government organ 
izations. 8,000 miles of channels are 
in permanent facsimile service. 

GENERAL PROBLEMS 
Many of the problems and special 

features of telegraph practice in Aus 
tralia arise from the large size of the 
continent, the small population, and the 
distribution of population, which have 
been referred to in other articles in this 
issue. The area of Australia is about 
3,000,000 square miles with a popula 
tion of only about 11,000,000 persons, 
and the average population density is 
very low. However, there are also large 
cities, in particular Sydney and Mel 
bourne, each of which has a population 
exceeding 2,000,000 persons. The tele 
graph engineering problems associated 
with the large cities are basically the 
same as those encountered elsewhere in 
the world under similar conditions, but 
Australia also has telegraph engineering 
problems because of transmission over 
very long distances through very sparsely 
populated areas. Major cities are being 
linked by coaxial cable and micro-wave 
radio systems, but a high proportion of 
Australian telegraph channels are pro 
vided by carrier systems on open wire 
lines and this wiJJ remain the case for 
a considerable period of years. Natural 
hazards to which lines are subjected 
include (depending on the part of the 
country concerned) floods, bushfires, 
cyclones and lightning. In particular 
the northern part of Australia (includ 
ing Darwin) which being lightly popu 
lated and remote from major centres of 
population depends very largely on 
communications over open wire lines, 
has a thunderstorm and lightning 
activity which is one of the highest in 
the world. 

Beyond the limits to which it is prac 
ticable, because of cost, to extend tele 
graph service by wire line, radio trans 
mission is employed. Some such radio 
telegraph services are provided and 
operated by the Postmaster-General's 
Department but a much greater use of 
radio in association with the public 
telegraph system is in the Outpost radio 
communication system. In this system, 
base or control stations, which are pro 
vided and operated by bodies such as 
the Royal Flying Doctor Service, work 
with outpost stations provided and oper 
ated by pastoralists, mineral prospectors 
and others living remote from towns. 
This system has been referred to briefly 
in several other articles in this issue. 
Access to the public telephone network 
for these groups of outpost stations is 
available through the appropriate base 
station and over 300,000 telegrams are 
handled each year by this means. A 
detailed discussion of this system is 
beyond the scope of this article and 
further information on it is given in 
Reference I. 

TYPES OF PLANT USED 
Public Traffic 

The message switching network for 
public traffic uses as its basic storage 
and retransmission medium the Siemens 
and Halske T loch 15a reperforator- 

Fig. 1.-Reperforator-retransmitter, Siemens & Halske T loch 15a. 

retransmitter. This machine, which is 
illustrated in Fig. 1, operates on the 
well-known start-stop principle, the start 
pulse of the signal arriving from the 
distant end releasing the receiver shaft 
which is coupled to the drive for a one 
revolution operation. During this 
revolution the five intelligence pulses 
are registered and mechanically stored 
in five setting members. Just before the 
end of the revolution the receiver shaft 
sets the printer in motion and the stored 
code group is printed and punched into 
a paper tape. After about a quarter 
revolution of the printer shaft, a clutch 
will engage the tape feed shaft which, 
in the course of one revolution, feeds 
the tape along by one character space 
and is subsequently stopped in its rest 
position. 
For the retransmission of the message 

stored in the perforated tape, the latter 

is introduced into the pivoted sensing 
unit. An externally supplied tripping 
pulse causes the transmitter shaft, asso 
ciated with the sensing unit, to be 
coupled with the drive shaft for the 
duration of one revolution. During this 
cycle the tape is fed along in the sens 
ing unit, the five code elements stored 
in the tape are sensed simultaneously 
and the five transfer contacts set accord 
ingly. The latter are connected with the 
five distributor contacts over five separ 
ate wires. Before the transmitter shaft 
is again arrested, it will operate the 
clutch of the distributor cam shaft. In 
the course of the revolution of the dis 
tributor shaft, the start pulse (no cur 
rent pulse), the five intelligence bearing 
pulses and, finally the stop pulse (cur 
rent pulse) will be transmitted. Follow 
ing this the distributor shaft will again 
be arrested. 
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Fig, 2.--Teleprinter Reperforator Switching System-Block Schematic, 

Notes: 1. Monitor machine normally consists of keyboard in number bulletin printer together with a tapeprinter or typing reperforator for 
receiving. 

2. Push button console used for emergency storage only. 
3. Line finder line with storage on incoming side ( hybrid I. 
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The tape transmitting mechanism on 
this machine is arrangect so that the last 
character reperforatect can be trans 
mitted, thus avoiding the necessity for 
feeding out tape at the end of a message 
to allow the last characters to reach the 
transmitter. The T loch 15a reperfora 
tor fully perforates the message tape as 
well as providing a printed record on 
the tape. It also incorporates a tape 
winding mechanism which winds up the 
message tape onto a reel as it passes 
from the transmitter. 
The following facilities are also incor 

porated in the machine, facilitating 
switching system design: 
(1) Auxiliary contacts on the transmitter 

and on the reperforator for detecting 
"end of message" signals. 

(2) Alarm contacts to indicate that the 
tape supply is low, tape is exhausted, 
or is torn when passing through the 
transmitter. 

(3) A motor control relay to facilitate 
external control of motor power. 

(4) Additional contacts operated from 
the reperforator, transmitter or distri 
butor shafts to perform switching or 
control functions. 
Fig. 2 illustrates the general principle 

of operation of the teleprinter reper 
forator switching system. Referring to 
this figure It will be noted that there 
are several different line arrangements, 
these depending upon the originating 
point and loading. These may be classi 
fied as: 
(1) Heavily loaded lines which use 

simplex/duplex terminations (for 
offices with busy hour loads exceed 
ing 70 messages or for long country 
lines with busy hour loadings of 40- 
70 messages). Each terminal consists 
of a relay set with which is asso 
ciated two reperforator retransmit 
ters. The incoming reperforator 
retransmitter receives messages from 
the outstation and retransmits these 

via a cross office circuit to a selected 
outgoing line. The outgoing reper 
forator-retransmitter receives mess 
ages. via its cross-office circuit and 
retransmits these to the line. 

(2) Lightly loaded lines which handle 
less than 30 messages per hour; these 
are connected as simplex lines in 
groups to a smaller number of reper 
forator-retransmitters via line finders, 
normally providing access from 25 
lines into 10 repertorator-retransmit 
ters. A Tress line finder suite is 
shown in Fig. 3, the suite including 
number bulletin printer and super 
visory facilities. Printed service 
signals are automatically sent indi 
cating that access to a store has been 
obtained, and at the end of message 
that the message has been "received 
O.K." 

(3) Local send positions which handle 
traffic originated at the Central Tele 
graph Office by perforating tape on 
a keyboard perforator, the tape pass 
ing directly to a tape transmitter. 
The tape transmitter sends direct into 
a cross-office circuit. Messages 
destined for the Central Telegraph 
Office are received on page printers 
at receiving positions. No outgoing 
reperf'orator-retransmitters are em 
ployed, transmission being from 
cross-office circuits direct into the 
printers via repeating relays in the 
receive relay sets. 

(4) Interstate lines which are divided 
into two groups on each route, one 
group carrying messages destined for 
Central Telegraph Office delivery and 
the other group handling messages 
destined for all other offices. All 
lines terminate on simplex/duplex 
terminals but traffic from the first 
group is received directly on page 
printers in the Central Telegraph 
Office receiving section. On the out 
going side each interstate message is 

Fig, 3.-Tress Line Finder Suite. 

reperforated in the reperf'orator 
retransmitter and then retransmitted 
via the associated outgoing line to 
the selected interstate switching 
centre. 
The operating procedure requires that 

an outstation operator may transmit any 
number of signals such as "Letters", 
"Carriage Return", etc., to page-up his 
printer as required, but that tne Tress 
equipment will not act upon this until 
a "Space" (3rd marking) is sent as a 
"beginning of message" signal. This 
must be followed by three characters, 
the first character representing the 
destination state, and the second and 
third identifying the office of destina 
tion and representing 676 possible 
destinations. An origmating message 
route serial number (including station 
identifying letters) follows with a suc 
ceeding "=" sign [Figs. V (combination 
22)]. The message concludes with page 
up "line-feed" signals as required and 
the "+" signal (Figs. Z). 
As an example, If the 123rd message 

from Ballarat (VBA) on a particular' day 
is addressed to Geelong (VGE), the 
preamble from Ballarat would corn 
mence.-e- 
(Space) VGE (Space) VBA (Figs.) 123 = 

Ballarat 10.30 a etc. 
As a message is reperforated on tape, 
this tape advances through the associated 
transmitter until the "beginning of 
message" signal is read. 
The transmitter immediately stops and 

calls for a register, common to a group 
of 10 circuits. The register, when free, 
connects itself to this transmitter and 
causes it to step until the routing signal 
is read. The register stores this informa 
tion and calls for a marker common to 
a group of registers. When the marker 
is free, it connects itself to the register, 
reads the stored switching information 
and marks the required outlet on the 
selector switch associated with the call 
ing transmitter. The switch then hunts 
to the marked outlet and frees the 
marker and the register from the con 
nection. Automatic message logging is 
achieved at the Tress centre, each mess 
age being numbered by the outstation 
operator in sending and automatically 
numbered on the circuit established 
from the storage machine transmitter 
to the office of destination, both num 
bers being recorded on a "number 
bulletin printer" common to a group 
of cross-office transmitters. 
The basic switch used in the design is 

the Siemens Henley motor uniselector 
(2), the switching relays used being of 
the British Post Office 3,000 type (3). 
The telegraph signalling relay used is the 
T.M.C. Carpenter type 4 relay (4), this 
relay conveniently mounting in the same 
relay set frame punchings as a 3,000 
type relay. Printed service signal genera 
tion is achieved via relay type pro 
gramme trees, utilising the Siemens and 
Halske T Send 73 for the basic charac 
ter generation cycle. All switching and 
signalling equipment is designed to 
operate from ± 50 Volt D.C. battery 
supplies. 
All the telegraph machine equipment 

used for switching and reperforating 
functions was manufactured in Germany 
by Siemens and Halske A.G. Certain 
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Fig. 4.-Semi-automatic Private Wire Message Relay Office. 

of the functions and facilities on these 
machines were provided to meet the 

, specific conditions of usage in the Tress 
system. All switching equipment, relay 
sets and consoles were manufactured in 
Australia. 

Private-Wire Services 
The private wire field referred to 

earlier is a very diverse one, ranging 
from simple point to point teleprinter 
services to medium size circuit switch 
ing systems, and medium size semi 
automatic message relay systems. The 
private wire direct switching services 
use manual equipment identical with 
that in the telex service while the mess 
age relay systems operate basically on 
the "torn-tape" principle with special 
features for multi-address or broadcast 
traffic, and automatic numbering facili 
ties. For example, in one design the 
operator places the messages received in 
tape form in a transmitter and after key 
selection of the line, or lines, to which 
the message is to be sent, operates a 
common "start" pushbutton. Lamps 
associated with each line indicate 
whether the line is busy or out of ser 
vice, but it is not necessary to wait 
until lines are free before selection. 
From this stage the operation is auto 
matic. The lines are checked to deter 
mine whether they are free (that is, no 
other transmitter in the office is con 
nected to any of the Jines selected) or 
in the case of a simplex line that no 
message is being received from that line. 
Should more than one broadcast trans 
mitter be calling the same line or lines, 
the lines are tested sequentially from 
each transmitter to ensure that only one 
transmitter can be connected to any line 
at any one time. When all selected Jines 
are free, transmission of the message 
commences and continues until the end 
of tape passes through the transmitter. 
A range of additional facilities is avail 
able, including page or tape monitoring 
of the broadcast or monitoring on each 

outstation line, automatic sequential 
numbering of individual messages on 
each outgoing line, automatic time of 
day insertion on each message, auto 
matic check message operation to idle 
lines at predetermined intervals, line 
operating options such as simplex, 
duplex or omnibus working, and "flip 
flop" operation of message centre tape 
transmitters with facilities for batch 
sending, or alternatively for access by 
other transmitters to a particular line at 
the end of the message from the work 
ing transmitter of the "flip-flop" con 
nected transmitters. A semi-automatic 
relay centre with some of these facili 
ties ·is illustrated in Fig. 4. 

Telex Service 
In the telex field, although cutover to 

automatic operation is planned for 1965, 
the existing network of approximately 
1,600 subscribers is entirely manually 
switched. Previous articles in this 
Journal (5, 6) have outlined the develop 
ment of the manual telex system. In 
1960 a new terminal machine, basically 
chosen for use in the automatised telex 
service, was introduced into the telex 
network, and subscribers' terminal units 
were designed for compatible manual 
or automatic operation. Fig. 5 illustrates 
the machine, the Siemens and Halske 
Teleprinter Model 100. The entire net 
work is now equipped with Model 100 
teleprinters with the exception of a few 
machines used in special defence appli 
cations. Fig. 5 also shows the control 
unit fitted to the machine via a con 
nector at the rear of the machine, "call" 
and "clear" keys being an integral part 
of the machine itself. This machine, 
of modern low maintenance design and 
of pleasing appearance, is particularly 
suited to telex operation. It has the 
following important optional features 
which are additional or alternative to 
those of the basic page machine: 

(a) Tape reperforation. 
(b) Tape transmission. 
(c) Paper supervision. 
(d) Repeat space tabulation. 
(e) Sprocket feed paper feeding. 
(f) Code selection contact operation. 
The first two attachments are of parti- 

cular importance to business organisa 
tions with a large volume of teleprinter 
traffic since they permit operation with 
perforated tape, which allows transmis 
sion at maximum speed with an appre 
ciable reduction in message charges due 
to the shorter transmission time. In 
addition, incoming messages may be not 
only printed but also perforated for 
subsequent retransmission or for off 
line processing, in the latter case the 

Fig. 5.-Siemens & Halske Teleprinter Model I 00 with Terminal Control Unit. 
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telex link often being used for data 
interchange. It is interesting to note 
that more than 50% of all subscribers 
are equipped with tape reperforation 
and tape transmission attachments. 
This subscriber preference, which com 
pares with a figure of 10-15% in well 
developed European telex networks, is 
thought to reflect the predominance of 
long distance, high rate traffic in the 
Australian system. A recent survey, 
which for comparison purposes, also 
lists telephone traffic, is summarised in 
Table 1. 

TABLE I: DISTRIBUTION OF 
NATIONAL TELEX TRAFFIC 

WITH DISTANCE 
Mileage Telephone Telex Telex 

Categories Traffic Traffic Revenue 
0-50 97.5% 7.5% 0.5% 

50-100 1.25% 5.0% 1.5% 
100-200 0.70% 5.0% 2.5% 
200-400 0.30% 6.5% 5.5% 
Over 400 0.25% 76.0% 90.0% 

International traffic, which in Aus 
tralia's case is of course entirely high 
rate intercontinental traffic, is another 
influence. More than 10% of all telex 
traffic originated by Australian sub 
scribers is international traffic, mainly 
to Japan, the United Kingdom and the 
United States of America. 

Facsimile Service 
Exploitation of the facsimile field falls 

into three distinct fields. The first of 
these, phototelegraphy for the high 
quality transmission of pictorial 
information, is well developed with an 
integrated network of Departmentally 
operated and privately-operated trans 
mitters and receivers. An article in an 
earlier issue of this Journal (7) has 
described the Muirhead-Jarvis equip 
ment in public service in Sydney, Mel 
bourne, Brisbane, Adelaide, Perth, 
Hobart, Canberra and Newcastle. Sup 
plementing this equipment is a group 
of Muirhead D-601-A type portable 
transmitters, these being used flexibly 
to establish phototelegraph service at 
points of immediate newspaper interest. 
Most of the newspaper groups also own 
equipment, all units being to C.C.I.T.T. 
recommendations, and connected to 
permit complete freedom of interconnec 
tion. International phototelegram ser 
vice is provided through the Overseas 
Telecommunications Commission (Aus 
tralia), a feature of this traffic inward 
to Australia being the high percentage 
of multi-address traffic. For this traffic 
the international channel at the gateway 
point feeds interstate channels, enabling 
simultaneous reception at all points. 
The second field which is also well 

developed is the weather facsimile ser 
vices. In association with the Common 
wealth Bureau of Meteorology the 
Department provides weather facsimile 
service to some 30 locations. covering 
all Australian States and feeding radio 
transmitters broadcasting weather fac 
simile signals. All of the terminal 
equipment was purchased from Muir 
heads Ltd., England, and has provided 
highly reliable service since commence 
ment more than five years ago. 

The third field in which there has 
been small development so far is the 
business message facsimile service. This 
is established in a small way in the 
leased private wire field, the largest net 
work being that provided for local dis 
tribution and collection of information 
by the Australian international airline 
Qantas, the service centring on the 
Mascot, Sydney, aerodrome. Internal 
airlines have small leased services in 
several States. All of the equipment 
used was again supplied by Muirheads 
Ltd. 
Field trials in the public telegram 

field of lower quality equipment from 
various manufacturers, specially designed 
for cheap telegram pick-up and delivery, 
have proved this type of service to be 
uneconomic. Although the quality 
obtained was equivalent to that obtained 

in working services in some countries, 
the service did not gain acceptance from 
operating staff. In this country all Post 
Offices provide telegraph facilities and 
the widespread availability of these 
collection points reduces the economic 
incentive toward telegram facsimile ser- _ 
vice that exists in some other countries. 
In these countries the telegraph service 
is separated from the postal service or 
is a privately-owned utility, and the 
cost of establishing collection points is 
high. In such countries the provision 
of facsimile service operated by the sub 
scriber in hotels, banks and other busi 
ness offices tends to defer the need for 
establishment of telegraph offices. 

DESIGN AND PROCUREMENT 
The existing telegraph services in 

Australia have been entirely designed 
by the Postmaster-General's Depart- 

Fig. 6.-Typical Recent Telegraph Switching Equipment Installation. 
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ment, although Australian thinking has 
of course been coloured by practice in 
other countries. The major components 
such as teleprinters, switches, signalling 
relays, switching relays and other items 
are purchased on a world market. The 
Tress system owes much to the Western 
Union message switching system, and 
the manual telex system follows manual 
switching practice drawn from telephony 
and adapted to the different subscriber 
and operator instrument (the teleprinter) 
and the limitation to two condition 
signalling on trunk telegraph channels. 
In planning the automatisation of · the 
telex network, however, it was decided 
to explore the possibility of purchasing 
a complete system from an equipment 
supplier and tenders were sought for a 
system closely specified as to facilities. 
Telegraph machines have been purchased 
from established machine manufac 
turers against specifications which are 
largely based upon best current prac 
tice, and which do not attempt to con 
trol the direction of machine design, 
although preference for particular 
arrangements . of facilities is usually 
stated. 

A strong effort has· been made in 
recent years to reduce Australian 
dependence upon imported components, 
and recent contracts incorporate agree 
ments for progressively increasing per 
centages of Australian production. 
Under these agreements manufacturers 
have been induced to set up factories 
to manufacture or part manufacture in 
Australia. As an example Siemens and 
Halske has estabilshed a factory at 
Richmond, Victoria, which. among other 
things, part manufactures the basic telex 
teleprinter, the Model 100. L M Erics 
son is establishing a factory at Broad 
meadows, Victoria, which will part 
manufacture automatic telex equipment 
as well as other similar equipment for 
trunk telephone switching. 
Rack equipment and relav sets designed 

by the Postmaster-General's Department 
are purchased on an open tender basis 
from the well established Australian 
telecommunication manufacturing indus 
try and from the Department's work 
shops. 

INSTALLATION 
Installation has in general alwavs 

been carried out by Departmental staff, 
although the automatic telex equinment 
now under contract with L M Ericsson 
will be installed by that firm. Installa 
tion practices in the telegranh field have 
closelv followed those in the telephone 
field and in recent years have been the 
well known British Post Office 2.000 
type equinment instalJation practice. For 
example Fig. 6 shows part of a recent 
telegraph switching equinment installa 
tion. The automatic telex installation 
will of course follow normal L M Erics 
son crossbar installation practice. as 
used in telephone crossbar installations. 

FUTURE TRENDS 
At oresent total traffic handled by the 

public system (Tress) is stable at 
approximately 21.6 million messar-es ner 
annum and is expected to tend to decline 
rather than increase. Automatisation in 
the public traffic field is virtuallv com 
plete and within the Commonwealth 
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Fig. 7.~Automatic Telex Charging Principle. 

little change is anticipated in traffic 
handling methods. There are several 
fringe problems affecting particular 
classes of traffic which are being exam 
ined. These are: 
(a) Transfer of traffic from the national 

message switching public telegraph 
system to an international system 
through the Australian international 
operator, the Overseas Telecommuni 
cations Commission (Australia). In 
the 1961-62 financial year 1.43 mil 
lion messages which originated from 
the Department's Telegraph Offices 
were for destinations outside Aus 
tralia, and 1.41 million telegrams 
were received from overseas origina 
tors. Problems of automatic format 
conversion, and operating procedure 
problems affecting special classes of 
international traffic are imoortant 
aspects of this problem. C.C.I.T.T. 
study of the conditions to be recom 
mended for message relay in the 
international field is not yet com 
plete, and Australian efforts so far 
have been directed toward reaching 
agreement at the C.C.I.T.T. meetings. 

(b) Transfer of traffic from the message 
switching public telegraph system to 
the telex svstem, and vice versa. Con 
trary to European experience this 

class of traffic, referred to as printer 
gram traffic, is an important com 
ponent of both telex and public 
traffic. In the last financial year 
almost three million telegrams were 
transferred between systems. At 
present this traffic is handled sub 
stantially by manual relay methods. 
As an example of the volume of this 
traffic, there are 37 page printers 
operating on printergram reception 
or delivery in Sydney. Automatic 
transfer methods are being examined 
to reduce the cost of transfer. 

(c) Transfer of traffic from the message 
switching public telegraph system to 
the leased meteorological network. 
Post Offices throughout Australia are 
used as weather recording points, 
reporting by telegram over the public 
traffic system, while the leased net 
work disseminates this and other 
information coming in from meteoro 
logical forecasting points to forecast 
ing centres all over the Common 
wealth. The present manual transfer 
is being replaced by automatic trans 
fer, with the intention eventually of 
automatically switching from the 
public message network to and 
through a meteorological leased 
message switching network. 
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In the private wire field the future 
seems to point toward more advanced 
message switching systems for large 
users, notably the various airlines. The 
present semi-automatic basically "torn 
tape" systems are flexible and well 
adapted to the present traffic loads but 
in this field traffic loads are rising 
sharply. Airline traffic often has special 
problems such as fixed format require 
ments on one or more routes to accord 
with an international message switching 
centre requirement, a high degree of 
multi-address traffic, very pronounced 
peaks of traffic coupled with stringent 
message delay limits, a large number of 
separate traffic priorities, and high 
security requirements. The development 
of computer oriented message switching 
systems is interesting in this respect, and 
the advent of magnetic reusable storage 
methods in this type of system and other 
more conventional systems offers great 
operating advantages. At present paper 
tape storage systems are considerably 
cheaper but this advantage may not be 
maintained to the same extent in future 
years. 

A new class of traffic, data traffic, is 
of course exciting attention in the 
private wire field all over the world, and 
one large data network for defence pur 
poses is already in the advanced plan 
ning stage and will be introduced within 
a few months. Development is also 
expected in a special data field, that of 
airline reservation systems, requirements 
in this respect possibly being linked with 
the more advanced message relay possi 
bilities referred to previously. 

In the telex field the immediate objec 
tive is to automatise the existing manual 
network, and contracts have been placed 
with L M Ericsson for more than 3,000 
lines of subscriber switching equip 
ment. The system will use C.C.I.T.T. 
type B trunk signalling with keyboard 
selection and will use common control 
switching methods using the L M Erics 
son crossbar switch for switching pur 
poses. Printed service signals will be 
an integral part of the system and pro 
vision is made for remote tariffing of 
long distance connected subscribers and 
for subscriber classification. The system 
of numbering decided upon is a Com 
monwealth-wide five digit closed num 
bering scheme, and route selection in a 
transit exchange may use up to the 
fourth or D digit. The method of call 
charging on all calls will be multi-meter 
ing by the Karlsson method, that is, by 
the use of randomly phased time pulses. 
The Commonwealth will be divided into 
44 tariff zones, each of these being allot 
ted up to two digits, that is the A, B 
digits. All calls within a tariff zone are 
charged at the base rate, all calls between 
tariff zones being charged at the rate 

applicable to the distance between the 
zone charging centres. Fig. 7 illustrates 
the principle of charging. Four charg 
ing rates will be used in distance cate 
gories of less than 100 miles, 100 to 200 
miles, 200 to 400 miles, and greater than 
400 miles. 
It is proposed to describe the system 

in more detail in a later issue of this 
Journal, but it is appropriate here to 
point out that the telex service is 
expanding at a very rapid rate even 
though still a manual network, and a 
development to 11,000 subscribers by 
1980 is predicted. In the last financial 
year for which records are available the 
number of subscribers rose by 24.5%, 
while the number of calls rose by 43% 
and paid call minutes by 44%. The 
average number of calls originated per 
subscriber rose by 21 % from 580 to 702. 
International telex calls rose by 31.3%. 
Subscriber operated service, such as the 
telex service offers, appears to be the 
most profitable way of meeting telegraph 
transmission and data transmission needs 
for the many moderate to small users 
in this country, and much of the tele 
graph engineering effort in Australia 
during the next five years will be devoted 
toward Commonwealth-wide establish 
ment of a modern, efficient, automatic 
network. 

MAINTENANCE 
With the exception of equipment 

terminating international circuits in the 
offices of the Overseas Telecommunica 
tion Commission, and equipment in 
some defence establishments, all tele 
graph equipment on line service in Aus 
tralia is maintained by the technical staff 
of the Postmaster-General's Department. 
Traditionally, this activity involved a 
high proportion of precision manufac 
ture and fitting of parts, and regular 
inspection, lubrication and overhaul 
routines based on fixed time schedules 
irrespective of the amount of use of the 
equipment. However, sensing the poten 
tial demand for telegraph services and 
the difficulties and expense of recruiting 
staff with these traditional skills at a 
commensurate rate to the development, 
together with the fact that modern, pre 
cision telegraph machines could be 
maintained on a direct parts replacement 
basis, the Administration decided, on a 
change in the maintenance processes in 
1954. Routine inspections and lubrica 
tion are now based on variable time 
schedules related to the use of the 
machines. Overhauls are rarely per 
formed even on the oldest equipment. 
This change in practice has had lwo 

striking effects; firstly, the rate of fault 
occurrence has been reduced to 60% of 
that obtaining previously, and secondly, 
staff of the same numerical strength are 

now installing and maintaining nearly 
four times as much plant as they were 
a decade previously. This is shown in 
Fig. 8. It is a tribute to the integrity 
and skill of our technical staff that they 
have accepted these changes willingly. 
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Fig. 8.-Telegraph Plant and Staff Develop 
ment. 
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THE BESEARCII LABORATORIES OF TUE POST~IASTER- 
GENEBAL'S DEPAllTMENT L. M. HARRIS, B.Sc.* 

INTRODUCTION 
In spite of the large resources of 

scientific manpower and facilities that 
are devoted to telecommunications 
research in overseas countries, the Post 
master-General's Department has found 
it advantageous to maintain its own 
independent research and development 
group so that it is in a position to con 
tribute to its own technical advancement 
in those areas where overseas research 
and development or local industrial 
development does not adequately meet 
the needs of the Administration. The 
Laboratories must of course be geared 
to the resources available on the one 
hand, and to the unsatisfied needs of 
the Department on the other. This 
means that the Laboratories do not 
attempt to carry out research that can 
be done more effectively elsewhere, nor 
attempt to develop systems or apparatus 
if suitable items are available for pur 
chase from commercial sources at eco 
nomic rates. It does mean however, 
as experience has shown, that there are 

* See page 169. 

many areas where research and develop 
ment effort is necessary by the Depart 
ment, and its Research Laboratories 
have the responsibility to provide this 
effort. 

GENERAL RESPONSIBILITIES 
Briefly the functions of the Labora 

tories are as follows: 
(i) To conduct research and develop 

ment work with the aim of develop 
ing telecommunications theory and 
practice, as applying in particular 
to Australian conditions. 

(ii) To develop and design forms of 
telecommunication or mail-handling 
plant suitable for use in Australia, 
in collaboration with user groups. _ 

(iii) To collaborate with planning and 
design groups in Engineering and 
other Divisions in appraising world 
wide developments, and in keeping 
abreast of prospective developments; 
adaptation and introduction of 
Laboratories developments into ser 
vice, including field trials. 

(iv) To provide other groups with ser 
vices calling for a scientific approach 

Fig. 1.-1 M.V. Impulse Generator used in Studies of Lightning 
Protection. 

or laboratory back-up or specialised 
testing facilities; to provide the 
Departmental reference standards, 
and a scientific and engineering con 
sultative service, including patent, 
information and library services. 

(v) to participate in the work of 
national or international organisa 
tions or committees associated with 
telecommunications research. 

Broadly speaking these functions have 
not been changed in principle since the 
Laboratories were founded in 1923 as 
part of the Headquarters Engineering 
Division, and mean that the Labora 
tories have the responsibility to main 
tain a position at the forefront of know 
ledge in communication techniques and, 
from this position, to advise and assist 
the Department on advances in com 
munications technology. Naturally, over 
the years, there have been radical 
changes in emphasis of their activities; 
for example, two of the early responsi 
bilities of the Laboratories were to pro 
vide the scientific and engineering back 
ground necessary for the successful 
introduction of voice frequency 

Fig. 2.-Ammonia Gas Maser. A precrsron oscillator with high order 
of short-term stability used with th.e primary frequency standard at 
the Postmaster-General's Department Research Laboratories. Fre- 

quency-23,870 Mc/s approximately. 
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repeaters and carrier telephony. These 
were followed by responsibilities in the 
field of radio broadcasting and radio 
communications, and during the war 
years a major interest in Radar for the 
armed services. At the present time 
satellite communications and electronic 
switching are among the activities 
occupying the attention of the Labora 
tories. 

ORGANISATION OF 
LABORATORIES 

In recent years it has become increas 
ingly evident that the old break-up of 
activities into separate areas of Radio 
and Line Communications was out 
moded by modern developments which 
cut across the distinctions between these 
areas. Furthermore the increasing com 
plexity of the science of telecommuni 
cations increased the demands being 
made on the Laboratories, particularly 
in regard to the level and range of 
talents necessary in the staff, and necessi 
tated conditions that would attract out 
standing young research workers to the 
Laboratories and would provide them 
with satisfaction and adequate reward 
in their activities. During 1961-62 a 
thorough examination was made of the 
Laboratories' organisation and activi 
ties in relation to other Departmental 
activities and requirements and, as a 
result of this examination, a new organ 
isation has been adopted. 
The basic objectives in planning this 

organisation were: 
(1) To raise the level of attention that 

can be given to projects by provid 
ing an environment which will attract 
and retain men with the necessary 
intellectual attainments and abilities. 
More levels were introduced into the 
organisation, so that a total of four 
levels of professional staff now 

actively participate in research 
work, with two further levels for 
supervision and direction. 

(2) To provide a classification structure 
within the Laboratories that will 
offer adequate advancement oppor 
tunities for men with the necessary 
talent, and will provide positions to 
which outstanding specialists from 
outside the Laboratories can be 
attracted if no suitable men are 
available from within. 

(3) To provide for adequate attention 
being given at an appropriate level 
to matters of research policy, and its 
development and implementation 
within the framework of the Depart 
ment. 

(4) To provide a flexible organisation 
that can be modified to take account 
of the experience and specialist 
ability of individuals. 

(5) To provide a grouping of activities 
and functions that will facilitate 
specialist knowledge in one area 
being made available in another 
area. With the old type organisation 
it was not unknown for two groups 
concerned with development for two 
different applications to spend a good 
deal of effort independently on tech 
nical problems common to both pro 
jects. 

(6) To retain sufficient flexibility in the 
control of projects to facilitate col 
laboration between various groups 
at the specialist level without the 
necessity to observe the formality of 
a rigid pyramidal structure. 
The activities of the Laboratories are 

divided into 22 Divisions with functions 
ranging from the theoretical and math 
ematical concepts that form the basis of 
telecommunications, to intensely prac 
tical matters of design and application. 

Fig. 3.-Transmitting Aerial for TV Relay Project. An airborne repeater was used circling at 
10,000 to 14,000 feet to relay TV over a distance o.f 500 miles. The aerial is shown in the 

retracted position under the belly of the DC3 aircraft. 

The titles of these Divisions are Circuit 
Theory, Probability, Telephone Stan 
dards, Frequency Standards, Electrical 
Standards, Radio Systems, Pulse Sys 
tems, Multi-Channel Systems, Electronic 
Switching, Physics, Chemistry, Metal 
lurgy, Mechanical and Electrical Design, 
Radio Equipment, Telephonometry, 
General Laboratory Services, Labora 
tory Equipment, Information, Micro 
wave Techniques, Pulse Techniques, 
Radio Propagation, and Transmission 
Lines. 
Further expansion of activities in the 

near future is contemplated, Divisions 
working on Field Physics, Semi-conduc 
tor Circuitry, Materials Evaluation, Mail 
Handling, and Polymer Applications 
being possible additions. The existing 
Divisions are organised in seven groups, 
and these in turn are arranged in three 
Sections, namely the Systems Principles 
and Standards Section, Apparatus and 
Services Section, and Advanced Tech 
niques Section. 
As in most other research establish 

ments, it is realised in the Research 
Laboratories that their greatest asset is 
in the special abilities and personal 
talents of the research workers. For 
this reason the theoretical organisation 
of activities can be departed from if by 
doing so better use can be made of the 
specialists actually occupying the various 
key positions. 

ACTIVITIES 
Systems Principles and Standards 
The Principles and Standards Group 

has the responsibility to ensure that its 
communications research and develop 
ment is based on sound mathematical 
and theoretical concepts, and that it is 
supported by adequate standards of 
measurement. .The Circuit Theory Divi 
sion and the Probability Division are 
located in this group, as will be the 
Field Physics Division when created. 
By its very nature this group is very 
much of a specialist nature and here is 
found one of the classical problems of 
industrial research laboratory organisa 
tions, namely to provide adequate oppor 
tunities for growth, recognition and 
advancement by specialist mathemati 
cians. Telephone traffic engineering 
positions in the State and Headquarters 
organisations provide possible areas 
where men with mathematical ability 
can obtain wider experience of the 
Department's activities before coming 
to the Research Laboratories, and also 
offer avenues of advancement. 

Standards activity covers electrical 
measurements from DC up to UHF 
frequencies, as well as transmission stan 
dards for telephone instruments and net 
works. In addition, the Departmental 
Primary Frequency Standard is main 
tained by the Research Laboratories as 
an essential Post Office standard. 
Advances in engineering technology 

necessitate advances in standardisation 
techniques and methods. This group is 
working to extend the Laboratories' 
standards of measurement into the higher 
radio frequency regions, to supplement 
the frequency standards by molecular 
and atomic oscillator techniques, and to 
extend telephone and network standards 
to take account of the modem under- 
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Fig, 4.-Launching Horn used in Experiments with Surface Wave Transmission Line. Length is 
approximately seven feet, for broadband operation centred on 300 Mc/s. 

standing of speech and intelligibility. 
Systems Development occupies a very 

important place in the programme of 
the Laboratories. Communications from 
one point in the network to another is 
by means of a system or combination 
of systems, and in this Group the objec 
tive is to keep abreast of modern deve 
lopments in systems and, in special 
cases, to develop systems that are found 
desirable in the Australian network but 
which have not been developed commer 
cially. A typical project is to improve 
the service offered to subscribers living 
in sparsely populated inland areas. In 
some instances these subscribers are con 
nected by earth return circuits one hun 
dred miles or more in length, and very 
poor performance is obtained from con 
ventional equipment. The Laboratories 
have developed a transistorised voice 
frequency amplifier for use on these 
circuits. Another example of applica 
tion in outback areas is the development 
of a special repeater for use with a 12- 
channel open wire carrier system between 
Alice Springs and Darwin. This route 
traverses 1,000 miles of sparsely popu 
lated territory and because of the high 
cost of providing buildings, power sup 
plies and adequately trained staff, it was 
decided to reduce the number of con 
ventional repeater stations by develop 
ing a pole mounted transistorised 
repeater. Every third repeater is a con 
ventional 12-channel repeater station 
and power is supplied over the lines to 
the two adjacent pole mounted repeaters. 
Replaceable "plug-in" units keep on-site 
maintenance to a minimum. 
Many new advances in devices, 

apparatus and systems are taking place 
overseas and the Department has found 
it necessary to conduct its own research 
into modern system developments in 
order to acquire technical competence 

so that it is continually in a position to 
evaluate and if necessary to engineer the 
introduction of new types of systems 
into Australia. For example, it is prob 
able that solid state electronic exchanges 
will be available in the future. If the 
Department is to take advantage of such 
an advance it must have staff with 
experience in the concepts involved. It 
must have engineers who know the prob 
lems and are able to set the standards 

to be observed and see the pitfalls to be 
avoided. In the Research Laboratories, 
research is being conducted on transis 
torised switching systems and on semi 
conductor circuitry, not because the 
Department expects to manufacture solid 
state telephone exchanges but to gain 
experience, so that when such exchanges 
are available the Laboratories will be in 
a position to assess them and give advice 
that is based on practical experience and 
knowledge. Digital methods of com 
munication is another area of work of 
this Group. 

Apparatus and Services 
Even in the largest of research organ 

isations major advances in communica 
tions are comparatively rare. Many 
advances are of a marginal nature-an 
improved material, a faster assembly 
technique, or a modified design. 
Although small in themselves, in the 
aggregate substantial advantages accrue 
from these improvements, and there is 
a great deal to be gained by ensuring 
that the best materials and the latest 
techniques are incorporated into equip 
ment, and the resources of modern 
scientific or engineering knowledge are 
brought to bear on existing equipment 
problems as well as on future develop 
ments. This is an important function 
of the Section of the Laboratories which 
deals with Apparatus and Services. 
The Physical Sciences Group is staffed 

with physicists, chemists and metal 
lurgists whose responsibility is to bring 
the knowledge of their respective dis 
ciplines to bear on the material and 
equipment problems of the Department. 
The Materials Evaluation Division and 
the Polymer Applications Division, 
when created, will be located in this 
group. These scientists cannot operate 
without the tools of their profession and 

Fig. 5.-Polar Diagrams of Aerials being Measured at a Field Site using a Kytoon to Position 
a Signal Source in the Ver•ical Plane. 
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the Sub-Section is equipped with a wide 
range of physical, chemical and metal 
lurgical equipment including facilities 
for Gas Chromatography, Infra-Red 
Spectrography, and X-ray Fluorescence 
Analysis. Whilst not always spectacular, 
the efforts of this group have made a 
big contribution in identifying points of 
weakness in materials and equipment 
and in the application of physical and 
chemical methods to plant problems. 
The introduction of epoxy resins for 
component encapsulation and for cable 
jointing techniques, as covered in more 
detail in another article in this issue, is 
a typical project by this group, and has 
been of considerable importance to the 
work of the Engineering Division. 
The Equipment Development Group 

has responsibility for mechanical and 
electrical design, for radio equipment 
development and for development and 
assessment of subscribers' apparatus. 
In this group the emphasis is on items 
of equipment and apparatus rather than 
on integrated systems. In conjunction 
with the Physical Sciences Group these 
Divisions are responsible to see that the 
very latest advances in material and 
techniques are incorporated in the items 
of equipment which go to make up the 
communications systems. A further 
aspect of this responsibility is the very 
practical task of assisting local manu 
facturers with problems arising_ in the 
manufacture of equipment in Australia. 
A typical project is the development, in 
association with Broken Hill Pty. Ltd., 
of a grade of soft magnetic iron that 
will be a suitable substitute for iron that 
is otherwise only available from Sweden. 
Another is the' development of an Aus 
tralian design of telephone dial for local 
manufacture. 
Although the interest of the Engineer 

ing Division is primarily in telecom 
munications, the Laboratories are mind 
ful that the Department has a huge 
responsibility for mails and that mech 
anisation and automation. although of 
long standing in Australia, are being 
introduced in this area to an increasing 
extent. Considerable advances in mech 
anisation have alreadv been made by 
the Postal Services Division and the 
Laboratories have assisted in several of 
these projects. In future devclonmcnts 
it can be expected that there will be an 
increasinglv cornnlex component con 
cerned with address coding, reading 
devices and memorv technioues. and the 
proiected Mail Handling Division will 
deal with these problems in collabora 
tion with the Postal Services Division. 
Essential requirements in any labora 

tory are well organised Library and 
Information Services, efficient equipment 
control and maintenance, and a com 
petent Model Shop. These functions 
are the responsibilities of the Labora 
tories Services Group and the Library. 
In recognition of the increasing import- 

*Report to Minister for Science by 
Committee on the Management and 
Control of Research and Development 
Her Majesty's Stationery Office, 1961. 

ance of library services the Library has 
been completely re-organised and the 
staff strengthened. The Library works 
in close association with the Informa 
tion and Patents Service to provide the 
latest technical information when and 
where it is needed. The Model Shop 
is equipped to carry out precision 
machine work as well as the more 
routine fabrication tasks. It is expected 
also to be up to date with the latest of 
manufacturing and assembly techniques 
and to carry out experimentation and 
trials in this area. Printed circuits, 
solderless wrapped connections, and 
epoxy encapsulation are typical projects 
appropriate to the Model Shop and its 
controJling engineers. 
The whole Laboratories depend on an 

efficient system of equipment mainten 
ance and calibration and, this together 
with a specialist instrumentation service, 
is provided by the Laboratory Equip 
ment Division which also has overall 
responsibility for the purchase and con 
trol of equipment. 

Advanced Techniques 
The activities dealt with so far in 

this paper have been activities that can 
be defined, for the most part, as applied 
research and development or the appli 
cation of effort to achieve practical goals 
that can be fairly precisely defined. 
There is also an area of activity in the 
Laboratories which can be described as 
obiective basic research as defined in the 
Zuckerman Report", that is, research in 
a field of recognised potential but where 
the final application is a little Jess clear. 
Activities of this type are found in the 
Advanced Techniques Section, inter 
mingled with activities of a more prac 
tical nature. 
Thin film and laser phenomena receive 

attention in this Section together with 
microwave and pulse techniques. Band 
width compression for TV signals is the 
basis of a fundamental study of the 
psvcho-physics of human perception. 
Satellite communication svstems and 
surface wave transmission lines are other 
projects in this Section, as well as more 
practical investipations concerning radio 
propagation, lightning protection, and 
microwave switching. 
The Laboratories C.D.C. 160A Com 

puter is under the control of this Sec 
tion and is available on the "open shon" 
principle to other engineers of the 
Laboratories, many of whom are being 
trained in programming techniques. 

CONCLUSION 
The Research Laboratories are not 

restricted to research and development 
onlv, but are also called on to fulfil 
pressing needs of a working Department. 
Included in their activities are functions 
covering almost the full snectrum of 
research and investigation, from ob iec 
tive basic research through applied 
research to development, design and 
testing and, in some special instances, 
to maintenance trouble shooting. They 
are responsible also to use influence to 
foster the studv of telecommur+cati ons 
problems in Universities and Colleges, 

and to collaborate with other govern 
ment and industrial research and deve 
lopment laboratories working in similar 
fields. 
The normal method of publication of 

the results of work is through Austra 
lian Post Office Research Laboratory 
Reports, which in many cases are cir 
culated to interested bodies throughout 
Australia and overseas. It is recognised 
however that such publication reaches 
only a limited audience, and staff are 
encouraged to publish their work 
through papers delivered to the appro 
priate learned societies and published in 
the technical press. 
As examples, the following references 

illustrate types of papers by staff of the 
Research Laboratories which have been 
published in this Journal during the past 
few years. 
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Parabolic aerial, diameter 28 feet, used in tropospheric scatter experiments conducted 
by the Research Laboratories. 

The North West and North Eastern coastal 
sections of Australia are in cyclone belts. 
This steel rail pole route near Onslow, 
Western Australia, was flattened by winds 
up to 165 m.p.h. during February this year. 

The Todd memorial, erected at Frew's Iron 
stone Ponds, 32 miles north of Newcastle 
Waters in the Northern Territory. This is 
where the final joint was made on the 2,000 
mile overland telegraph route between 
Adelaide and Darwin in 1872. Completion 
of this route by a line party under Sir 
Charles Todd was a fine feat of pioneer 
engineering and brought the first instcantan 
eous tele,graph:c communication between the 
coi,itols of Australia and Great Britain. The 
original monument was mode and erected 

by Departmental Lines Staff in 1954. 

The Melbourne Complaints Analysis Recording and Graphing Organization (CARGO') Room. 
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E. SA WKINS, co-author of the 
article, "C.C.I.T.T. Study Group Meet 
ings in Melbourne, October, 1963", is 
Assistant Director-General (Engineering) 
and Engineer-in-Chief of the Postmaster 
General's Department. After joining the 
Department in New South Wales as 
a Cadet Engineer in 1928, he was 
awarded a Commonwealth Government 
Free Place in Science at Sydney Univer 
sity and graduated with the degree of 
Bachelor of Science. As an Engineer 
he served mainly on exchange installa 
tion work, and during the second World 
War organised street lighting control 
for air raid purposes and worked on 
the production of signal and radar 
supplies for the Allied Services in 
Australia. In 1945 he was selected 
to establish the first Telephone Plan 
ning Division in the Department and in 
1946 prepared a Rehabilitation Plan 
for Telecommunication Services in New 
South Wales, which later formed the 
basis for securing greatly increased 
funds for the expansion of engineering 
services. In this year also he prepared 
an interim plan for the development 
of the Sydney Metropolitan unit fee 
network. He was successively promoted 
as Supervising Engineer, Telephone 
Planning, Assistant Superintending En 
gineer, Internal Plant, and in 1955 
Assistant Director (Engineering), New 
South Wales. In September, 1956, he 
was transferred to Headquarters in 
Melbourne and was promoted as Deputy 
Engineer-in-Chief. He was appointed 
Engineer-in-Chief in February, 1957. 
In the period that Mr. Sawkins has 

been at Head Office, policy objectives 
have been set for the National Tele 
phone Service, new standards for 
telephone exchange switching equipment 
have been adopted, wide band trans 
mission equipment has been introduced 
and expanded on a large scale and a 
national plan for automatic service 
throughout Australia has been intro 
duced. Mr. Sawkins represented Aus 
tralia at the Administrative Council 
meetings of the International Tele 
communications Union in Geneva in 
1961 and 1962. He is an Associate 
Member of the Institution of Engineers, 
Australia. 

E. R. BANKS 

E. R. BANKS, co-author of the 
article "C.C.I.T.T. Study Group Meet 
ings in Melbourne, October, 1963", 
joined the Postmaster General's De 
partment in 1948 as a Cadet Engineer 
and completed his training and the degree 
of Bachelor of Electrical Engineering at 
Melbourne University in 1952. In this 
year, Mr. Banks shared the Dixson 
Scholarship in Electrical Engineering 
and, won Monash, Newbigin, and Oral 
Presentation prizes of the Institution 
of Engineers, Australia. After nine 
months on country installation work 
in Victoria, Mr. Banks joined the Long 
Line Equipment Section at Central 
Office. He spent 1955 and 1956 in 
England and Europe as the holder of 
a scholarship from the Federation of 
British Industries. On his return from 
England Mr. Banks took up duty as 
Divisional Engineer, Traffic, in the 
Telephone Equipment Section and later 
as Sectional Engineer, Network Plan 
ning. He was associated with revision 
of traffic engineering instructions and 
with the studies and work leading to 
the recommendation that the Depart 
ment adopt crossbar as the new 
standard switching system. Mr. Banks 
was appointed Supervising Engineer, 
Switching and Facilities Section, Plan 
ning Branch, in May 1962. He was 
a member of the Departmental dele 
gation to the New Delhi Plenary 
Assembly in November, 1960, and is 
currently Chairman of the C.C.I.T.T. 
Study Group XI Working Party on 
National Automatic Telephone Net 
works. Mr. Banks is an Associate 
Member of the Institution of Engineers, 
Australia, and an Editor of this Journal. 

* 
C. J. GRIFFITHS, author of the 

article "Australian Telecommunication 
Authorities," is Deputy Engineer-in 
Chief, Postmaster-General's Department. 
He joined the Department as an En- 

C. J. GRIFFITHS 

gineer in the Victorian Administration 
in 1927 and was employed first in the 
Telephone Equipment Section. After 
a total of eight years in the Telegraphs, 
Lines, and Transmission Sections, he 
transferred as Engineer to the Lines 
Section in Central Office. He was pro> 
mated as Divisional Engineer in 1939, 
became an Assistant Supervising En 
gineer (Sectional Engineer) in 1 ~47 and 
was promoted as Supervising Engineer, 
Lines, in 1955. In 1957, he commenced 
acting as Assistant-Engineer-in-Chief 
and was promoted Assistant-Engineer 
in-Chief (Services) in February, 1959, 
and Deputy Engineer-in-Chief in May, 
1959. These moves brought to an end 
a period of 22 years in the Head 
quarters Lines Section where he had 
played a vital role in the shaping of 
external plant policies and in the 
planning and execution of many nation 
ally important 'projects such as the 
Sydney-Maitland, Melbourne-Ballarat 
and Adelaide-Nuriootpa Trunk Cables; 
the Adelaide-Perth, Adelaide-Darwin 
and Townsville-Cape York Trunk 
Routes; the Bass Strait Submarine 
Cable; and the Woornera and Mara 
linga Rocket Range telecommunication 
facilities. Mr. Griffiths has been closely 
associated with the COMPAC and 
SEACOM projects and has been active 
in the international sphere. He led 
the Australian delegation to the 2nd 
Plenary Assembly of the C.C.I.T.T. at 
New Delhi in November, 1960, and 
headed the Post Office Section of the 
Australian Delegation to the South-East 
Asia Cable Conference at Kuala Lum 
pur, Malaya, in June. 1961. In March 
this year he attended the 18th Session 
of the Administration Council meeting 
of the International Telecommunications 
Union at Geneva. Mr. Griffiths has 
been prominent in Postal Electrical 
Society affairs. He was an Editor of 
the Journal for 12 years from 1944. 
has written several articles and was 
elected a Life Member of the Society 
in 1953. Mr. Griffiths holds the Degree 
of Master of Electrical Engineering, 
Melbourne University. and is a Member 
both of the Institution of Electrical 
Engineers and the Institution of En 
gineers, Australia. 
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T. J. PETRY 

T. J. PETRY, author of the article 
"Australia's Overseas Telecommunica 
tions Network", is Sectional Engineer, 
Construction, in the Overseas Telecom 
munications Commission (Australia). 
After serving some years at sea with 

the Royal Navy during the war, he 
spent one year in the South Rhodesian 
Post Office, thence three years with the 
New Zealand Post Office. He qualified 
as a Graduate Member of the Institu 
tion of Electrical Engineers (London) 
in 1950, and came to Australia in 1951. 
He then worked on telecommunications 
systems with the Snowy Mountains 
Authority, and the Electricity Com 
mission of New South Wales until 
1959, when he joined O.T.C. (A.). 
Mr. Petry has since been engaged 

on the installation and commissioning 
of new equipment at the International 
Radio stations, and in Papua/New 
Guinea. More recently he has been 
associated with the installation and 
commissioning of the COMPAC project. 
He is an Associate Member of the 
Institution of Electrical Engineers 
(London). 

* 
R. W. TURNBULL, co-author of the 

article "Australian Telephone and Tele 
graph Networks". is Assistant Engineer 
in-Chief (Planning). He joined the 
Postmaster-General's Department as a 
Cadet Engineer in Sydney, and was 
promoted as Engineer in 1937. He 
holds the Diploma in Electrical En 
gineering of the Sydney Technicial 
College. In 1945 he was transferred 
to the Headquarters Administration. 
Melbourne, where for ten years he 
participated in developmental activities 
in the Telephone Equipment Section, 
and was closely associated with the 
industry established for the manufacture 
of automatic switching equipment in 
Australia. After initial investigations in 
1955 of problems in the development 
of the telephone network, and a period 
of overseas study, he was appointed, in 
1956, Chairman of a special Post Office 

R. W. TURNBULL G. E. HAMS W. H. WALKER 

W. H. WALKER, author of the article 
"Some Aspects of External Telephone 
Plant in Australia", has been Supervis 
ing Engineer, Lines Section, Engineering 
Division, Headquarters, for the past 
four years. He graduated as Bachelor 
of Engineering from the Brisbane 
University in 1925 and was appointed 
Assistant Engineer with the Brisbane 
Tramways Trust, a position he held for 
three years. In 1929 he joined the 
Postmaster - General's Department, 
Queensland, as an Engineer and gained 
wide field experience in the Metro 
politan Lines District Works, Trans 
mission Planning and Country District 
Works Divisions. Transferred to Head 
quarters in 1940, he became the expert 
on transposition design and trunk 
design generally, and prepared many 
designs for new trunk lines and carrier 
bearers to provide additional carrier 
channels to the North of Australia 
during the second World War. During 
this period at Headquarters Mr. Walker 
was appointed Divisional Engineer, 
Trunk Aerial Planning and Design. 
Between 1949 and 1953 he was 
Divisional Engineer, Trunk Planning, 
Victoria, and during this time prepared 
plans and designs to increase con 
siderably the channel capacity of the 
existing routes. Mr. Walker returned 
to Headquarters Lines Section as Sec 
tional Engineer, Service and Main 
tenance, in 1953, and in this position 
was largely responsible for the creation 
of the Joint Power Co-ordination 
Committees, and the preparation of 
Codes of Practice which have been 
very successful in meeting the problems 
in the power co-ordination field. In 
this position Mr. Walker was also 
technical adviser to the Public Service 
Board and Departmental witness in 
union hearings before the Public Ser 
vice Arbitrator. , 
Mr. Walker was elected Honorary 

Secretary to the Postal Electrical Society 
of Victoria (forerunner to the Tele 
communication Society of Australia) in 
1942, and when he resigned. in 1951 
was unaminously elected a Life Member. 
He is an Associate Member of the 
Institution of Engineers, Australia. 

planning group, the Automatic Network 
and Switching Objectives (A.N.S.O.) 
Committee, with the status of Super 
intending Engineer. The work of this 
group led to the formulation of the 
National Telephone Plan for Australia 
which provides for progressive im 
plementation of Government policy for 
a completely automatic nationwide 
subscriber dialled telephone service 
Mr. Turnbull shared tne 1960 Pro 
fessional Officers' Association Award bf 
Merit in recognition of the importance 
and excellence of this work. He was 
appointed Assistant Engineer-in-Chief 
(Planning) in May, 1962 and led the 
Australian Post Office delegation to the 
10th Plenary Assembly of the C.C.I.R. 
in Geneva in January, 1963. Mr. 
Turnbull is a former Editor of this 
Journal, and is a Member of the 
Institution of Engineers, Australia. 

* 
G. E. HAMS, co-author of the article 

"Australian Telephone and Telegraph 
Networks," commenced with the 
Postmaster-General's Department as a 
Cadet Engineer in 1947 and subsequently 
graduated as Bachelor of Science from 
the University of Melbourne. His 
early work as an Engineer was in the 
Telephone Planning and Trunk Service 
Divisions, Victoria. In 1955 he was 
promoted to the Central Administration 
as Divisional Engineer in the Systems 
Planning Section, and in 1958 became 
a member of the ANSO Committee 
where he played a prominent part in 
the preparation of the National Tele 
phone Plan for Australia. Mr. Hams 
was promoted Sectional Engineer, 
National Planning, Planning Branch, in 
May, 1963. In February this year 
he attended a Geneva meeting of the 
C.C.I.T.T. Plan Sub-Committee for 
Asia and later visited Sweden, the 
United Kingdom and the U.S.A. - to 
review aspects of Systems Planning. 
Mr. Hams is an Associate Member of 
the Institution of Engineers, Australia. 
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K. B. SMITH N. M. MACDONALD D. A. BROOKE 

K. B. SMITH, author of the article 
"Telephone Equipment Plant Practices 
in Australia", joined the Postmaster 
General's Department from the Western 
Australian Government Railways in 1936 
and was appointed Cadet Engineer in 
I 937. After graduating as Bachelor of 
Science from the University of Western 
Australia and completing the cadetship 
he commenced duty in Perth, early in 
J 941. Later the same year, following 
initial service in a country division, he 
transferred to Headquarters Telephone 
Equipment Section. First as Engineer 
and later as Divisional Engineer, he was 
engaged on the design and procurement 
of subscribers' and automatic exchange 
equipment. Mr. Smith was transferred 
to London early in 1950 as Engineering 
Representative at the Department's 
newly established office in Australia 
House. He was the Australian Post 
Office Representative on the British 
Telephone Technical Development 
Committee and Alternate Australian 
Member of the Commonwealth Tele 
communications Board. 
He returned to Headquarters Tele 

phone Equipment Section late in 1953, 
re-entered the equipment design field 
and in 1960, as Assistant Supervising 
Engineer, took over control of four 
equipment design sub-sections. Mr. 
Smith is an Associate Member of the 
Institution of Engineers, Australia. 

* 
N. M. MACDONALD, author of the 

article "Review of Line Transmission 
Equipment in Australia", joined the 
Postmaster-General's Department in 
Melbourne in 1938 as a Cadet Engineer. 
He graduated Bachelor of Science at 
the University of Melbourne in 1941 
and qualified as Engineer in 1942. After 
experience in the Victorian Transmis 
sion, Country and Lines Sections. he 
was transferred in 1947 as Divisional 
Engineer, Cable Carrier and Special 
Projects in the Long Line Equipment 
Section, Central Office. From 1952 to 
1960 he was Sectional Engineer in 
charge of the design, procurement and 

installation of all types of long line 
equipment. He was Supervising En 
gineer in charge of the Long Line 
Equipment Section from late in 1960 
until recently, and is now occupying 
the position of Assistant Engineer-in 
Chief (Services). 
In his early career, Mr. Macdonald 

was responsible for the introduction 
of integrated regional planning of tele 
phone services in the Gippsland area 
of Victoria. During his period in the 
Long Line Equipment Section at Central 
Office be was closely associated with 
the design of most of the major carrier 
projects undertaken in Australia, includ 
ing the Sydney-Melbourne coaxial cable 
system, and with the development of 
all new types of carrier systems. He 
was also associated with the standardisa 
tion of equipment installation practices, 
the rationalisation of carrier manufac 
turing programs for the local companies, 
and with the introduction of new 
transmission standards for the Common 
wealth trunk network. 

Mr. Macdonald has played an active 
part in the affairs of the Telecommuni 
cation Society of Australia, mainly 
through his long association with this 
Journal. He was appointed an Editor 
in 1950, is currently Editor-in-Chief, 
and bas contributed several previous 
articles to the Journal. He is a Mem 
ber of the Institution of Engineers, 
Australia. 

* 
D. A. BROOKE, co-author of the 

article "Some Aspects of the Use of 
Radio Systems in the Australian Inter 
nal Network", joined the Postmaster 
General's Department in 1943 as a 
Cadet Engineer whilst on war service. 
He commenced training in 1946 when 
released from service with the R.A.A.F., 
and graduated Bachelor of Science from 
the University of Melbourne in 1949. 
During several years of field experience 
as a Group Engineer in the Radio 
Section, Victorian Administration, he 
was associated with broadcasting 
chiefly the operations and maintenance 

E. L. BROOKER 

of the Radio Australia transmitting 
installation at Shepparton. In 1953, 
be was promoted as Divisional En 
gineer, Plant Applications. in the Head 
quarters Research Laboratories and 
was engaged on the co-ordination of 
the introduction of the VHF radio 
telephone system between Mt. Oberon 
(Victoria) and Launceston (Tasmania). 
Mr. Brooke joined the Headquarters 
Radio Section in 1954 and has been 
associated with broadcasting and radio 
communications plant. At present he 
is appointed as Sectional Engineer, 
Service, responsible for the operational 
and service aspects of the Departmental 
broadcasting and radio-communications 
plant, including broadband radio bearers 
for telephony and television relay 
purposes. 

* 
E. L. BROOKER, co-author of the 

article "Some Aspects of the Use of 
Radio Systems in the Australian In 
ternal Network," began an engineering 
Cadetship in Perth in 1947, after four 
years as a Technician-in-Training. After 
graduating with a degree of Bachelor of 
Science from the University of Western 
Australia, Mr. Brooker completed his 
cadetship in Melbourne and joined the 
Design and Development Division of 
the Headquarters Radio Section. In 
1953 he was awarded a Federation of 
British Industries post-graduate scholar 
ship, and was in the United Kingdom 
for a period of two years studying, 
primarily, the design of broadband 
radio bearer systems. He returned 
to the Headquarters Radio Section and 
continued in the Design Division, in 
cluding in his work design and measure 
ments on audio and acoustic equipment. 
Mr. Brooker was a member of the 
Australian Post Office delegation to 
the 10th Plenary Assembly of the 
C.C.I.R. in Geneva in January of this 
year. He is at present occupying a 
position of Engineer Class 4 in the 
Design Sub-Section and is an Associate 
Member of the Institution of Radio 
Engineers, Australia. 
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D . .l. RICHARDSON R. K. McK!NNON, L D. SEBIRE 

D. J. RICHARDSON co-author of 
the article "Australian Telegraph En 
gineering Practices", is a Sectional En 
gineer in the Telegraph and Power 
Section at Headquarters. He entered 
the Postmaster-General's Department in 
Victoria in 1940 as a Junior Mechanic 
and subsequently qualified as Technician 
(Telegraphs) and Senior Technician 
(Telephones). He qualified as Engineer 
in 1947 and after two years' experience 
in the Bendigo Country Division, trans 
ferred to Central Office as acting 
Divisional Engineer in the Telegraphs 
Section. He was promoted Divisional 
Engineer in 1952 and Sectional Engineer, 
Telegraph Service and Sub-Station Pro 
vision in 1956. At Headquarters, Mr. 
Richardson is concerned with the de 
velopment of policy and formulation of 
general principles and standards for 
the maintenance of telegraph equipment 
and services and for the provision of 
telegraph subscribers' facilities. 

* 
R. K. McKINNON, co-author of 

the article "Australian Telegraph En 
gineering Practices", joined the 
Postmaster-General's Department in 
Adelaide in 1949 as an Engineer. 
Following experience in the South 
Australian Telegraph Section he trans 
ferred to the Central Office Telegraph 
Section in 1952 and after acting as 
Divisional Engineer (Telegraphs Ser 
vices) from 1954 was promoted to that 
position in 1956. This year he was 
nominated to the position of Sectional 
Engineer, Telegraph Design and Pro 
vision (Exchange Equipment). Mr. 
McKinnon has been closely associated 
with the development of the telex 
service in Australia and is the co 
author of a previous article on the 

subject. In connection with the auto 
matisation of the telex network, he 
visited telegraph administrations and 
leading telegraph equipment manufac 
turers in the United States and Europe 
during 1962. Mr. McKinnon holds 
the degree of Bachelor of Engineering 
(Adelaide) and the Diploma of Public 
Administration (Melbourne). 

* 
L. D. SEBIRE, co-author of the 

article "Some Aspects of the Use of 
Radio Systems in the Australian Inter 
nal Network," is Divisional Engineer, 
Plant Provision No. 2 Sub-Section in 
the Headquarters Radio Section. In 
1956, after working for a number of 
years in private industry, Mr. Sebire 
joined the Broadcasting Stations Instal 
lation Division of the Headquarters 
Radio Section where he remained until 
1962. During that time, he was 
responsible for the implementation of 
the Joint Australian Broadcasting Con 
trol Board/P.M.G. Developmental Plan 
for the improvement of the National 
Broadcasting Service, the major projects 
being the establishment of medium fre 
quency stations at Arrnidale, Wollon 
gong, Mt. Isa, Tennant Creek, Katherine 
and Rabaul, and the increase in power 
of 12 existing national stations to 50 
kilowatts. 

Since 1962, Mr. Sebire has been 
responsible for the provision of small 
capacity radio-telephone bearers in all 
States of the Commonwealth, and, more 
recently, for the equipment provision 
and installation planning of broadband 
microwave systems in New South Wales 
and Queensland, including the 961-mile 
Brisbane-Cairns radio relay being pro 
vided as part of a system to link the 
COMPAC and SEACOM cables. 

L. M. HARRIS 

He is an Associate Member of the 
Institution of Engineers, Australia, an 
Associate Member of the Institution of 
Radio Engineers, Australia, and an 
Affiliate of the Australian Institute of 
Management. 

* 
L. M. HARRIS, author of the article 

"The Research Laboratories of the 
Postmaster - General's Department", 
joined the Postmaster-General's Depart 
ment as a Cadet Engineer in June, 
1926. After qualifying as an engineer 
and obtaining the degree of Bachelor 
of Science in Physics at the University 
of Melbourne, he joined the staff of the 
Research Laboratories to work in Line 
Communications. He rose to the posi 
tion of Sectional Engineer in this 
Sub-Section and was promoted to the 
position of Supervising -Engineer, Long 
Line Equipment, in 1955, returning to 
the Laboratories as Supervising En 
gineer early in 1961. Upon re-organisa 
tion of the Laboratories later that year, 
he was promoted to the position of As 
sistant Engineer-in-Chief (Research). In 
1951, Mr. Harris went to Florence as 
official delegate to the C.C.I.F., and 
since then has made several contribu 
tions to C.C.I.T.T. work as an official 
delegate of the Department including 
attendance as deputy leader of the 
delegation to the 2nd Plenary Assembly 
of the C.C.I.T.T. in New Delhi, 
November-December, 1960. He was a 
member of the official delegation to the 
Commonwealth Conference on Satellite 
Communications held in London in 
April, 1962, and is to lead the delega 
tion to the Extraordinary Administra 
tive Radio Conference on Frequency 
Allocation for Space Systems and 
Radio Astronomy to be held in Geneva 
in October, 1963. 



Telecommunications is people talking ... 

• • • and A.T.E. have been talking communications for over half a century. In that time A.T.E. 
has grown from the small nucleus organisation that pioneered automatic telephony in 
the United Kingdom to a world-wide network of companies -the largest manufacturers of 
telecommunications equipment in the Commonwealth. 
In the U.K. alone, the Company has one and a half million square feet of production space 

Automatic Telephone & Electric Co. Ltd., WORLD LEADERS IN COMMUNICATIONS 
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across the world 

at lts disposal whtt, overseas, there are associated factories In Aust.aiia, New Zealand, 
South Africa, Porttgal and Brazil . 

. The whole of the C~mpany's research and development programme is centrally co-ordinated 
and the resultant cross-fertilisation of ideas and information is one of the main reasons 
why A.T.E. telecommunications equipment is the most advanced in the world. 

® AUTO MA TIC TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC CO. LTD., 
8 Arundel Street, London W.C.2. England A Principal Operating Company of the P/essey Group 
BRITISH AUTOMATIC TELEPHONE & ELECTRIC PTY. LTD., 
Head Office:- 87/105 Racecourse Road, North Melbourne, N.1. Victoria ~ ATE(T)2a 
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ROME WAS NOT BUILT 
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IN A DAY ... 

. . . nor can electronic switching systems be 
developed overnight. But G.E.C development is 
continuous. At Telephone Works a co-ordinated 
development programme is progressing rapidly, 
with electronic exchange designers building on 
the firm foundation laid over many years by the 
designers of the present most modern step-by 
step systems. 

G.E.C. electronic exchanges will provide more 
extensive and flexible facilities than have pre 
viously been possible, while taking advantage of 
the inherent reliability of electronic components. 
Electronic switching techniques cannot be over 
looked in the present planning of future exchange 
systems. 

Exchange Division 
eec. (TELECOMMUNICATIONS) LTD TELEPHONE WORKS · COVENTRY · ENGLAND 

Wor.ks at Coventry , Middlesbrough and Treforest 

S~ee's 150 
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MFC • • • • • 
The L M Ericsson Multi-Frequency Code (MFC) Signalling in 
troduced in the Australian Telephone Network ensures rapid, 
self-checking, · compelled· sequence, transmission of switching 
information. Using printed circuits with up-to-date components 
the MFC offers maximum reliability and stability at reduced 
maintenance cost. The frequency range, within the speech 
band, allows sufficient code signals for full flexibility of operation, 
to be sent over any type of circuit. Symbol of superior engineering 

and imposing economy in modern 
telephony. 

Channel receiver for MFC signalling 
used in L M Ericsson Crossbar 
Exchanges in Australia. 

Each code signal consists of two simultaneous frequencies and 
the receiving unit acknowledges two and only two frequencies. 
The system is therefore self-checking. It is compelled because 
the next forward code is sent only when requested by a backward 
signal from the receiving end. The signalling is thus unsusceptible 
to line disturbances and offers many possibilities for sending 
information backwards regarding routing and the different con 
ditions encountered during the setting up of a call. 
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SUPERGROUP TRANSLATING BAY 

/ 
2,700 phone calls 

simultaneously! 

FUJITSU recently developed the world's first 
12 Mc Coaxial Cable Carrier Transmission 
System to carry 2,700 simultaneous telephone 
calls (or I TV channel and 1,200 calls). It 
operates on a frequency range of 300~ 
12,435 Kc through unattended repeater sta 
tions located at 4.5 Km intervals. CCITT 
standards and specifications on frequency 
allocation, transmission quality, system layout, 
etc., are throughly fulfilled. You are assured 
of the finest in advanced communication 
with FUJITSU. 

MAIN PRODUCTS: Telephone Exchange, Carrier and 
Radio Transmission System, Telex, Electronic Computer, 
Automatic Control Equipment, & Electronic Components. 

TOKYO, JAPAN 



STC LIGHTWEIGHT HEADSETS, designed for use by private and public telephone operators 
and approved by the British Post Office, are fast superseding the use of the older breast type instruments. 
The main advantages of this STC product are extraordinary light weight, a high degree of comfort, stability 
and manoeuvrability and constant level of transmission regardless of head movement. The headsets are 
made in black, grey or ivory nylon plastic which is virtually unbreakable. 
The "Rocking Armature" principle-an important STC development in telephone receiver design-which 
gives improved sensitivity and frequency response has been incorporated into these instruments. 
Write for leaflet D/104 

Standard ul~p!toH~S and Cahl~s limit~d 
OAKLEIGH ROAD LONDON, N11 ENGLAND 

62/1D 

Australian Associates: STC Pty., Ltd., 252, Botany Road, Alexandria, SYDNEY. 
Cnr. Wilson and Boundary Streets, West End, BRISBANE. 
174, King Street, MELBOURNE. 39, Empire Circuit, Forrest, CANBERRA. 
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. for all office and factory interJommunication 
. cfID) CROSSBAR PABX SYSTEMS 
. . . designed to cope with the busiest calling conditions 
and guaranteed to give a lifetime of satisfactory service 

TELEPHONI~ & ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES PTY. LTD. 
FARADAY PARK, MEADOWBANK, N.S.W. 80 0111. 70 COLLINS ST., MELBOURNE, VIC. 63 2560. CABLES & TELEGRAMS: "TELIND," SYDNEY 
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• 
Telecommunication Company of Australia Pty. Limited, 

a Division of Philips Electrical Industries Pty. Limited, 

is proud of its part in the establishment and development 

of telecommunication in Australia. One major achieve 

ment has been as sole contractor to the Australian Post 

Office for the supply and installation of all electronic 

equipment and power plant to provide telephony and 

TV transmission on the Coaxial Cable System linking 

Sydney, Canberra and Melbourne. 
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SPECIALISTS IN THE SUPPLY 

AND INSTALLATION OF 

• BROADBAND AND SHORT HAUL CARRIER 
TELEPHONE SYSTEMS 

• TELEGRAPH TRANSMISSION EQUIPMENT 

• TELEGRAPH SWITCHING CENTRES 

• AUTOMATIC TELEGRAPH ERROR DETECTION 
AND CORRECTION EQUIPMENT 

• VHF MOBILE RADIO COMMUNICATION SYSTEMS 

• TELEMETRY AND CONTROL SYSTEMS 

• RADIO COMMUNICATION EQUIPMENT OF 
ALL TYPES 

• RADAR AND WEAPON CONTROL SYSTEMS 

• NAVIGATIONAL BEACONS 

• TELEVISION TRANSMITTERS 

fBlBCO/J/J1/UJV/CA1JON CONPANY OP AUSfRAl/A Pff. l/JJl/fBD 
A Division of PHILIPS ELECTRICAL INDUSTRIES PTY. LIMITED 

HENDON, SOUTH AUSTRALIA 
BOX 7. ALBERTON. S.A. - TELEGRAMS: "COAXIAL" ADELAIDE 
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platform ... 
PROGRESSES 

WITH AUSTRALIA 
Equipped with modern plant and produc 
tion facilities, Ducon continues to meet 
the growing demand for components and 
equipment by the electronics and 
electrical industries. 
The addition of 51,000 s.quare feet of 
manufacturing area to the Leightonfield 
Works has brought into effect the pro 
ficient production and specialised test 
ing of a comprehensive range of power 
capacitors and related equipment. 
This again was aptly timed as another 
phase of Ducon's development pro 
gramme ... a programme planned to 
provide Electricity Authorities and 
industry with power equipment based 
on the world's latest design and pro 
duction techniques. 
Ducon's. 349,250 square foot production 
tool is a solid platform from which to 
produce and deliver on schedule an 
ever-widening range of components and 
power equipment for Australian and 
overseas markets. 

DUCON PRODUCTS INCLUDE: 

Paper capacitors 
Mica capacitors 
Plastic film capacitors 
Ceramic capacitors 
Electrolytic capacitors 
Resistors 

Potentiometers 
Interval timer switches 
Ferramics (Ferrites) 
Ceramics 
Ceramic-to-metal seals 
Mica products 
Cardboard tubes 

and containers 
•.• and a wide range of 
Power equipments 

0 0 0 

DUCON INDUSTRIES LIMITED, Leightonfield Works, Villawood, N.S.W. 72 0133 
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TBE LION'S SHARE 
Submarine Cables Ltd., England, and its predecessors 
have pioneered and supplied far the largest proportion of 
the world's submarine telecommunication cable-90% 
of the telegraph cable between 1850 and 1950 and the 
largest share of telephone cable since 1950-also the 
main cable-laying gear for Cable Ships, MONARCH, 
ALERT, MARCEL BAYARD, MERCURY, INGUL and 
JANA. For submarine telecommunication cable, re 
peaters and-through AEI-terminal equipment; for 
cable handling gear and also for deck auxiliaries, consult: 

HERE ARE SOME OF THE COMPANY'S MILESTONES: 

1850 
1866 
1939 

First ever submarine telegraph cable 
from England to France. 
First successful transatlantic telegraph cable. 

First polythene-insulated submarine cable. 

1955/6 First transatlantic telephone cable- 
95 % supplied by the Company. 

1961 First armourless telephone cable- 
2000 miles from Newfoundland to England. 

1961 Longest repeatered 120-circuit telephone cable- 
400 miles from Newfoundland to Canada. 

Supply over 5000 miles of armourless 1961 / 3 cable and 90 repeaters for the 8000-mile 
Commonwealth Pacific system. 

1962 Contract for 420-circuit transistorised repeaters. 

SUBMARINE CABLES LIMITED 
(OWNED JOINTLY BY AEI AND BICC) • MERCURY HOUSE• THEOBALD'S RD• LONDON WC1 · ENGLAND 
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DYNASCA 
DIGIT..A..L ~OLT.~ETER.. 

The low price of this new solid state digital 
voltmeter will enable many laboratories to add 

this type of instrument to their range of 
instruments for the first time. In spite of its 

low cost the Model 111 DVM provides 
laboratory standard type accuracy. 

Price £270 plus 
12!% 5/Tax. 

MELBOURNE 
67 9161 

BRISBANE 
4 1631 

PERTH HOBART 
28 3426 3 3836 

LAUNCESTON WELLINGTON, N.Z. 
2 1804 43191 

• Solid state high reliability, 
e. New high-brightness wide-angle read 

out. 
• Highly stable temperature-compensated 

zener diode reference. 
• Accuracy ± 0.1% of reading, ± 1 

Count. 
• Reads 0-1,000 Volts in 4 Ranges. 
• Adjustable display time. 
• No erroneous over-voltage reading. 
• Automatic polarity indicator. 
• High input impedance. 
• All-electronic. 

For l uriiier particulars please contact Engineering Products Divison. 
AMALGAMATED WIRELESS (AUSTRALASIA) LTD. 

HEAD OFFICE: 47 YORK STREET, SYDNE:Y. 2 0233 

ADELAIDE: Newton McLaren Ltd., LA 0111. 

EP36 
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t 
SIEMENS 

From resistors 
to transmitting 
tubes 

Capacitors . metallized and wire-wound resistors 
»Siferrit« and »Sirufer« materials 
Transformers, repeat coils, chokes 
Radio interference suppressors, r-f weather-stripping 
shielded enclosures 

Transmitter and generator tubes · radio and 
television tubes special tubes and nuvistors for 
long-line communications and industrial applications 
Selenium and silicon rectifiers 
High-voltage rectifiers and thyratrons 
Elapsed-hour meters 

Germanium and silicon diodes . tunnel diodes 
Transistors . photoelectric elements 
NTC thermistors . Hall-effect devices 

160·09-41 

SI EM EN S HAL SK E SI EM E N S S C H U C K E RT (AU ST RA LAS I Al P TY. LT D. 
534-544 Church St., RICHMOND, VIC. 42 2371. 6-8 Mount St., N.TH. SYDNEY, 
N.S.W. 92 0966. 8~10 Chester Street, FORTITUDE VALLEY, BRISBANE. 5 4350 
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Since 
supplying equip 
ment for the first sub- 
scriber trunk dialling exchange 
in the United Kingdom at Bristol, G.E.C. 
has· received orders for STD equipment for 
178 exchanges-another example of the vital role played 
by G.E.C. telephone exchange equipment in the essential field of 
telecommunic,ations. In addition, countries as far from the United Kingdom as 
Malaya and Nigeria have opened STD services using G.E.C. equipment. 
G.E.C. Telephone Exchange Systems are complete, compatible, 
comprehensive, fully flexible, reliable and simple to 
service ... 'as modern as tomorrow', thanks to 
constant research and development. 
The majority of the world's 
telephone exchanges 
use step-by-step 
systems. 

Exchange Division 

$.{g.e_ (TELECOMMUNICATIONS) LTD · TELEPHONE WORKS 

Electronic 
Register- Translator 
Equipment 
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TELEPHONE GES 

SUBSCRIBER 
TRUNK 

EQUIPMENT 

BY 

AS MODERN AS TOMORROW 

C Q VEN T R Y • E N G LA N D Works at Coventry, Middlesbrough and Treforesl Smee's I 1,9 
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safe, sure communication 
In 1803, a fragile six-oar cutter set sail from 
the tiny Port Phillip Bay settlement. Its 
crew: six convicts under the command of Mr. 
Wil.liam Collins. Their mission: to deliver a 
report on the arriva I of Lieutenant-Governor 
Collins to Governor King in Sydney. They 
had only one month's provisionsfor the peri 
lous journey. The seven men strugged on 
for nine days to within 60 miles of Sydney 
when they were picked up by the transport 
"Ocean". 

In 1963, all the cities and towns of Australia 
are interconnected by a complex network of 
telephone cables and wires. Austral Standard 
Cables Pty, Ltd. are proud of their contribu 
tion towards establishing safe; sure com 
munication between the remotest parts of 
the Continent. 

PAPER INSULATED 
Local and Trunk Cables 
Multi Channel Carrier Cables 
Control and Special Cables 
Coaxial Cables 

LEAD PRODUCTS 
Resin Cored and Sol id Solder Wires 
Lead Tube 

PLASTIC INSULATED 
Equipment Wires 
Telephone Cables 
lnterphone Cables 
High Frequency Cables 
TV Lead-in Cables 
Video Cables 
Rural Distribution Cables 
Coaxial Cables 

CABLES AUSTRAL STANDARD CABLES PTY. LTD. 
Makers of Australia's Telephone Cables 

Works at: MAIDSTONE, VICTORIA and LIVERPOOL, N.S.W. 
6640 
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new from Mullard silicon RF mesa transistors 

8SY10 - BSYl l - BFYlO - BFYl l: 

in - construction providing 
'TIT 

150mW dissipation at Tamb = 100°C 
and f1 = lOOMc/s 

These new mass-produced n-p-n silicon mesa transistors-the 
BSYl 0, BSYl l, for computing, the BFYl 0, BFYl l, for RF 
amplification-are now in production and available from 
Mullard at realistic prices. They extend the already wide 
range of Mullard transistors and give designers the advan 
tages of,- 

• Collector dissipation of l SOmW at l 00°C. 

• Amplification from DC to 30Mc/s coupled with dissipation 
of 300mW in free air at 25°C. 

• Collector emitter voltage of 45V to 60V provides more 
power and large signal handling capabilities. 

II Reliable medium speed switching is provided, together 
with good bottoming characteristics coupled with high 
f, and high junction temperature rating. 

• Three leads with envelope isolated. 

• T0-5 construction. 

The BSYl 0, BSYl l and BFYl O, BFYl l are the economic solu 
tion for applications which previously appeared expensive 
and difficult in the missile, aircraft and. marine fields and for 
industrial equipment where high ambient temperatures pre 
vail. 
For further information on these transistors, write to 
Mullard-Australia Pty. Ltd. 

Abridged Data BFYIO BFYl 1 8SY10 8SY11 
Ven max. V 
lcM max. 50 50 50 50 mA 
hFt< at Yur, = +5V, le= 1 OmA 25-50 40-125 45-80 60-125 
f, at Ve,:=+ 1 OV, le= 5mA >60 >60 >60 >60 Mc/s 
Ye,,: i•ot> le= lOmA +1 ·5 +1 ·5 +l ·O +1 •0 V 
Coh,atVcE=+2DV,li-:=OmA 3·0 3•0 5·0 5•0 ·pF 
T; mux 175 175 175 175 °C 

1@1 Mullard-Australia Pty. Ltd. 
35-43 CLARENCE STREET, SYDNEY • 29 2006 
123 VICTORIA PARADE, COLLINGWOOD, N.5, VIC., 41 6644 

Assccie+ed with MULLARD LIMITED, LONDON 
M117 
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Front view of Unit with covers removed. 

ROLA EXCHANGE INTERCEPT EQUIPMENT 
A potential service that may be 

offered by the telephone authority is the 
hiring of recorded tracks for short periods. 
For example, a medical practitioner may 
leave a recorded message regarding his 
whereabouts, to be routed to anyone call 
ing his number. 

The Rola Company Exchange Intercept 
Equipment, used by the Australian Post 
Office, is a fully professional machine en 
gineered to the highest standards required 
by telephone authorities and capable of 
recording and playing back messages into 
a telephone network. 

The equipment is so designed that full 
actuation can be provided by normal tele 
phone exchange equipment, with up to 24 
tracks available, i.e., up to 24 messages 
may be recorded and played back as 
selected. 

In a busy telephone exchange the Rola 
Exchange Intercept Equipment can provide 
weather forecast data for telephone sub 
scribers. This forecast may be modified as 
often as is found necessary. Incorrect or 
obsolete directory . numbers when called. 
can be routed to the equipment where an· 
automatic announcement giving the cor 
rected information can be made to the 
caller. 

Technical Description 

The Rola Exchange Intercept Equip 
ment comprises three main units: the Mag 
netic Drum unit, the Amplifier Section and 
the Switching Panel. They are mounted in 
a frame suitable for a standard Post Office 
33" rack. 

The 24 three-stage transistorised am 
plifiers have an output rating of approxi 
mately 30 mW. The switching panel per 
mits monitoring and the change from the 
"Record" to the "Play" mode on any chan 
nel. 

Further Information from: 

. e !.0.!~£!?.~~1.~!rot~LJ~I~~Ll~(.,!!J-l.!~· C 
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WEGEPHONE 
is a loudspeaking telephone 
which offers new possibilities of 
telecommunication in the office, 
at home, at conferences, in 
the workshop, etc. Just push 
a button and you can continue 
your work while speaking! 
The quality of the components 
used in the WEGEPHONE is of 
the same high standard for which 
Swedish telephone equipment is 
known throughout the world. 
Consisting of a single set con 
taining both the loudspeaking 
unit and an ordinary telephone 

The 
modern 
means of 

tele- . cornrnuru- 
cation!!! 

with handset, the WEGEPHONE 
requires little space and no 
additional leads are necessary. 
It draws its power from the 
telephone line and can there 
fore be connected to the tele 
phone network like any ordinary 
telephone without regard to 
polarity. 
The WEGEPHONE has many 
exclusive features such as: 
complete transistorisation, voice 
control, privacy button, etc. 
For further information about 
the WEGEPHONE, please con 
tact us or our representative 
for Australia. 

GYLLING & CO. - SVENSKA RELAFABRIKEN 
Stockholm - Grondal 

SWEDEN 
Representative in Australia: Manufacturers Special Products Pty. Ltd. 

47 York St., Sydney, N.S.W., AUSTRALIA 
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The Static Inverters designed and manufac 
tured by Standard Telephones and Cables 
Pty. Limited of Australia ensure the continu 
ance of power and light supplies against 
external power failure. 

"No break" light and power supply is of vital im 
portance in every enterprise. It can be achieved 
quickly and economically with STC Static DC to 
AC Inverters. Or can be arranged to operate auto 
matically whenever power failures occur. This 
equipment comes into immediate service and is 
automatically shut down and disconnected from 
the load the instant power is restored. 

Consult with 
STC experts for 

full information. 

HOW THE INSTALLATION OPERATES 
A storage battery is incorporated 
with sufficient ampere hour capacity 
to operate the desired load during 
the period of mains supply failure. 
This battery, which is automatically 
"float charged" by an STC battery 
charger, provides the DC input to 
the Static Inverter, the AC output 
being permanently connected to the 
load. Equipment or lighting circuits, 
supplied frcim the Inverter, are 
thereby maintained in normal opera 
tion. Immediately upon renewal of 
normal power, the battery charger 
will automatically begin to restore 
the battery to a fully charged state. 

9tandard '/elephones and Cahles Phf Limited 
c1NDusrn1AL =aooucrs D1v1s10N) .N ImT 

SYDNEY • MELBOURNE • CANBERRA .J. 
ASSOCIATE 

R200A 
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POWERFUL SERVANTS OF MANKIND 

Olympic 

Power for the City 
- through Olympic Cables 

The vast range of Olympic wires, cables and flexibles is one of the most comprehensive in the 
world. Manufactured to exacting international specifications, Olympic Cables play an important 
part in power generation and the application of electric power in industry, communications, 
factories, offices and homes throughout Australia. It has truly been said that there is an Olympic 
wire, cable or flexible for every electrical purpose. 

CABLES 
OLYMPIC CABLES PTY. LTD. 

4574 
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STC THE FOREFRONT OF MODERN DEVELOPMENT, INTRODUCES 
TRANSISTORISED EQUIPMENT. Compare the cumbersome valve equipment 
of yesterday with today's streamlined compactness. More, check on the 
considerable gain in efficiency of operation; outstanding reliability, low 
power consumption and the complete simplification on maintenance. On the 
rare occasions when maintenance is required the compactness of the equip 
ment in the form of plug-in units reduces field maintenance simply to the 
replacement of faulty units. The STC range includes systems with various 
channel capacities from 12 to 300 telephone channels and also systems for 
the transmission of television programs. Whatever you need in the field of 
microwave communications there is an STC transistorised system to meet it. 

~ 

!3tandard '/elepltoneo and Cahleo PIIJ. Limited 
'"ITT 

A$$0CIA.U 

SYDNEY • MELBOURNE • CANBERRA 

UlS-4 
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Other TMC Australian manufactures for home and 
export markets include Instruments for' Level 
Measuring, Transmission Measuring, Pulse Echo 
Cable and Power Line Fault Location, and Dial and 
Teiegraph Impulse Sending. 

CONVERSATION PIECES 
of the NATION ... 

The 12-circuit and 3-circuit open-wire, 
transistorised, carrier telephone units shown 
here were designed, developed and 
manufactured by TMC at their Canterbury 
(N.S.W.) Works. 

TMC designs and manufactures all types 
of open-wire, carrier telephone systems for the 
Australian Postmaster General's Department; 
also for export to overseas Government 
instrumentalities and corporate telephone 
system operators. 

The range of TMC apparatus includes all 
modern applications of carrier telephone 
equipment to open-wire, cable and radio 
bearers; FM VF Telegraph Equipment, VF 
Amplifiers. Privacy Equipment; Illuminated 
Push-Button Equipment and Solid-State 
Circuit Elements. 

TMC 
AUSTRALIA 

TELEPHONE MANUFACTURING CO. (AUSTRALASIA) PTY. LTD. 
HEAD OFFICE: 14 The Crescent, Annandale, N.S.W. • Phone 68-4534. WORKS: 174 Canterbury Road, Canterbury • Phone 78-3407 

Telegrams ·f, Cables: Gesco, Sydney 
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the teamwork behind telephones 
Discoveries in telecommunication development occur every day. To maintain a posiuon 
of leadership in this field requires constant contact with each and every phase of 
research and development. Our engineering group, specialising in switching techniques with 
its up-to-the-minute assessment of every outstanding development, makes its services available 
to the P.M.G.'s Department. In this, STC are backed by the world-wide 
International Telephone and Telegraph Organisation. Particularly 
has this been so with the recent unequivocal acceptance by the 

@ Australian Post Office of the 800 series telephone 
equipment designed and manufactured in Sydney 
by STC. 

!Jtanchrd Nlepltonee '111d C'1hlee Phf limited 
SYDNEY • MELBOURNE • CANBERRA 

AN ITT 
ASSOCIATE 

U156 
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LEVELL TRANSISTORISED COUNTER-TIMER TMSl 
1 c/s to 3 Meis 3/J,s to 27 .77 hours 

JACOBY, 

This transistorised portable digital counter measures 
frequency and time interval over the ranges above with 
the utmost simplicity of operation. The accuracy of the 
display is -+-1 count -+-0.005% over the full temperature 
range. Sensitivity is 100 m V to 1 Mc/s and 300 m V at 
3 Mc/s. The counter has five decades operating on a 
1-2-4-8 code, the display being on five long-life neon 
numerical indicators controlled by a latching circuit which 
holds the display while a count is in progress, changing 
the display only when the count is completed. 

The usefulness of the unit can be extended from 105 

counts to 107 counts by a "count tens" or "count hun 
dreds" facility whereby every tenth or hundredth count is 
displayed. An external frequency standard can be used. 
Pulses are available on the panel at 1 c/s, 10 c/s, 100 c/s, 
1 kc/s, 10 kc/s, 100 kc/s and 1 Mc/s. 

& Co. LTD. MITCHEL.L PTY. 
469-475 KENT STREET, SYDNEY (61-8411) 

Also ot MELBOURNE ond ADUAIDE 
JM3 

... Problems with design? 
The ability of a rr ansf orm e r or item of electronic 
equipment to function satisfactorily depends 
firstly on design. Our wide experience enables 
us to design efficient, economical units and our 
team of skilled engineers backed by extensive 
laboratory facilities are ready to assist you with 
your problems. 
The illustration shows a plug-in type microphone 
level broadcast amplifier .from a wide range of 
electronic equipment designed and developed in 

., .. our laboratories. 

TRIMAX 
Manufacturers for over 20 years of ... ~ 

HIGH QUALITY TRANSFORMERS AND ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT 

L M ERICSSON - TRIMAX PTY. LTD., CNR. WILLIAMS RD. & CHARLES ST., NTH. COBURG, FL 1203 
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ITT SPREADS STC EXPORT ACTION 
increasing world demand for STC radio transmitters 
Through ITT Far East Ltd. in Hong Kong, Standard Telephones and 
Cables Pty. Ltd. of Australia are making deep inroads with Broadcast 
and Communication Transmitters into a toughly competitive market. 
This equipment, designed and manufactured in Australia, is proving its 
superiority against intensive world-wide competition. ITT Far East Ltd. 
welcomes enquiries regarding the wide range of STC Broadcast 
and Communication Transmitters available. 

worldwide electronics and telecommunications ITT 
ITT FAR. EAST HONG KONG 
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'S.~.e. 
SMALL DIAMETER 

COAXIAL CABLE 
LINE EQUIPMENT 
This equipment has been ordered by the G.P.O. 
for the following routes: - 
BIRMINGHAM-WOLVERHAMPTON 
DONCASTER- LINCOLN 
LEEDS-YORK 
HEREFORD - WORCESTER 

* The equipment is completely transistored. * Conveys 300 high quality speech circuits, in the frequency 
band 60kc/s to 1300kc/s, over a pair of 0.174in. coaxial tubes. * A complete terminal is contained in a rack 9ft. high, 
20fin wide and 8tin deep. · * Repeaters are either power fed and contained in watertight 
boxes for burial in the ground or installation in underground 
cable manholes or, mounted on racks of the same dimensions 
as the terminal equipments, with or without power feeding 
panels, for installation in a repeater hut or equipment room. * Each power fed repeater is equipped with supervisory facilities 
to enable the associated power feeding 
terminal or repeater station to determine at which 
power fed repeater a fault has occurred. 

es.c Everything for Telecommunications 

Transmission Division 

§. <5.t'. (TELECOMMUNICATIONS) LIMITED· Telephone Works· Coventry· England 
Works at : Coventry · Middlesbrough and Treforest 

Smccs 157 
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screened 
room 

Jn the 'twenties and 'thirties, radio interference was 
almost accepted as a matter of course. But not today. 
Thanks to the evolution of the screened room, today's 
highly specialised electronic apparatus can be tested 
and operated in an atmosphere free from radio inter 
ference. 

What must a screened room have? It must be entirely 
metallic. It must have low electrical conductivity. 
The largest aperture in the room must never be 
greater in its largest dimension than one-quarter of the 
length of the shortest wave length being screened. 

The modern screened room must have a door which 
maintains perfect electrical contact with the wall on 
all four edges. It must also provide ventilation. The 
internal wiring must be filtered against interference. 

But this is only half the story. Completely effective 
screening needs 'know-how' based on research and 
experience. Belling & Lee are recognised as the 
international experts in designing, constructing and 
installing screened rooms. They are the people to 
contact in all matters involving the suppression of 
radio interference. 

Electronic Components • Telecommunications Aerials. 
• Screened Rooms. 
Canterbury Road, Kilsyth, Victoria. 
Bayswater 9 0226. Cables: "RADIOBEL" Melb. 

----------------------------------------------------------NP19- 



Now 

r- o gate srqncn is 
·O gate signal is 

witches to the conducting 
presents a very low forward 

vo:ttage drop similar to a 
silicon rectifier. 

FEATURES OF STC SILICON 
CONTROLLED RECTIFIERS * Low forward voltage drop during conducting 

state. * Low leakage current in both forward and 
reverse directions at high temperature. * Large power control with small gate power. * Wide range of allowable operating 
temperatures. * Quick response. * Stable operation and long life. * Compact, light weight. 

For [urtlier information 011 STC Silicon Controlled 
Rectifiers contact Industrial Products Division 

• 1n 

The Industrial Products Division of STC can supply either the device 
or the complete equipment incorporating Silicon Controlled Rectifiers. 
In addition, engineering advice is available to assist in applying 
the wide range of S.C.R. 's offering. Its research facilities are 
at present engaged in the development of a complete range of 
equipment using Silicon Controlled Rectifiers for inverter/ converter 
equipment up to 25 kVA, both 3 phase and single phase. 

Distributors: 
S.A.: Unbehaun and Johnstone Ltd., 54 North Terrace West, Adelaide. W.A.: M. J. 
Bateman Ply. Ltd., 12 Milligan Street, Perth. TAS.: W. & G. Ger.ders Ply. Ltd.,. 

SYDNEY • MELBOURNE • BRISBANE • CANBERRA 

9/rtncktrd lelepftones and Cah/cs Phf limited 
Newcastle: Newcastle Automatic Signals Ply. 

S162 

Hobart, Launceston, Burnie, Devenport. 
Ltd., 116 Lawson Street, Hamilton. 
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